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AGENDA 
 

Meeting Regeneration Committee 

Date Tuesday 11 July 2017 

Time 10.00 am 

Place Committee Room 5, City Hall, The 
Queen's Walk, London, SE1 2AA 

Copies of the reports and any attachments may be found at: 
www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/london-assembly/regeneration-committee 
 
 
Most meetings of the London Assembly and its Committees are webcast live at 
www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/london-assembly/webcasts where you can also view past 
meetings. 
 
Members of the Committee 
Navin Shah AM (Chair) 
Shaun Bailey AM (Deputy Chairman) 
Tony Devenish AM 

Andrew Dismore AM 
Nicky Gavron AM 

 

A meeting of the Committee has been called by the Chair of the Committee to deal with the business 

listed below.  

Ed Williams, Executive Director of Secretariat 
Monday 3 July 2017 

 
Further Information 
If you have questions, would like further information about the meeting or require special facilities 
please contact: Teresa Young, Senior Committee Officer; Telephone: 020 7983 6559;  
email: teresa.young@london.gov.uk 
 
For media enquiries please contact Lisa Lam, External Relations Officer; Telephone: 020 7983 4067. 
If you have any questions about individual items please contact the author whose details are at the 
end of the report.  
 
This meeting will be open to the public, except for where exempt information is being discussed as 
noted on the agenda.  A guide for the press and public on attending and reporting meetings of local 
government bodies, including the use of film, photography, social media and other means is available 
at www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Openness-in-Meetings.pdf.  
 
There is access for disabled people, and induction loops are available.  There is limited underground 
parking for orange and blue badge holders, which will be allocated on a first-come first-served basis.  
Please contact Facilities Management on 020 7983 4750 in advance if you require a parking space or 
further information. 

http://www.london.gov.uk/moderngov/mgCommitteeDetails.aspx?ID=303
http://www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/london-assembly/webcasts
http://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Openness-in-Meetings.pdf
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020 7983 4100 or email assembly.translations@london.gov.uk.   
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Agenda 
Regeneration Committee 
Tuesday 11 July 2017 
 
 

1 Apologies for Absence and Chair's Announcements  
 
 To receive any apologies and any announcements from the Chair. 

 
 

2 Declarations of Interests (Pages 1 - 4) 

 
 Report of the Executive Director of Secretariat. 

Contact: Teresa Young, teresa.young@london.gov.uk 020 7983 6559 

 

The Committee is recommended to: 

 

(a)  Note the list of offices held by Assembly Members, as set out in the table at 

Agenda Item 2, as disclosable pecuniary interests; 

 

(b)  Note the declaration by any Member(s) of any disclosable pecuniary interests 

in specific items listed on the agenda and the necessary action taken by the 

Member(s) regarding withdrawal following such declaration(s); and 

 

(c)    Note the declaration by any Member(s) of any other interests deemed to be 

relevant (including any interests arising from gifts and hospitality received 

which are not at the time of the meeting reflected on the Authority’s register 

of gifts and hospitality, and noting also the advice from the GLA’s 

Monitoring Officer set out at Agenda Item 2) and to note any necessary 

action taken by the Member(s) following such declaration(s). 
 
 

3 Membership of the Committee  
 
 The Committee is recommended to note the membership and chairing arrangements 

for the Regeneration Committee, as agreed at the Annual Meeting of the London 

Assembly on 3 May 2017, as follows: 

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair) 

Shaun Bailey AM (Deputy Chairman) 

Tony Devenish AM 

Andrew Dismore AM 

Nicky Gavron AM 
 
 
 

mailto:Teresa.young@london.gov.uk
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4 Terms of Reference  
 
 The Committee is recommended to note the following terms of reference for the 

Committee, as agreed at the Annual Meeting of the London Assembly on 

3 May 2017: 

 

1. To examine and report from time to time on - 

 matters of importance to Greater London; and 

 the strategies, policies and actions of the Mayor and Functional Bodies  

as they impact on the regeneration of Greater London. 

 

2. To provide lead oversight for the London Assembly of the policies, decisions and actions 

of any Mayoral Development Corporation.  

 

3. To respond on behalf of the Assembly to consultations and similar processes when within 

its terms of reference. 

 

4. To take into account in its deliberations the cross cutting themes of: the health of 

persons in Greater London; the achievement of sustainable development in the 

United Kingdom; climate change; and the promotion of opportunity. 
 
 

5 Standing Delegation  
 
 The Committee is recommended to note the following standing delegation: 

 

The London Assembly, at its Annual Meeting on 1 May 2013, agreed to delegate to 

Chairs of all ordinary committees and sub-committees a general authority to 

respond on the relevant committee or sub-committee’s behalf, following 

consultation with the lead Members of the party Groups on the committee or sub-

committee, where it is consulted on issues by organisations and there is insufficient 

time to consider the consultation at a committee meeting. 
 
 

6 Minutes (Pages 5 - 40) 

 
 The Committee is recommended to confirm the minutes of the meeting of the 

Committee held on 1 March 2017 to be signed by the Chair as a correct record. 
 

 The appendices to the minutes set out on pages 9 to 40 are attached for Members and officers 

only but are available from the following area of the GLA’s website:  

www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/london-assembly/regeneration-committee 
 

  
 
 

www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/london-assembly/regeneration-committee
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7 Summary List of Actions (Pages 41 - 56) 

 
 Report of the Executive Director of Secretariat 

Contact:  Teresa Young, teresa.young@london.gov.uk 020 7983 6559 

 

The Committee is recommended to note the completed and outstanding actions 

arising from previous meetings of the Committee. 
 
 

8 Action Taken Under Delegated Authority and Response to the 
Committee's Report, Creative Tensions (Pages 57 - 136) 

 
 Report of the Executive Director of Secretariat 

Contact: Teresa Young, teresa.young@london.gov.uk 020 7983 6559 

 

The Committee is recommended: 

 

(a) To note the action taken by the Chair, Navin Shah AM, under delegated 

authority, following consultation with the Deputy Chairman, namely to agree: 

 

(i) The Committee’s output from its scrutiny review of culture-led 

regeneration, Creative Tensions, optimising the benefits of culture 

through regeneration; 

 

(ii) The arrangements for site visits to the City of London Corporation on 

22 February 2017, Rotherhithe on 12 March 2017, Digital Greenwich on 

15 March 2017 and Community Fibre on 28 March 2017 in support of 

the Committee’s scrutiny review of broadband and digital connectivity 

in London; and 

 

(iii) The Committee’s output from its scrutiny review of broadband and 

digital connectivity in London.  

 

(b) To note its report, Creative Tensions, optimising the benefits of culture 

through regeneration, attached at Appendix 1 to the report, and the 

response to the report from the London Legacy Development Corporation 

attached at Appendix 2 to the report; 

 

(c) To note the summaries of the site visits to the City of London Corporation on 

22 February 2017 (attached at Appendix 3 to the report), Rotherhithe on 

12 March 2017 (attached at Appendix 4 to the report), Digital Greenwich on 

15 March 2017 (attached at Appendix 5 to the report) and Community Fibre 

on 28 March 2017 (attached at Appendix 6 to the report); and 

 

(d) To note its report on broadband and digital connectivity in London, attached 

at Appendix 7 to the report. 
 
 

mailto:Teresa.young@london.gov.uk
mailto:Teresa.young@london.gov.uk
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 The appendices to the report set out on pages 63 to 120 are attached for Members and officers 

only but are available from the following area of the GLA’s website:  

www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/london-assembly/regeneration-committee 
 
 

9 Can Regenerating London's Town Centres Deliver Good Growth? (Pages 

137 - 146) 
 
 Report of the Executive Director of Secretariat 

Contact: Julien Danero-Iglesias, scrutiny@london.gov.uk, 020 7983 5802 

 

The Committee is recommended:  

 

(a) To agree the terms of reference for its investigation, Can Regenerating 

London’s Town Centres Deliver Good Growth?, as set out in paragraph 4.8 of 

this report and agrees the scoping paper attached at Appendix 1 to the 

report;  

 

(b) To note the report as background to the discussion with invited guests 

regarding the regeneration of town centres in London, and to note the 

subsequent discussion;  

 

(c) To note the summary of the site visit to Wembley and Wealdstone on 

15 June 2017, as attached at Appendix 2 to the report; and 

 

(d) To delegate authority to the Chair, Navin Shah AM, in consultation with the 

Deputy Chairman, to agree any output from the Committee’s meeting on the 

regeneration of town centres in London. 
 
 

10 Regeneration Committee Work Programme (Pages 147 - 150) 

 
 Report of the Executive Director of Secretariat 

Contact: Paul Watling, scrutiny@london.gov.uk; 020 7983 4393 

 

The Committee is recommended: 

 

(a) To note the remainder of its meeting dates in the 2017/18 Assembly year, as 

set out in paragraph 3.1 of the report; 

 

(b) To agree its work programme as set out in paragraphs 4.1 to 4.5 of the 

report; and 

 

(c) To delegate authority to the Chair, Navin Shah AM, in consultation with the 

Deputy Chairman, to agree the scope and terms of reference for the 

Committee’s scrutiny review of convergence in growth boroughs. 
 
 

www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/london-assembly/regeneration-committee
mailto:scrutiny@london.gov.uk
mailto:paul.watling@london.gov.uk
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11 Date of Next Meeting  
 
 The next meeting of the Regeneration Committee is scheduled for Wednesday, 

6 September 2017 in Committee Room 5, City Hall. 
 
 

12 Any Other Business the Chair Considers Urgent  
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Subject: Declarations of Interests 
 

Report to: Regeneration Committee  
 

Report of:  Executive Director of Secretariat 

 
Date: 11 July 2017 

 
This report will be considered in public 
 
 
 
1. Summary  

 
1.1 This report sets out details of offices held by Assembly Members for noting as disclosable pecuniary 

interests and requires additional relevant declarations relating to disclosable pecuniary interests, and 

gifts and hospitality to be made. 

 
 
2. Recommendations  
 

2.1 That the list of offices held by Assembly Members, as set out in the table below, be noted 

as disclosable pecuniary interests1; 

2.2 That the declaration by any Member(s) of any disclosable pecuniary interests in specific 

items listed on the agenda and the necessary action taken by the Member(s) regarding 

withdrawal following such declaration(s) be noted; and 

2.3 That the declaration by any Member(s) of any other interests deemed to be relevant 

(including any interests arising from gifts and hospitality received which are not at the 

time of the meeting reflected on the Authority’s register of gifts and hospitality, and 

noting also the advice from the GLA’s Monitoring Officer set out at below) and any 

necessary action taken by the Member(s) following such declaration(s) be noted. 

 
3. Issues for Consideration  
 
3.1 Relevant offices held by Assembly Members are listed in the table overleaf: 

  

                                                 
1 The Monitoring Officer advises that: Paragraph 10 of the Code of Conduct will only preclude a Member from 
participating in any matter to be considered or being considered at, for example, a meeting of the Assembly, 
where the Member has a direct Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in that particular matter. The effect of this is 
that the ‘matter to be considered, or being considered’ must be about the Member’s interest. So, by way of 
example, if an Assembly Member is also a councillor of London Borough X, that Assembly Member will be 
precluded from participating in an Assembly meeting where the Assembly is to consider a matter about the 
Member’s role / employment as a councillor of London Borough X; the Member will not be precluded from 
participating in a meeting where the Assembly is to consider a matter about an activity or decision of London 
Borough X. 
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Member Interest 

Tony Arbour AM Member, LFEPA; Member, LB Richmond 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM Committee of the Regions  

Gareth Bacon AM Member, LFEPA; Member, LB Bexley 

Shaun Bailey AM  

Sian Berry AM Member, LB Camden 

Andrew Boff AM Congress of Local and Regional Authorities (Council of 
Europe) 

Leonie Cooper AM Member, LFEPA; Member, LB Wandsworth 

Tom Copley AM  

Unmesh Desai AM Member, LFEPA; Member, LB Newham 

Tony Devenish AM Member, City of Westminster 

Andrew Dismore AM Member, LFEPA 

Len Duvall AM  

Florence Eshalomi AM Member, LB Lambeth 

Nicky Gavron AM  

Susan Hall AM Member, LFEPA; Member, LB Harrow 

David Kurten AM Member, LFEPA 

Joanne McCartney AM Deputy Mayor 

Steve O’Connell AM Member, LB Croydon  

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM  

Keith Prince AM Member, LB Redbridge 

Caroline Russell AM Member, LFEPA; Member, LB Islington 

Dr Onkar Sahota AM  

Navin Shah AM  

Fiona Twycross AM Chair, LFEPA; Chair of the London Local Resilience Forum 

Peter Whittle AM  
 

[Note: LB - London Borough; LFEPA - London Fire and Emergency Planning Authority.   
The appointments to LFEPA reflected above take effect as from 3 April 2017] 

 
3.2 Paragraph 10 of the GLA’s Code of Conduct, which reflects the relevant provisions of the Localism 

Act 2011, provides that:  
 

- where an Assembly Member has a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in any matter to be considered 
or being considered or at  

 

(i) a meeting of the Assembly and any of its committees or sub-committees; or  
 

(ii) any formal meeting held by the Mayor in connection with the exercise of the Authority’s 
functions  

 

- they must disclose that interest to the meeting (or, if it is a sensitive interest, disclose the fact 
that they have a sensitive interest to the meeting); and  

 

- must not (i) participate, or participate any further, in any discussion of the matter at the 
meeting; or (ii) participate in any vote, or further vote, taken on the matter at the meeting 

 

UNLESS 
 

- they have obtained a dispensation from the GLA’s Monitoring Officer (in accordance with 
section 2 of the Procedure for registration and declarations of interests, gifts and hospitality – 
Appendix 5 to the Code).    

 

3.3 Failure to comply with the above requirements, without reasonable excuse, is a criminal offence; as is 

knowingly or recklessly providing information about your interests that is false or misleading. 
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3.4 In addition, the Monitoring Officer has advised Assembly Members to continue to apply the test that 

was previously applied to help determine whether a pecuniary / prejudicial interest was arising - 

namely, that Members rely on a reasonable estimation of whether a member of the public, with 

knowledge of the relevant facts, could, with justification, regard the matter as so significant that it 

would be likely to prejudice the Member’s judgement of the public interest.  

3.5 Members should then exercise their judgement as to whether or not, in view of their interests and 

the interests of others close to them, they should participate in any given discussions and/or 

decisions business of within and by the GLA. It remains the responsibility of individual Members to 

make further declarations about their actual or apparent interests at formal meetings noting also 

that a Member’s failure to disclose relevant interest(s) has become a potential criminal offence. 

3.6 Members are also required, where considering a matter which relates to or is likely to affect a person 

from whom they have received a gift or hospitality with an estimated value of at least £25 within the 

previous three years or from the date of election to the London Assembly, whichever is the later, to 

disclose the existence and nature of that interest at any meeting of the Authority which they attend 

at which that business is considered.  

3.7 The obligation to declare any gift or hospitality at a meeting is discharged, subject to the proviso set 

out below, by registering gifts and hospitality received on the Authority’s on-line database. The on-

line database may be viewed here:  

http://www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/gifts-and-hospitality.  

3.8 If any gift or hospitality received by a Member is not set out on the on-line database at the time of 

the meeting, and under consideration is a matter which relates to or is likely to affect a person from 

whom a Member has received a gift or hospitality with an estimated value of at least £25, Members 

are asked to disclose these at the meeting, either at the declarations of interest agenda item or when 

the interest becomes apparent.  

3.9 It is for Members to decide, in light of the particular circumstances, whether their receipt of a gift or 

hospitality, could, on a reasonable estimation of a member of the public with knowledge of the 

relevant facts, with justification, be regarded as so significant that it would be likely to prejudice the 

Member’s judgement of the public interest. Where receipt of a gift or hospitality could be so 

regarded, the Member must exercise their judgement as to whether or not, they should participate in 

any given discussions and/or decisions business of within and by the GLA. 

 

4. Legal Implications 
 

4.1 The legal implications are as set out in the body of this report. 

 
5. Financial Implications 
 

5.1 There are no financial implications arising directly from this report. 

 

Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985  
List of Background Papers: None 

Contact Officer: Teresa Young, Senior Committee Officer 

Telephone: 020 7983 6559 

E-mail: teresa.young@london.gov.uk 
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MINUTES  
 

Meeting: Regeneration Committee 
Date: Wednesday 1 March 2017 
Time: 10.00 am 
Place: Chamber, City Hall, The Queen's 

Walk, London, SE1 2AA 
 
Copies of the minutes may be found at:  

www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/london-assembly/regeneration-committee 

 

 
Present: 
 
Navin Shah AM (Chair) 
Shaun Bailey AM (Deputy Chairman) 
Tony Devenish AM 
Andrew Dismore AM 
Fiona Twycross AM 
 
 

1   Apologies for Absence and Chair's Announcements (Item 1) 

 

1.1 There were no apologies for absence. 

 

1.2 During the course of the discussion on broadband and digital connectivity in London, the 

Chair welcomed pupils and staff from Al Falah Primary School, London Borough of Hackney, 

who were observing the meeting from the public gallery.  

 
 
2   Declarations of Interests (Item 2) 

 

2.1 Resolved: 

 

That the list of offices held by Assembly Members, as set out in the table at 

Agenda Item 2, be noted as disclosable pecuniary interests. 
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Greater London Authority 
Regeneration Committee 
Wednesday 1 March 2017 

 

 
 

3   Minutes (Item 3) 

 

3.1 That the minutes of the Regeneration Committee meeting held on 19 January 2017 be 

signed by the Chair as a correct record. 

 
 
4   Summary List of Actions (Item 4) 

 

4.1 Resolved: 

 

That the completed and ongoing actions arising from previous meetings of the 

Committee be noted. 

 
 
5   Action Taken Under Delegated Authority (Item 5) 

 

5.1 The Committee received the report of the Executive Director of Secretariat. 

 

 Resolved: 

 

That the action taken by the Chair, Navin Shah AM, under delegated authority, 

following consultation with the Deputy Chairman be noted, namely to agree the 

scoping for this meeting on broadband and digital connectivity in London. 

 
 
6   Broadband and Digital Connectivity in London (Item 6) 

 

6.1 The Committee received the report of the Executive Director of Secretariat as a background 

to a discussion with the invited guests on broadband and digital connectivity in London. 

 

6.2 The Chair welcomed the following guests to the meeting: 

 Jeremy Skinner, Senior Manager - Growth & Enterprise, Greater London Authority 

(GLA); 

 Sara Kelly, Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, GLA;  

 Councillor Jonathan Glanz, Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, 

Westminster City Council;  

 Mark Collins, Director, Strategy and Public Affairs, CityFibre; and 

 Tim Stranack, Business Development Director, Community Fibre. 

 

6.3 A transcript of the discussion is attached at Appendix 1. 

 

6.4 During the course of the discussion, Members referred to a map provided by Ofcom, which 
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Greater London Authority 
Regeneration Committee 
Wednesday 1 March 2017 

 

 
 

showed the availability and type of broadband across London.  The map is attached at 

Appendix 2. 

 

6.5 During the course of the discussion, the Senior Policy Officer – Science and Technology, 

GLA, undertook to: 

 Review the terminology contained in the guidance for small and medium enterprises on 

the GLA website and ensure that it is easily available, and easy to understand; and 

 Consider the issues raised during the discussion about using street furniture where 

appropriate to enhance connectivity, and to include more comprehensive guidance 

about connectivity in the updates to the London Plan. 

 

6.6 During the discussion it was suggested that the minutes and transcript of the meeting be 

sent for information to the Commissioner and Commercial Development Director of Transport 

for London, and the Deputy Mayor for Business. 

 

6.7 During the discussion Tim Stranack, Business Development Director, Community Fibre invited 

the Committee to visit Community Fibre’s demonstration centre in Pimlico. 

 

6.8 At the end of the discussion, the Chair thanked the guests for their attendance and helpful 

contributions to the meeting. 

 

6.9 Resolved: 

 

(a) That the report and discussion with invited guests be noted. 

 

(b) That authority be delegated to the Chair, in consultation with the Deputy 

Chairman, to agree any output from the review of broadband and digital 

connectivity in London. 
 

(c) That authority be delegated to the Chair, in consultation with the Deputy 

Chairman, to agree the arrangements for a site visit to Community Fibre. 

 
 
7   Regeneration Committee Work Programme (Item 7) 

 

7.1 The Committee received the report of the Executive Director of Secretariat. 

 

7.2 Resolved: 

 

(a) That the Regeneration Committee’s initial priorities for its work programme 

for 2017/18, as set out in the report, be noted. 

 

(b) That the summary of the site visit on 12 January 2017 to Hackney Wick, 
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Greater London Authority 
Regeneration Committee 
Wednesday 1 March 2017 

 

 
 

Fish Island and Stratford to discuss the regeneration of the 

Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park as seen from these neighbourhoods, be noted. 

 
 
8   Date of Next Meeting (Item 8) 

 

8.1 Subject to confirmation at the Annual Meeting of the Assembly on 3 May 2017, the next 

meeting of the Regeneration Committee was scheduled for Tuesday, 16 May 2017 at 10am 

in Committee Room 5, City Hall. 

 
 
9   Any Other Business the Chair Considers Urgent (Item 9) 

 

9.1 There was no other business that the Chair considered urgent. 

 
 
10   Close of Meeting  

 

10.1 The meeting ended at 11.59pm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
    

Chair   Date 
 
Contact Officer: Joanna Brown/Teresa Young, Senior Committee Officers;  

Telephone: 020 7983 6559; email: joanna.brown@london.gov.uk / 
teresa.young@london.gov.uk 
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Appendix 1 
 

Regeneration Committee - 1 March 2017 
 

Transcript of Item 6 - Broadband and Digital Connectivity in London 
 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  I am pleased now that we can move to item 6, which is the main topic of the 

agenda today, on broadband and digital connectivity in London. 

 

Can I once again welcome our guests to the meeting and invite you to introduce yourselves?   

 

Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager - Growth & Enterprise, Greater London Authority):  My name is 

Jeremy Skinner.  I am a Senior Manager in the Economic and Business Policy Unit here at the Greater London 

Authority (GLA).  I run a small team that promotes economic growth in the capital.  We have been focusing on 

infrastructure and promoting science and technology and devolution over the last few years, but in the past we 

have helped to set up London & Partners and MedCity and have done various other things to support growth 

in the capital.  Amongst the responsibilities on infrastructure, digital connectivity policy falls within my team, 

which Sara leads. 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  I am 

Sara Kelly.  I am Senior Policy Officer for Technology, looking at how to encourage the growth of tech 

companies within London.  Naturally, a part of that is going to be ensuring that they have the digital 

connectivity they need and I work on digital connectivity policy in Jeremy’s team. 

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):  I am 

Councillor Jonathan Glanz.  I represent the West End ward on Westminster City Council and I lead on 

broadband and connectivity.  Our objective in Westminster is to ensure that we have cost-effective ultrafast 

broadband connectivity throughout Westminster available to all residents and businesses. 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  Thank you for inviting me.  I am 

Tim Stranack from Community Fibre Ltd.  I am the Business Development Director there.  We have rolled out 

what I believe is the largest full fibre-to-the-home network across central London at the moment.  We passed 

nearly 10,000 properties last year with a full fibre connection.  We are very keen to grow that and bring the 

benefits of full fibre to both residents and businesses across central London over the next few years. 

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  Thank you.  We have invited Mark Collins as well.  He is the Director of Strategy & 

Public Affairs at CityFibre and, hopefully, he will be here with us very soon.  I would like us to start.  If I can 

start with my opening question, which is addressed to the GLA team.  Since the 2013 Smart London Plan, 

which was introduced by the former Mayor of London, how has connectivity improved in London and what 

have been the major challenges as well as the key highlights of that plan? 

 

Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager - Growth & Enterprise, Greater London Authority):  I am going to 

concentrate on the overall picture and some of the challenges and Sara [Kelly] is going to talk in a bit more 

detail about the initiatives that have taken place since 2013 to try to tackle those challenges. 

 

We would summarise the overall picture as one of steady improvement but where data on the overall demand 

and supply at city level is relatively poor.  We have provided some maps, which Sara will run through, showing 

the Office of Communications (Ofcom) data on next-generation access at the city level and showing some of 

the improvement there.  Of course, since 2013, there has been an exponential growth in demand for mobile  
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digital services and we are still trying to bottom-out the overall picture at city level. 

 

As for the challenges, I guess I have alluded to the first one, which is the overall complexity of demand and 

supply in what is a very rapidly technologically evolving market.  That diversity, we also believe, should be its 

strength in that there is a variety of suppliers now, which are much more diverse than is often believed.  

However, that diversity also creates challenges in terms of public understanding.  The terminology of a range 

of different technologies that can provide digital connectivity is very hard to understand and to penetrate.  

Complexity, I guess, is something that we are always going to live with.  If we can try to interpret that 

complexity for the market, that is one role that would be useful. 

 

Secondly, there are some obvious pressure points.  Technology company start-ups, for instance, want access to 

relatively inexpensive but high business-grade technology.  This is a very significant growth area for London’s 

economy and they will feel the pinch. 

 

Thirdly, there are regulatory issues around wayleaves and street works; the awareness of the range of 

providers, not just amongst the public and commercial but amongst boroughs as well; state aid limitations in 

terms of what we can do on the supply side, where some local authorities have come unstuck in the past by 

trying to intervene at an aggregate, comprehensive level on the supply side; and finally, Ofcom data at the 

borough, ward or postcode level not always being readily available.  Those are some of the range of challenges 

that we find. 

 

There is also a deeper question in terms of what it is reasonable to expect from this emerging market.  We 

would like to see residents and businesses having good access - ubiquitous access, even - to affordable, 

reliable high-speed digital connectivity appropriate to their needs, including both download and upload 

speeds.  Within that, that encompasses a vast range of needs and preferences amongst businesses and 

residents and so the supply side necessarily needs to be rich and complex to provide the service that different 

customers need. 

 

Those are some of the thoughts that we have here in the GLA on the overall position and the challenges. 

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  Sara, if I can, just before you start, we have been given this map here1, which 

covers the majority of the area with superfast broadband, but it is misleading in the sense that there are 

hatched areas and that is where we are lacking clarity.  You might be able to explain to us because there are 

areas where you have fast broadband and there are areas with slow broadband and no data available as well, 

which are marked with some kind of hatching.  Can you tell us more in detail?  Which are the areas with slow 

broadband, superfast broadband and the areas with fast broadband as well? 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  Absolutely. 

What the map is showing is availability of superfast broadband.  This is not ultrafast.  This is talking about 

speeds of over 30Mbps.  The blue areas indicate where that is available.  The yellow areas indicate where 

speeds between 10Mbps and 30Mbps are available.  The red area shows where they are under 10Mbps.  Grey 

areas are where there is no data. 

 

What the hatching is showing is the difference between 2014, which is displayed on the current online map 

that you may have seen on London.gov.uk and data that we received yesterday, in fact, from Ofcom, which 

shows the availability for 2016.  The hatching shows the change from 2014 to 2016.  Where there is diagonal 

hatching running in this direction, it indicates that that area has moved from a lower available to now having  

                                                 
1 The map is attached at Appendix 2. Page 10



 

access to superfast.  You will see that all of those areas are blue and they may have previously been yellow or 

red but now they have access to superfast availability.  Similarly, where there is the diagonal hatching going 

the other way, they are now able to access fast speeds when they were not previously.  The dotted ones are 

where there was no data available and now we have data available that shows there is no availability in that 

area. 

 

I appreciate that that is very difficult to see in this very zoomed-out map, but we will be able to share a more 

zoomed-in one through the London.gov.uk website once we have been able to update the web map, which will 

be very shortly.  I have asked the team to work on it as a priority and so that should be available very soon. 

 

I really wanted to be able to provide this in order to attest to the question as to what the improvement has 

been from 2014 to 2016.  You can see that it is a gradually, slowly improving availability.  The filling-in of 

availability of superfast is happening within the capital, particularly in central London, and that is due to a 

number of factors, including local authorities working with us on the voucher scheme.  That has helped to drive 

some improvement. 

 

Perhaps if I talk more about the schemes that we have undertaken to date, then I will move on to what we 

intend to do going forward. 

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  Yes. 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  As I 

mentioned, there is the voucher scheme, which was funded from the SuperConnected Cities Programme from 

the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS).  That entailed businesses applying for vouchers to 

improve their connectivity through providers.  We were able to do that as state aid as it comes under de 

minimis because it was only a certain amount of money per business.  All in all, that helped 11,000 businesses 

to improve their connection speeds.  That is probably attributed largely to the improvements in central 

London. 

 

The GLA also seed-funded the [Digital] Connectivity Rating Scheme to launch in London.  The Connectivity 

Rating Scheme is run by a company called WiredScore, which works with properties to give a thorough 

technical assessment of the connectivity availability within the building.  It then publishes that information on 

its website so that prospective tenants can look and see if that building is going to be suitable to their needs.  

They are given a certificate rating - silver, gold, platinum - and WiredScore offers the building manager or 

owner support on how to improve that to deliver better connectivity to tenants.  This has helped to improve 

transparency on availability of buildings because we understand that a lot of particularly tech companies want 

to know that the building they are going to move into is going to have the high-grade connectivity they need.  

WiredScore has helped to improve that transparency and then has also provided advisory services to businesses 

and property owners who are looking to ensure that, when they are building a new property, they have the 

adequate capability for connectivity for prospective tenants.  The tech community are seen as quite attractive 

potential tenants for a building.  We think that the rating scheme has been very successful and they are now 

launching across the United Kingdom (UK) and in other countries in Europe. 

 

We also worked with Central London Forward boroughs including the City, Westminster and others on the 

standardised fixed wayleave.  Forgive me if I am teaching everybody something they already know about, but 

wayleaves are a requirement in the installation of fibre connectivity to buildings.  You need the provider and 

the building owner to come to an agreement over who covers losses should damage occur to a building and 

agree access arrangements.  Traditionally, these have sometimes taken months.  We have heard cases of it 

taking years to reach these agreements because the two starting documents between a provider and property  
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owner are so far apart that it takes them so long to reach a middle-road agreement. 

 

The Central London Forward boroughs set about drafting a standardised document so that there was a more 

neutral agreement between property owners and connectivity providers to allow more quick installations of 

fibre.  We supported that work and contributed to it and we are promoting its use across London through our 

stakeholders, other boroughs and property owners.  We are going to be building on that work in the future for 

a mobile wayleave, which I will talk about shortly. 

 

Then, finally, a project that was a small aspect of information-sharing was the Connectivity Toolkit, which you 

may have seen available alongside the map on london.gov.uk.  We had heard from providers that they were 

often faced with difficulties establishing who their key point of contact was in local authorities and then, from 

local authorities, understanding the various options available to them in terms of case studies and best practice 

for improving connectivity in their areas.  The toolkit aimed to bring some of that information together and 

provide it upfront so that the contacts were readily available and tried to shorten that process slightly. 

 

Those are the four main bits that we had worked on previously: the voucher scheme, the rating scheme, the 

standardised wayleaves and the Connectivity Toolkit.  I can now go on to talk about what we are going to do in 

future. 

 

As you will have seen in the Mayor’s manifesto, he is committed to tackling not-spots of availability across the 

capital.  There are going to be various causes for those not-spots, depending on the particular area.  It may be 

that some areas need aggregating demand.  It may be that some areas need encouragement between property 

developers and connectivity providers to talk to each other.  There is no one-size-fits-all solution. 

 

What we are going to be doing is establishing a Not-Spot Team, which will work on a location-by-location 

basis with the stakeholders in the particular areas to identify what the problems are, what is stopping 

availability in that area and what is the most suitable availability to the people within that area.  If there is an 

ambition for that particular area to grow a tech cluster, for example, the Not-Spot Team will look to see how 

we improve availability of ultrafast.  The Not-Spot Team will work on a location-by-location basis with the 

stakeholders and try to establish what the problems are and what potential solution is suitable for that area.  It 

will work with two or three local authorities at a time, building up information on best practice, building up a 

catalogue of how to go about streamlining application processes within a local authority and then sharing that 

with the next boroughs that they move on to work with.  That Not-Spot Team will be launching very shortly. 

 

I mentioned, based on the work from Central London Forward, the standardised fixed wayleave.  We are going 

to be setting up a standardised mobile wayleave under a similar practice.  Mobile has traditionally been quite 

difficult to install in the capital mainly because trying to get agreements between various property owners and 

establish access arrangements, in particular for mobile, are quite difficult because they need ongoing 

arrangements past initial installation.  We are going to work on the same principle, trying to find a more 

middle-of-the-road agreement between mobile providers and property owners to ensure that those 

installations can also happen quickly and ongoing relationships can be maintained between property owners 

and connectivity providers.  There is more. 

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  That was very comprehensive.  Before I bring in other members of the panel if they 

do want to talk about how they see the GLA’s role to provide better connectivity - and it would be useful if we 

can have comments from the other members of this panel - at this juncture can I welcome Mark Collins 

[Director of Strategy and Public Affairs, CityFibre], who has joined us?  Thanks for coming along. 
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Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Thank you.  Apologies for being a few 

minutes late. 

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  No problem at all.  We have just made a start.  Does any one of you want to make 

any comment about the role the GLA plays in this particular aspect? 

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):  I 

recognise everything that has been said there, but in terms of the ability of the GLA to make a difference, we 

need to look at the pinch-points where it has influence. 

 

It is very helpful to have these wayleaves, but there are aspects of insulation on Transport for London (TfL) run 

roads and GLA owned or influenced property that could also help to iron out some of these problems along the 

way.  In aggregate, if you find that there are layers and layers of ownership for wayleaves, it can take - as we 

have heard - many months or years.  If there were to be a standard form document that was adopted by TfL 

and the GLA family and encouraged to be adopted by the boroughs, then there would be an opportunity to 

eliminate those delays and fast-track installation in a way which currently can be very difficult to achieve. 

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  Anything from providers? 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  I completely agree with 

Councillor Glanz there.  Our biggest single issue in rolling out fibre to central London and outer London is not 

the investment.  Private investment is now there.  It is not the technology.  We are very familiar with that now.  

It is getting the permission of the landlords to put our fibre into their buildings.  It will be a topic that I keep 

coming back to in my responses today because it is the single biggest barrier to getting full fibre out to 

Londoners. 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  From our perspective of the work, we do 

not - as you probably know - currently make our full fibre investments in London.  We work on projects 

outside of London.  However, one of the key themes, when we look at the projects that we do and city 

investments that go well versus ones that go less well, is the idea of having a digital champion at a local 

authority level.  London is quite large and quite complex in that sense, but there is a role for the GLA to play in 

terms of bringing the various elements together and promoting digital so that, for private investors, the 

landscape becomes easier to understand.  That is a very important role.  Having a digital champion undertaking 

that co-ordination activity and joining the dots between the various components of a very complex picture is 

very important.  Yes, there is a clear function and role for the GLA to play. 

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  Thank you.   

 

Tony Devenish AM:  Can I just ask, on the GLA website, do we have a nice and simple explanation of what 

the problem is and what we are doing in words of one syllable?  My background is in utilities and I still do not 

understand how this bit of utilities actually works properly.  If I do not understand it, how is the average 

London small and medium enterprise (SME) businessperson going to understand it?  It is very unclear in terms 

of all of the players, who does what and how to get help.  Is that clear on our website?  Can you review it and 

perhaps send the website link, once you have reviewed it, to the Committee? 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  Absolutely.  

There are some pages that offer guidance to businesses but, like you say, if it is not immediately available and 

if it is not obviously available, then it is going to not be as much help to SMEs.  I absolutely accept that we 

should review what is available and make it more simple and easy to understand. 
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Tony Devenish AM:  Thank you. 

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  Related to business, is something which is vital for London and that is the huge 

number of SMEs that we have.  There is a particular problem in terms of what their aspirations are and what 

their problems are in terms of connectivity.  They need a lot of support.  It was interesting when we visited the 

City of London Corporation a couple of weeks ago.  They are focusing very much on those SMEs.  Is this 

something that the GLA is doing proactively, if not something that we should be doing? 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  The previous 

voucher scheme was targeted at SMEs.  I see that some of the role for the Not-Spot Team is going to be 

looking at aggregating demand in those areas where we know there are lots of SMEs that cannot justify taking 

out a leased line for themselves.  We can look at assisting with aggregating demand in those areas to provide 

them a service more suitable to their needs that is going to be reliable and high-speed.  There will be a role for 

us in aggregating SME demand for superfast services going forward through the Not-Spot Team and our other 

projects. 

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  Thank you.   

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  Would you be looking at community groups as well and the manifesto asks from 

voluntary sector organisations?  Part of it was about the lack of connectivity they faced, the lack of 

understanding they had about what they could do and could not do and the issue of people not buying or 

signing up to the right level of connectivity when they take out contracts.  It was about digital literacy, if you 

like. 

 

Would you be looking at the voluntary and community sector as well as part of that with the SMEs, do you 

think?  Do you do anything specifically on that? 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  I know that 

colleagues in another team are working on aspects of the Digital Inclusion Strategy, which I understand will 

address some of those issues but, absolutely, that needs to be built in with everything that we are doing. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  Yes.  They would face similar issues to some of the SMEs as well. 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  Absolutely, 

yes. 

 

Shaun Bailey AM (Deputy Chairman):  How does London’s connectivity compare to other global cities in 

both its breadth and its depth?  Is it fast enough?  I look at this definition of ‘fast’ and I wonder if it passes the 

Netflix test.  Can I stream Netflix?  Is that going to work?  Also, is our network of high enough quality to 

support 5G when that all pops up? 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  In terms of a 

city-to-city comparison, we do not have access to reliable comparative information in terms of speeds and 

availability.  Ofcom collects a lot of postcode data, which this map is based on, but it is not done on an 

international city basis. 

 

We do have country-to-country comparative information that, again, Ofcom has collected.  The UK does 

compare favourably in terms of EU comparisons.  According to that - the information used to be updated  
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based on the postcode availability - at the end of 2014, 78% of the UK had access to superfast availability and 

that was the highest of the five European countries that were compared.  We know that London availability is 

higher on average than the rest of the UK, again using 2014 information unfortunately, but 89% of London -- 

 

Shaun Bailey AM (Deputy Chairman):  Is it fast enough?  When something says, “Ten to 30Mb”, in reality 

it is 10Mb.  Is that fast enough?  Does it work? 

 

Also, there are two ends, I imagine.  One is the domestic end because we all download, but businesses upload.  

This is a technical question.  Does fast download equal fast upload or are they two separate things? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  No.  Actually, we should be very 

cautious.  Ofcom as the regulator is regulating this industry.  It is in Ofcom’s interests to make it look like it is 

doing a good job.  Therefore, in creating a comparison that says we look favourable, it is potentially comparing 

the wrong things.  There is no doubt that we have good availability and competitive supply of broadband 

services and the cost of those broadband services to consumers is relatively inexpensive in the UK because we 

have a healthy competitive market.  If you create a scorecard that ranks those as important, then we come at 

the top of the scorecard and we look very favourable. 

 

The reality is, though, on quality of infrastructure, the UK lags way behind nearly all international comparables.  

We are at the bottom of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) league table in 

terms of the number of full fibre-connected premises.  We are almost at the bottom of the league table in 

terms of the quality of our rollout of 4G infrastructure.  That puts us in a very bad position when we look at the 

exponential growth in data.  We have to remember that as an economy we are predominantly a service-based 

economy, which means that we are dependent upon communication and transport of digital data.  That is only 

going to increase and increase. 

 

It is now starting to be recognised - and Government policy is starting to recognise - that we should not be 

listening to Ofcom in terms of where we stand on international league tables because that is very misleading.  

We are actually in a very bad position and there needs to be substantial investment in fibre infrastructure. 

 

If you look at international comparisons now, the majority of countries and cities within those countries have 

embarked on fairly extensive builds of new fibre infrastructure.  The UK substantially lags behind in that 

regard.  If you take some of the Scandinavian countries, they have very high penetration of fibre.  If you look 

at Germany, it is now embarking on a big investment programme to put full fibre infrastructure into their towns 

and cities.  Spain now has 83% of all of its buildings across the country connected to pure fibre.  The UK has 

3% by comparison.  That 3% is not going to be in London, either; it is going to be outside of London. 

 

Therefore, we have a lot of catching up to do.  We need to be cautious on the comparables.  There is no doubt 

that there needs to be investment in infrastructure to a far greater degree than there is today and so there 

needs to be encouragement to do that. 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  [Shaun Bailey AM] You make a very 

valid point and I completely agree with Mark.  The average amount of data that households consume is 

doubling every two years and 30Mb, clearly, is not going to be enough within the next two years.  The UK 

Government has now accepted that full fibre is the future but, as Mark says, we lag a long way behind our 

European and, indeed, worldwide partners.  I have some of the statistics that Mark was talking about just now 

that were published last week at the Fibre to the Home Conference in Europe.  Latvia and Russia have about 

45% or 35% of premises now with full fibre connectivity.  Only three European countries do not appear on that  
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league table because they have less than 1% premises connectivity.  Those countries are Ireland, Greece and 

the UK.  It is going to be a disaster if we do not wake up to the fact that full fibre is needed within the country. 

 

Tony Devenish AM:  You quoted a lot of countries but really we should compare London with, say, New 

York, Frankfurt or Paris.  What are the figures compared to those?  That is my first question, please.  Secondly, 

what kind of money are we talking about to get there?  Hundreds of millions or billions are we talking about in 

terms of a capital investment? 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  The city comparatives simply do not 

seem to be available.  They do not seem to be being collected by anyone at the moment.  I do not know if, 

Mark, you have any more information on that. 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  In terms of comparing London to the 

big international cities, no.  Certainly, the likes of New York and Paris are advanced and they have fairly big 

fibre investment programmes underway. 

 

I just raise the question: is that the right comparison?  Should it be a comparison to other international cities?  

I have just come back from spending two days at the Northern Powerhouse Conference and, from that, there 

seems to be a very strong drive for putting the North on the map through an investment in digital 

infrastructure to give it a competitive advantage. 

 

Again, when we consider the broader implications of us exiting Europe, to give the businesses in this country 

and especially in London the right tools to be able to compete on an international stage, if we become 

constrained in our ability for data compared with the other international countries, our comparables, then that 

is going to put us at an economic weakness.   

 

Tony Devenish AM:  You do not seem to have any figures.  You do not seem to have the data.  I am not 

saying that you are right or wrong.  I know that you have given us the information because you said you do not 

have the data and you are making suppositions, which I may agree with or not agree with, but you do not have 

the data to make them. 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  I personally do not have the specific 

data that will compare the number of fibre-connected premises in London to New York or Paris, for example, 

but I am very confident that there are fairly substantially large full fibre investment programmes underway in 

those cities.  I do not see that in London. 

 

Shaun Bailey AM (Deputy Chairman):  That begs the question to the GLA Members.  We should ourselves 

pursue those comparisons because they are who we compete with.  We are not competing on a national scale.  

This is the GLA.  We are interested in how they are doing in Frankfurt, Paris and Singapore, the places that we 

compete with.  That is something that we would need to know. 

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  What is interesting, if I can intervene here, is that in yesterday’s newspaper, there 

was a report.  This was just a reference with no further details but it is something we need to look into.  It said 

that London ranks 26th out of 33 European capitals when it comes to poor broadband coverage.  We have a 

lot of catching up to do and we need to get more details about this here.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  The details are all very interesting but my question is: what are they doing to get so 

far ahead compared to us?  European countries are covered by the same rules on state aid, for example.  How  
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come they can get so far ahead of us?  Is it that nobody took any notice until it was too late in the UK?  Is it 

that they are better organised than us?  Is it because their infrastructure is more modern than ours?  Is it 

because some of the countries were blown up during the war and can now put new infrastructure in more 

easily?  What is it that these other countries can do and other cities can do that we have not done?  How can 

they do it? 

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):  Can 

I make an observation on that, please?  I will be referring in this one and talking specifically about 

Westminster, but the way in which the industry has developed - and we see it very keenly in Westminster - is 

that large businesses have very fast connectivity available to them on privately leased lines at a price that 

smaller businesses and residents cannot afford.  What we have seen here - and it is perhaps different from 

what occurs in other markets - is that the trading houses and the people who have huge connectivity needs 

have entered into arrangements to do that, which is outside the capability of a general rollout because they 

have those specific needs and are being catered for. 

 

The view from the historic monopoly provider has been that, for smaller businesses, the connectivity provided 

over copper wires is good enough and we have not seen that view taken in other markets.  People have 

accepted that there is a growing demand that needs to be catered for and will need to be future-proofed and 

they have gone ahead with a different set of investment criteria, rather than trying to squeeze the last return 

out of historic copper wire that has been in the ground for 100 years.  They have bitten the bullet, had a return 

on fibre, have done so very successfully and have provided much better connectivity in the process. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Mark and Tim, you had comments? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Yes.  It is important to understand some 

of the historical context to this because, when you understand the historical context, you can then start to 

think about how to move forward. 

 

The historical context is the dotcom bust in 2000.  The investment in digital infrastructure and fibre 

infrastructure became problematic and the investment stopped about 2000 as a result of the dotcom crash.  To 

resolve an issue relating to -- 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Sorry, before you go on, was that just in London or was that worldwide? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Worldwide, but the context of this is 

what the UK regulator then did to encourage better competition.  The regulator in 2005 took an approach to 

encourage service competition on the infrastructure of British Telecom (BT) and BT Openreach was created.  

From 2005 to today, there has been a model that has been promoting service competition on Openreach’s 

infrastructure effectively by establishing Openreach, by and large, as a national infrastructure monopoly.  As a 

result of that, we have had the benefits of increased competition at service level and lower costs, but we have 

not seen the corresponding investment in the physical infrastructure.  If you take the comparisons to other 

international models, the regulatory approach was not one of promoting service competition on a monopoly 

incumbent infrastructure; it was keeping a balance of competition that included the competitive supply of 

infrastructure. 

 

Most of the examples of cities that are far in advance of London are where the investment in modern full fibre 

infrastructure has been done and sparked by a competitor to the incumbent and not by the incumbent itself.  

That is the symptom that the UK has and that is one of the reasons why we are so behind on the league tables.   
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It is not the incumbent operators - like BT - of the other countries that are making those investments; it is 

other companies: in the Netherlands, for example, a company called Reggefiber; in Germany a company called 

Glasfaser; in Italy Metroweb; in Spain a combination of Orange and Vodafone competing with Telefonica.  

These are all examples where a competitive spurt and a competitive spur within the market is creating greater 

investment. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  What you are saying is, effectively, under the present regulatory regime, we will never 

get this fixed.  What you are saying is, I suppose, we have to completely change it, maybe break Openreach off 

from BT, which is not going to happen because the company has decided it is not going to happen, and also 

open that infrastructure up to competition as well.  Otherwise, it will never get fixed. 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  I will just comment on that and then I 

will let Tim comment as well. 

 

The problem has been recognised now that we have a lot of catching up to do.  If you take Government policy 

now, the DCMS is saying very much that the UK has to now embark on a decade of investment in full fibre and 

5G and it needs to create a competitive market to do that.  It is very much part of the Government’s policy now 

to try to put that into place.  Ofcom itself has recognised in its own strategic review that it now needs to 

change and now needs to shift towards encouraging investment in full fibre rather than relying on service 

competition on BT’s legacy copper infrastructure.  In doing so, it has suggested that there should be a third 

infrastructure provider that becomes established to provide an alternative to Openreach infrastructure across at 

least 40% of the UK’s premises. 

 

The direction is starting to move and we are recognising the problem but only recently.  These are decisions 

and announcements that have come in place only in the last 12 months.  Mobilising investment and 

construction programmes to put in place new digital infrastructure does not happen overnight and so it is 

going to be a decade of investment.  That is the reality. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  It sounds like a good bet for an investor, though. 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  That is a good point because the 

private investment market has largely now woken up to the fibre investment model because it has been doing 

it throughout Europe and the rest of the world.  The opportunity now for investors is less risky than it was 

when they first started doing it in other places in Europe and, therefore, we no longer have an issue with 

obtaining the private investment required to roll out the fibre. 

 

Just picking up on Mark’s point, the regulatory and policy framework to enable that infrastructure competition 

is now available.  As Mark said, only recently we had the [Communications] (Access to Infrastructure) 

Regulations in the summer [2016] and the Electronic Communication Code is part of the Digital Economy Bill, 

which should be passed in the next month or so.  All of those regulatory pieces are now in place.  What we 

need to do is to educate Londoners and, indeed, educate the landowners of London that it is now time to put 

fibre into their buildings. 

 

Just to come back to Tony’s [Devenish AM] question, we can do a large proportion of London’s properties 

with hundreds of millions as opposed to billions [of pounds], just to answer that question. 

 

Tony Devenish AM:  I just wanted to ask Jeremy if he knows whether the Mayor is going to look at what the 

DCMS is doing and business and come up with a strategy for London.  Does he see it as part of his job to come  
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up with a strategy with numbers so that we know where we are now, in his view, and where we will be in 2020, 

for example? 

 

Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager - Growth & Enterprise, Greater London Authority):  The Mayor 

certainly wants to develop his own perspective on what London and what London businesses need and want, 

but we have to recognise that it is a regulated, nationalised, competitive market and so the Mayor of London’s 

influence will tend to be within the usual ambit of the Mayor’s influence: co-ordinating activities, providing 

information to the markets, encouragement and exhortation and those sorts of actions, which can be highly 

effective in the right circumstances.  Setting ourselves apart from the rest of the country and expecting the 

market to follow will not necessarily be a successful strategy, but we can set the expectations and standards 

with the Mayor as a champion for business.  Where we feel that stakeholders are not performing adequately, as 

we have begun to hear today, the Mayor will certainly want to take a stand in all of those respects: the 

provision of data and so on.  I do not know if you want to add to that. 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  Yes.  

Building on what Tim was saying, now that the investment is starting to flow, the GLA’s role is to make it as 

easy as possible for that investment to happen,  working with local authorities to make sure that providers 

know from the outset exactly what process they are going to have to go through in order to make that 

installation.  They will know that they need to speak to these people and this is how long it is going to take so 

that they can factor that into their investment programmes as well.  That is where the Mayor really has a role in 

terms of establishing best practice, sharing it and making sure that it is as easy as possible for these 

investments to happen. 

 

Tony Devenish AM:  Thank you. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  At the risk of extending this section longer, I just wondered.  I have been sent a link to 

the DCMS launch of its new digital strategy today.  It is very timely but, unfortunately, not early enough for us 

to analyse all of the things before the meeting.  It suggests that the Government is planning to invest over 

£1 billion in digital infrastructure.  It sounds like a lot of money until you start thinking about the costs. 

 

How much of a difference would that amount of money make?  Do we know where it is going to go yet?  Has 

the GLA been inputting into some of the business broadband consultations that the Government has been 

having?  Have we been taking an active role in saying what should happen in London? 

 

Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager - Growth & Enterprise, Greater London Authority):  Yes.  Sara led 

on not just providing the GLA’s response but also co-ordinating the response across various local authorities in 

London, a cross-party grouping.  We have been reading about the digital strategy only over the last 24 hours 

or so and so we have not been able to see any official documentation. 

 

As part of the work we did on the London Infrastructure Plan in 2014, one thing that really struck me was how 

relatively low the cost of providing excellent internet connectivity is compared to other forms of infrastructure.  

Typically, we found it being about 1% of the total cost of London’s infrastructure requirements, which, 

compared to the overall demand that we are hearing from businesses that this is absolutely crucial to their 

operations, is a relatively small price to pay.  Therefore, £1 billion will go quite some way.  As ever, it is never 

quite enough. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  It depends on how much of it comes to London as well. 

 

Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager - Growth & Enterprise, Greater London Authority):  Indeed. 
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Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  We 

understand that the DCMS will be making announcements on that as part of the Budget. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  Great.  Thank you. 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Can I just provide a bit of clarity on that 

and how it works?  The number is £1.1billion, it splits into £400 million into what they call the Digital 

Infrastructure Investment Fund.  That is a third party-managed fund for investment into competitive 

infrastructure providers to bring competition to Openreach and Virgin Media.  The fund has to be match-

funded by commercial banks and so the £400 million becomes at £800 million and could be more. 

 

In addition to that, there is £740 million into a number of measures, one of those being the proposed rate 

relief on investment in new fibre networks.  That is a five-year reduction on business rates, which is very topical 

at the moment. 

 

The other piece is to invest in local schemes that encourage local full fibre.  That is what we might see some 

further clarity on in the Budget.  There is also a desire for some 5G testbeds as part of that. 

 

It is generally in support of full fibre/5G.  It could be greater than £1 billion overall if part of it is match-funded 

and so we anticipate that it will be at least a £1.5 billion stimulus.  Part of it is there for the commercial sector 

to access and companies like Tim’s company and my company to access some of those funds and half of it will 

come out to the local authorities to promote investment into their regions.  That is the part that is probably 

most important to the GLA. 

 

Tony Devenish AM:  I am delighted to ask my colleague on Westminster Council, Jonathan, this question.  

Why did you launch the campaign to improve broadband and digital connectivity?  What barriers did you 

encounter?  What actions have you been taking to improve connectivity in Westminster?  What level, broadly, 

of investment did it take? 

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):  We 

launched the campaign because so many of our residents and businesses find that they have insufficient 

connectivity to live 21st-century lives.  Everybody accepts now that superfast and, indeed, ultrafast 

connectivity is an essential utility both for businesses to run their businesses and also for people to be able to 

enjoy what life offers.  There are many residents in Westminster who cannot watch Netflix or iPlayer because 

they do not have sufficient connectivity.  There are many small businesses that find themselves in a situation 

where they cannot run their business and cannot compete properly because the offering they have available to 

them at an affordable price is insufficient to meet their current needs, never mind their future and prospective 

needs. 

 

Just to pick up on the point that I made earlier on, there is very much in Westminster a two-tier market 

between large businesses, which have leased lines and are able to make their own arrangements, and the rest.  

BT, the historic infrastructure provider, has taken the view that residential connectivity, which might be  

single-figure Mbps on the download and 0.3 Mbps on the upload, is sufficient for people other than those 

with very large requirements.  We differ with BT on that view and we have tried very hard to get it to accept 

that small businesses need much better connectivity and they need it at a price that they can afford. 

 

Looking at Westminster, everybody assumes because it is at the centre of our great city that it will have 

fantastic connectivity, but in the recent BroadBad report we came in at 635th out of 650 constituencies  
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nationally.  The level of connectivity is clearly, on any reasonable comparison, unacceptably low when you 

consider that within Westminster we have such a large percentage of creative industries, many thousands of 

small businesses and the largest number of start-up businesses.  We have various types of businesses that have 

a reasonable expectation that they can run their businesses with sufficient connectivity and they are just not 

being catered for. 

 

We have tried very hard to do two things.  One is to put pressure on the incumbent provider, Openreach, to 

upgrade those facilities to a reasonable standard and then, alongside that, to encourage other people to come 

in and fill the gap that Openreach has allowed to be created by not upgrading to fibre at all.  There are still 

four exchanges in Westminster that are not fibre-enabled and Openreach is still advocating that we go to a 

system that relies on copper for the last element of connectivity as being enough for the future. 

 

Luckily, the market has seen the gap and is coming in now to fill the vacuum that has been left behind.  We are 

at risk now of moving from famine to feast as we have huge numbers of interested parties now saying that 

they would like to provide what we want, which is fibre to the premises (FTTP) on a cost-effective basis and 

that is across the city, across all types of businesses and residential areas, to provide that connectivity that is 

needed.  We anticipate that within months, certainly within a year or so, many of those gaps will have been 

filled and we are encouraging people to do that.  Basically, we are ‘digital tarts’.  We will go with anybody who 

will provide those services on a cost-effective basis for those who need it in Westminster. 

 

To give you some idea of how this two-tier market operates, we have Sony and Warner Brothers who have 

huge connectivity for their operations across the world, but then we have small creative industries in and 

around Soho who still find it quicker to download something to a DVD and walk it around to somebody else in 

Soho than send it across their current connection.  That gives you some measure of just how bad it is. 

 

That is why we launched it.  We had great demand from businesses and residents.  Residents who come to live 

in Westminster from other great cities across the world find it absolutely incredible that they cannot do what 

they can do in Seoul, Singapore, Sydney or New York and just have their connection put in as they move in at 

a level that will allow them to do everything they need to do, with sufficient capacity for the growth that we 

know is coming down the line with the ‘internet of things’ and with the fact that we have seen exponential 

growth in data usage and have a reasonable expectation that that growth is going to continue. 

 

We have touched on some of the problems.  We have done our bit in relation to wayleaves both in terms of 

participating in the process of agreeing a standard form of wayleave and going further than that by agreeing 

those wayleaves and using them on our own buildings that we have within the Westminster portfolio.  We are 

working with the utility companies in terms of civil installation when fibre needs to be put into the street to 

look at how we can reduce the delays in order to speed things up. 

 

Even though we were told by Openreach that there was no demand from SMEs, we had the highest take-up of 

the voucher scheme that was previously offered and we have introduced our own voucher scheme with 

£1,000 per business as opposed to £3,000 because some of the costs have come down and that was what was 

available.  We anticipate a further boost to SMEs in particular to be able to create connectivity and to stimulate 

that competition and availability of FTTP. 

 

We have had some issues around state aid - and others may speak to that later on - because we have been 

very keen to ensure that we do not get left behind.  Those issues have been resolved and that is why I say we 

offer a facilitative role to anybody and everybody who wants to come along and provide these services.  That 

has not necessarily meant that we have had to invest a huge amount of money.  As I said, the role, Tony  
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[Devenish AM], is one to facilitate rather than to undertake the investment ourselves, but we do encourage 

others to invest. 

 

We have recently seen the great estates, particularly the Grosvenor Estate, take the lead in relation to installing 

their own ducting systems and we would encourage others to do that.  They, again, pick up from where the 

incumbent has failed to put in ducting and make it available on a commercial basis to anybody who then 

wishes to provide a service through them.  That is a flavour of what we are doing. 

 

Tony Devenish AM:  Thank you. 

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):  You 

are welcome. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  That was all very interesting.  I was just wondering how this is going to roll out in parts 

of the north of Westminster - Queen’s Park, Harrow Road and Westbourne, my old council Board from many 

years ago - and in particular how this is going to work on some of the housing estates like the Mozart, the 

Brunel or, in my old ward, the Brindley. 

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):    

That is a very good question.  I know that Tim will speak to some of the specifics of how Westminster is 

looking at providing FTTP connectivity across all of its estates.  We have a number already connected and in 

process and we have signed off on wayleaves for many of the others. 

 

Queen’s Park is slightly peculiar inasmuch as it has the residual legacy of what was Westminster Cable.  

Westminster Cable was bought out, as you recall, by BT and closed down.  The infrastructure, which was an 

analogue system, has now been passed to Virgin and Virgin is in the process of upgrading that.  It is a coaxial 

system as opposed to pure fibre, but it does provide connection speeds of about 200Mbps and covers much of 

Queen’s Park.  That is one of the opportunities that we are pursuing. 

 

In addition to that, as I have said, we are putting fibre into all of our owned properties managed by 

CityWest Homes and that is throughout the whole city, including areas in and around Queen’s Park.   

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  I am pleased to say that we have 

signed wayleaves this week with Westminster, which will enable us to bring fibre to Warwick, Brindley, Hallfield 

and Lisson Green.  Church Street we are still working on; there is some redevelopment going in there.  In total, 

on eight of the biggest estates in Westminster we will now be rolling out full fibre connectivity, giving those 

residents gigabit internet access, upload and download. 

 

What we want to do is to be able to do the same with the surrounding inner London boroughs and indeed, 

probably in 2018, then rolling out to outer London boroughs as well -- 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  That was going to be my next question to Jonathan and to Tim.  This all sounds very 

impressive and, actually, relatively good from the public purse point of view, from what you are saying, 

Jonathan.  What are the barriers, Jonathan and/or Tim, to taking it from my old council ward in Westbourne 

and rolling it out in my old parliamentary constituency up in Grahame Park in Barnet, for example?  What are 

the barriers there?  Can that be done?  I can see that you could move it out into Camden relatively easily - 

from where you are it is a particular terminus - but how do you get it further out? 
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Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  It is interesting that you picked up 

on Grahame Park.  We have signed a wayleave agreement with Genesis Housing Association and Grahame Park 

is one of the developments we are particularly looking at with them at the moment.  Fibre will be coming to 

Grahame Park very soon. 

 

However, the key to this is, as I said earlier, the regulatory framework is in place but what now need to do is to 

educate the other local boroughs that full fibre is available and, if they can give us the permission to put the 

fibre into their buildings, we are more than happy and we have the investment to do that.  That will enable us 

to roll out to thousands and thousands of properties over the next two or three years. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  What is your capacity to do that? 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  As I said, we now have significant 

investment and -- 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  You have the investment, but what is your actual physical capacity to enable you to 

roll out across London? 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  At the moment, we have been 

rolling out at about 1,000 properties per month.  We can quickly scale that up through our supply chain to at 

least 10,000 properties per month. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  It is still quite a job to get across London. 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  I am sure that once we scale to 

10,000, we can then go beyond that. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  That covered some of my questioning, but it is fine.  It is all very interesting.  I will 

come up with other questions instead. 

 

I just wondered.  We have talked a bit about comparisons to other cities and the Northern Powerhouse has 

been mentioned.  We are particularly interested in, Mark and Tim, your perspectives on what London could 

learn from examples in the UK and abroad.  Rather than how we compare, are there things that we should be 

doing here that would be of benefit? 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  Mark, you are more experienced in 

that, I think. 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  I am more experienced with the other 

cities in the UK. 

 

One of the key things for us when we look at our investments is, firstly, the role that local government and 

local authorities can play in supporting commercial rollouts by using new fibre networks themselves.  We 

promote a model where all local authority buildings, whether they are schools, libraries, the council sites 

themselves, closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras and a number of different things, are all potential points 

on a network and become fibre-enabled through a method of aggregation of public-sector demand, 

effectively.  It is using the local authority itself to become an anchor tenant.  That de-risks the commercial 

investment in the fibre infrastructure and it enables the fibre infrastructure to go much broader. 
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I will give you an example of our project in Edinburgh.  Working with a business internet service provider (ISP) 

and also the local authority, we secured a commitment to connect over 500 buildings to fibre infrastructure.  

Those 500 buildings were distributed right through the city of Edinburgh.  If you are connecting to schools, for 

example, they are going to be in residential areas.  General practitioner surgeries are very similar.  We deployed 

in a nine-month period a new backbone infrastructure of 150 kilometres of new ducts and fibre infrastructure 

throughout Edinburgh and connected those 500 locations.  We now have a very healthy cash-flowing 

infrastructure, which we operate as a pure open-access infrastructure for other providers to use.  We do not 

provide retail services and so we are a competitor to Openreach.  That becomes the foundation, then, for 

expansion to the SMEs.  We are just embarking on a programme now to build out to all of the business parks 

to get the SMEs connected and then working with the consumer service providers to expand that to residential 

homes. 

 

In York, we are most advanced with that.  We are now taking full fibre to the residential homes in conjunction 

with Sky and TalkTalk, again providing 1Gb symmetrical broadband to all homes.  York as a city, as an example, 

now has full fibre going into the all of the homes across the city.  It has the businesses already capable of full 

fibre connections -- 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  Every single home in York now has full fibre? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Correct, yes.  We have currently 

constructed to about 15,000 homes.  We have just announced the next phase and the intention is to take full 

fibre to every home in York.  The infrastructure that we have put in place in our cities is designed to do that.  

Again, it is working initially with the local authority to see the benefits of the inward investment that the 

private sector can make but where the local authorities themselves can benefit from the full fibre connections 

for their own use and, in doing so, encourage that investment by de-risking the investment plan. 

 

That is also state aid friendly.  There is no state aid in that.  Again, just giving another comparison of the types 

of projects we do, in Peterborough we provided a 20-year right-of-use of the fibre infrastructure to the local 

authority.  It is connected to all of their buildings over a 20-year period, which generated a 50% saving to 

staying on the incumbent supplier, which was previously Openreach.  That 50% saving was a benefit of that.  

That commitment has enabled our investment to flow and now we are in the same process of connecting to all 

of the businesses, providing fibre connectivity there and opening up the infrastructure to all service providers.  

We are now just starting our plans to start the expansion to the residential homes. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  What is the timescale for that? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  A typical project to get the initial core 

infrastructure - what we call the ‘backbone’ or ‘spine’ infrastructure, as the DCMS was calling it in its recent 

call for input on its consultation - can be deployed in a nine-month to 12-month period.  For example, in 

Edinburgh, we deployed it in nine months.  That is one of the more difficult cities in the UK to deploy that 

type of infrastructure.  As you then expand out to all homes, there is somewhere in the region of an 18-month 

to 24-month time period to do the construction into all homes.  A city the size of York can really support only 

one or two construction gangs because of its smaller size and you can get a run-rate of approximately 5,000 

homes per month in that one location.  In the bigger cities, you can have multiple construction gangs in 

different parts because they are not going to be tripping up on each other and, therefore, can go at a much 

faster rate in terms of numbers of homes.  You would be thinking of approximately a 24-month period to get 

fibre to everything. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  That is quite impressive.  You use CCTV for that as well and so it is schools but also  
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other bits of infrastructure that the council would have, which would include CCTV, then? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Correct, anything that has a fixed 

broadband or data connection like CCTV.  It could also extent to traffic control systems, environmental 

systems, public Wi-Fi.  Again, with Peterborough, for example, we are now putting 200 connections into the 

CCTV with a view to enabling those for 5G.  That is fibre-enabled street furniture therefore creating an 

infrastructure ready for 5G rollout, as an example. 

 

We look at it in terms of anything that requires a digital connection has a benefit of being connected to fibre.  

We look to aggregate all of that and then undertake a commercial deal structure with the local authority that 

makes that worthwhile as a win-win for both the local authority and us to make the investment.  That is the 

model that we have been rolling out and we are now just touching 42 towns and cities across the UK so far 

with that model. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  One of the things that we have had repeatedly said to us - this is not the first session 

that we have had in the Committee about digital infrastructure - has been about the issues with state aid.  You 

have pointed out that this does not come under state aid because it has such strong benefits for the providing 

local authority.  Presumably, there would be nothing to stop this being rolled out to CCTV on the transport 

network, for example, which would have pretty good coverage in London? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Correct.  There would be no reason to 

stop that. 

 

The reason it does not trigger state aid because you are spending the money anyway.  You are spending it on 

something -- 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  You are also saving money. 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Correct. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  If you are saving money, it is different.  Is this something that has been considered, 

Sara? 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  Yes, and 

some local authorities have been -- 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  I know that this is going on to Andrew’s [Dismore AM] question.  It was not a 

retributive step.  It was just relevant to this point. 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  Absolutely.  

Some local authorities are exploring using their CCTV networks and other assets that they can install 

infrastructure on to improve the wider availability of fibre connectivity.  What we need to do more of as part of 

our work going forward is sharing some of that information because there is some misunderstanding in some 

local authorities as to whether that would constitute state aid and whether aggregating demand means that 

they would then have to do a tender for the availability in that area.  Building on that work is what we need to 

do and share amongst local authorities, “These are options for you in terms of improving connectivity and this 

is OK.  Do not worry about state aid”. 
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Fiona Twycross AM:  Yes, because if you think about somewhere like Rotherhithe, it is a stone’s throw away 

but has some of the worst connectivity in the whole of the UK.  They have repeatedly come up against people 

saying, “State aid, state aid, state aid”, and so that would be the sort of solution for an area like that, then, 

potentially? 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  Absolutely, 

and working with Southwark to ensure that they are able to welcome a wide variety of providers into their area 

and a wide variety of solutions by giving them all of the options that they can explore to do that. 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  One of the things that can slow that 

down is the procurement process that has to be gone through in order for the local authority to spend that 

public money.  It can be run as efficiently as possible, but it can slow things down sometimes. 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  Yes, and 

building on that and introducing local authorities to each other when they have done that so that they can 

take that best practice and -- 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  The lessons learned. 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  Exactly. 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  Just picking up on one other point 

that Mark made and coming back to the question earlier, the function of speed and how quickly we can roll 

out is purely down to the number of gangs that we deploy.  If we want to roll out faster, it is just a matter of 

deploying more gangs. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Where do you get the staff from?  The European Union? 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  They are there.  Interestingly, there 

are a lot of subcontractors out there who were involved in rolling out digital television cabling systems and 

have recently cabled up a lot of these blocks that we are now trying to cable up and so they are familiar with 

the blocks.  We need to give them a bit of training on fibre but it is not very different.  The resource is there; it 

is just a factor of how many gangs we deploy. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Just following up on Fiona’s point about TfL, we control the red routes with all of the 

traffic control systems on all of the main arteries in and out of London.  Has TfL looked at this in terms of 

wiring up the traffic lights and the CCTV cameras, the ones that catch people in the yellow boxes and all that 

sort of thing?  Have we looked at wiring up the main arteries?  If we wire up the main arteries, it would 

presumably make spreading it out further that much easier. 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  I know that 

the commercial team within TfL has a lot of proposals that they are developing along these lines.  It is a very 

large network and so it would require a very large procurement process and consideration.  I know that they do 

have intentions to use its assets to improve connectivity. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  That sounds a bit slow, does it not, compared to what we were talking about over 

here? 
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Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager - Growth & Enterprise, Greater London Authority):  It is for TfL to 

comment, but there is complexity with a much larger network compared to cities the size of Peterborough and 

York. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  The advantage of the large network is that it would open everything up massively and 

so it would seem like a -- 

 

Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager - Growth & Enterprise, Greater London Authority):  Of course. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  Even though there are complex things - and, obviously, we would not want anybody 

not to do the proper procurement processes - it would seem like a really good solution to a problem that we 

have been discussing ever since I have been on the Assembly and clearly, from the state of the map, is still an 

issue for large parts of inner London. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  And East London. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  Yes, and East London.  There are massive parts.  There are bits of it that are green open 

space, but that is fascinating.  That is really interesting. 

 

We have gone through quite a lot of areas on what the key barriers are to better connectivity already and so, 

unless anybody has anything else to add, I will not ask about that. 

 

I was going to ask about state aid because it is something that has been quoted back to us in various fora 

previously, but I just wanted to ask about how much of a driver the Universal Service Obligation (USO) would 

be and who is actually responsible.  If we have a USO, which [Rt Hon] David Cameron [MP former Prime 

Minister] suggested would be in place by 2020, who is then responsible when you do not have a monopoly 

provider for that?  Is it going to be delivered? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  This is a slightly knotty and complex 

issue, but it is one that just needs a change of thinking and philosophy, in a way.  Because BT has been the 

previous state-owned monopoly provider, the USO has always been on BT to provide as part of its licence 

conditions and so on. 

 

As we move, though, to a USO for broadband, there is clearly an opportunity for providers other than BT to be 

providing that service capability.  Our view on this one is very much the view that rather than creating a 

funding mechanism that creates funding for BT, we have to create funding mechanisms under the USO where, 

for example, the end customer can choose a service provider and get a connection in and do it that way, rather 

than the view that the only provider under the USO is the incumbent operator, BT.  That would have 

encouraged a more competitive market.   

 

That would be our view.  It is not something we are particularly close to ourselves as a provider but certainly 

the opportunity is there through maybe some simple changes to the way historical USOs worked to make it 

operate in a competitive environment.  It would be a beneficial opportunity.   

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  Is it deliverable by 2020, given that even if you go for the radical option of connecting 

the whole city through state infrastructure it takes two years from the end of the procurement process? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  My main concern and criticism of the  
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USO is the fact that it set a very low benchmark.  It is a 10Mb/s USO.  Is 10Mb/s deliverable by 2020?  

Probably.  Our forecast would say that for most customer connections if, as Tim said, data growth keeps 

doubling every two years, by 2020 1Gb/s will be standard.  We predict that by 2022 1Gb/s access will be fairly 

standard, in which case a USO of 10Mb/s might not be particularly appropriate.   

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  It would not meet the consumer test of streaming things at the speed at which people 

would expect to get, then? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  You are going to struggle.  If you start 

moving towards high definition television and virtual reality or if you start looking at businesses that have 

much greater use of cloud computing for efficiencies, all of those will put greater stress.  While a USO for 

broadband is probably a good thing and choosing where to set the speed is probably quite political, 10Mb/s is 

setting it quite low. 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  Definitely for London.  London’s 

ambition needs to be to be gigabit connected by 2020, really.   

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  It was a mayoral manifesto commitment, was it not?  Yes.   

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  Yes.  Just picking up on your state 

aid point, state aid applies only when public money needs to be put in to invest in infrastructure.  If there is no 

public money in, there is no state aid issue.  Similarly, in our model we do not ask the local authority to buy 

anything from us.  We roll out the infrastructure at no cost to the public whatsoever and so there is no 

procurement process to go through as well.  All we need is that permission to move ahead. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  Presumably the USO is one step back from it being formally defined as a utility.  How 

much of an advantage would it be if it was formally defined as a utility, given your comments about needing to 

get the right level of what the delivery should be? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  The problem I have a little bit with 

defining broadband as a utility is that most people consider utility markets with one utility infrastructure 

provider.  Communications as a sector does not operate like that and it particularly does not operate like that 

in London.  London - this might sound slightly strange but in a regulatory sense, London is the only 

deregulated market.  It is deregulated because it is considered to be competitive.  That is in certain segments.  

Across the river here, you are into the business connectivity market, providing very expensive leased line 

circuits to big office buildings.  There is a lot of competition.  There are a lot of fibre providers that do that.   

 

In its broader sense, getting it to the SMEs and getting it to residential homes, there is a risk of thinking in 

terms of regulated utilities because telecommunications infrastructure today does not work that way.  The 

objective of the regulator is to reduce regulation, not increase regulation.  It wants to encourage healthy 

competition and supply of infrastructure and supply of services, and encourage the private sector to do that.  

There is just a risk that if you put a utility hat on, you start to go down the way of thinking that Openreach is 

the only alternative and you end up with a copper infrastructure that will remain in place for much longer.  

That is the risk.   

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  Thank you.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Just following on from what Tim said about state aid, supposing TfL said to you, “We 

want to put fibre all up the A41 and then link up our traffic management systems” -- 
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Fiona Twycross AM:  And the Tube network.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  I am just taking the A41.  How would you get paid? 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  Yes.  At the moment we do not sell 

to corporates or big businesses, we sell to residential customers and they pay us for the internet service that we 

provide.  That is how we get paid.  At the moment we probably would not enter into a procurement process 

with TfL because it would suck in far too much of our time and slow us down from getting fibre to the 

residents.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Mark, do you have any thoughts about that? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Our take on this one - and it comes on 

to the questioning around the priorities of a Chief Digital Officer (CDO) - is that the problem with a lot of 

communications infrastructure or fibre infrastructure is that it is built in silos.  It is built in silos for a specific 

use.  TfL might have a fibre infrastructure specific for its use.  Big banks might build infrastructure specifically 

for their use.  There is a lot of infrastructure deployed but it is deployed in silos.  The opportunity to think 

about it not in silos but as one infrastructure is what needs to be encouraged.   

 

I give another example, one of our projects.  We acquired an infrastructure from Coventry City Council that was 

built for its CCTV infrastructure and to connect to its counter-buildings and schools.  It was sitting there as a 

standalone fibre infrastructure, covering a large extent, but being owned by the local authority prevented it 

from being exploited for broader commercial use.  Good infrastructure, very capable, lots of capacity, but a big 

white elephant from a broader perspective.   

 

There is an opportunity to look at those infrastructures and say, “Is there a way of transitioning those or 

providing commercial access to those infrastructures in a way which then can be part of a bigger digital 

strategy?”  That is part of our programme.  When we enter into any location, we look at the opportunity to 

work with existing infrastructure providers.  Sometimes that may mean that the infrastructure transitions to us 

on a sale and lease back, sometimes it means we get access to the infrastructure to deploy our fibre.  There can 

be different models for that.  It starts with a view of, “Stop thinking in silos.  Start looking at who has a need 

for digital infrastructure and fibre infrastructure.  Is there a more coherent plan of joining those dots together 

for greater commercial benefit?” 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  I do not know if this works but let us go back to my A41 example.  If TfL says, “We 

want to wire up all the traffic lights, speed cameras and everything else along the A41”, and you have to dig up 

the road to put the fibre down, presumably when you dig up the road you could put your own fibres down for 

commercial use at the same time.   

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  That could be one model.  Another 

model would say that rather than TfL putting it in itself, a commercial provider puts it in and provides the fibre 

service to TfL. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Then TfL pays rent on each traffic light. 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Rather than paying the big capital cost 

of building, it gets a lower cost of renting just the capacity it needs.  Then the commercial provider has an 

anchor tenant on that infrastructure and then can expand it for broader commercial use.   
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Andrew Dismore AM:  There is no question about security? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  In fibre networks, there are normally no 

issues of security.  We - and it will be the same for Tim and any infrastructure builder - have to comply with 

code powers and all the requirements for operating utility infrastructure.  There are standards in place to 

ensure that these are provided at an appropriate, fit-for-purpose level with appropriate security and so on.  

Anyone who works on the infrastructure has to be appropriately accredited and so.  No problem.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Taking that on board and going back to Tim’s point - he likes to connect up houses 

and charge them for that - supposing TfL said, “Let us wire up along Mark’s model, where the private sector 

will wire it up and we will rent it, the A406, the A41, the A1 and every other A road in London”, how long 

would that take to do?  Would it be a good thing to do and how much would it cost to do it, bearing in mind 

that these are main arterial roads from which everything else seeds?   

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  From our perspective - and this is 

perhaps one of the reasons why we are going to the outer London boroughs later - in order to cable up a 

housing area, we need what is called some backhaul fibre back to the main internet exchange in Docklands or 

wherever it may be.  In central London there is a relatively competitive market for that because a lot of this 

fibre exists for these big offices out here and we can tap into that.  As we get to outer London boroughs, less 

of that exists.  If, for example, TfL had some of that fibre, which Mark [Collins] might be running, then we 

would be more than happy to do commercial negotiation and take some of that fibre.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Supposing TfL took a positive decision and said, “We are going to bite the bullet.  

This is what we are going to do.  We are going to wire all the main A roads”, do we have the capacity to do 

that and is it a good thing to do, using Mark’s model?  Could you do that? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  ‘Capacity’ in terms of construction 

capacity?   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Yes.   

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Yes, we would propose that we would 

do it.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Yes.  Supposing you did it, could you physically do it and how long would it take?   

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  How long would it take?  As I say, we 

put 150 kilometres of that type of infrastructure throughout Edinburgh in nine months.  It is not rocket 

science.  London does become a bit more complicated because of noticing and permitting and so on.  The 

costs of that type of construction in London typically tend to be more expensive.  There is a consideration 

there in terms of how the commercial sector would view that. 

  

With a co-ordinated plan, one of the things that we always do is get very close relationships with the local 

authorities in terms of highways, planning and noticing so that we can undertake an efficient construction 

process.  The physical construction itself does not take too long.  Yes, it is another construction project, which 

means digging the roads or pavements up, which generally has some problems, but if you want to invest in the 

right type of digital infrastructure and put the capacity in place to make a city future-proof in that sense is 

something that has to be done.   
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Our view is that it can be done and certainly when we look at building that type of infrastructure we look at all 

of the demand areas.  To address Tim’s concern on backhaul, as we are building it, if there was a whole bunch 

of sites where Tim is looking to put infrastructure in to those multi-tenant buildings then we can provide the 

backhaul connections into those buildings.  It is a standard part of what we do.  We map all of the demand. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Would, for example, TfL provide the critical mass you need to do it?   

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Potentially, yes.  It comes down to how 

many connections -- 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  There are a lot of traffic lights in London.   

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  There are a lot of traffic lights, yes. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  I have not said that you are going to do it yet.  I am just speculating. 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  One thing I do not know: TfL may 

already have a duct network that is connecting up some of these assets and it may be possible to put the fibre 

through the existing ducts but that information is not readily available. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Presumably, if Mark were to wire up all the red routes, you would be in there?  

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  It would take me less than six 

months to cross a red route, which is what the last one took.   

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  Six months? 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  Yes.   

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  That type of thinking is exactly the right 

type of thinking, in our view.  How do you utilise and do some joined-up thinking between these different 

users of digital infrastructure to create fibre capacity that does connect to more? 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Going on to my next question, which is what the CDO’s priorities are going to be and 

which Mark flagged up, presumably - I do not know how it would work - the Mayor could say, “We are going 

to take the initiative.  We want to wire up along the red routes”.  That is something the Mayor could do 

without breaking the state aid rules and make it happen.  The Mayor could do that, could he?   

 

Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager - Growth & Enterprise, Greater London Authority):  Quite possibly.  

The role of the CDO, of course, is under discussion.  There is a whole range of digital activity ranging from the 

foundational stuff, which is what we are talking about here, through to digital inclusion and supporting the 

tech industry more widely.  The canvas on which this new role can play is absolutely vast.  I would counsel a bit 

of caution.  There is clearly a priority for this Committee in this discussion is to do that.  Whether that would be 

the role for the CDO, I am not sure.  Clearly it is going to be a role for the CDO to champion across the piece 

because without having those foundations in place, the digital economy is not going to grow very successfully 

very quickly.  That is all I can say on that.   

 

Just in terms of the network, clearly, TfL should be part of the discussion but I know that for instance when it  
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has been putting in the Cycle Superhighways it has been putting in the ducting to future-proof for whatever 

infrastructure needs are in future.  There is some future-proofing going on with its works.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  We already have quite a large network of potential places where you just have to feed 

the wires through? 

 

Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager - Growth & Enterprise, Greater London Authority):  Indeed.   

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  Can we just stop for a minute?  We have pupils from Al-Falah Primary School from 

Hackney.  You are very welcome to the Regeneration Committee meeting.  We are looking at broadband 

connectivity in London, something which should help better mobile connections and better connections at 

home and businesses, and so on  We have guests who are here to give us their expert advice and we are the 

Assembly Members talking to them.  You are very welcome to City Hall.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Just going back to earlier discussions, the Government could do the same with the 

arterial motorways in and out of London. 

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):  Let 

me just pick up on that.  We have made reference to TfL on arterial roads but of course it also has a lot of 

underground assets that presumably could also provide routes for fibre trunking.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  That is what Fiona was asking about.   

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  I was going to come back to that.  There were two points, really.  One was, before we 

all get too excited and run off and go, “We have to have this, we have to have this, we have to have this” - 

which I suspect we will anyway - if we were to push for something like this to happen, would we genuinely be 

future-proofing?  Because, if you think about technology, it has moved so fast. 

 

How can we be confident that if we were to see a CDO come in and revolutionise what we have in London in a 

matter of years, which is what it sounds like could potentially be possible if everything fell into place, would we 

genuinely be future-proofing or would we just be catching up? 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  The fibre that we are putting in 

place, both of us, is the fastest medium for data transfer that has been invented or can possibly be invented.  

The only limitation is the boxes that you plug on to either end of it.  Fibre is running at terabits or possibly 

petabits per second, I think, now, which is -- 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  Sorry, can you repeat that?  At what speed? 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  Terabits, which is 1,000 gigabits, 

and petabits, which is 1,000 -- 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  It would be the equivalent to wiring a house, for example?  The general principles of 

sending electricity through a house have not changed since it has been introduced while the actual wires that 

people have used might have changed over time. 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  More relevantly, it is the equivalent 

of a copper network that was put in 100 years ago.  This fibre network that we would put in now is probably 

going to have a similar life. 
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Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  There is no known limitation yet on 

fibre.  The other important piece is that we should not forget that all of the devices we use, almost 

ubiquitously, are wireless connected devices.  Even if we are at home, we are connected onto Wi-Fi.  When we 

are out, we are on 3G or 4G.  Having ubiquitous coverage of fibre is important because of the wireless 

technology.  As you move from 3G to 4G to 5G, as you get the increase in bandwidth across the air, the 

distance that that can travel becomes much smaller or shorter.  Therefore, the number of cell points will need 

to increase substantially.  As you move from 4G to 5G wireless services, there is anything from a 10 times 

increase in the number of cells to expectations that it could be a 100 or 1,000 times increase in the number of 

cells.  All of those need to connect to fibre.  Therefore, you need pretty much ubiquitous fibre infrastructure in 

place to support the future generation of mobile services.   

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  We want it on the roads and in the Tube as well, then, and everywhere else?   

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Yes, and on the buildings. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  Anywhere we can get it put, basically, in order to supply the Wi-Fi.  On lampposts, yes.  

Everywhere.   

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  If you look at what is happening in Asia 

and so on, where they are very advanced in fibre and in mobile services, the foundation for that is getting 

ubiquitous fibre in place.  That is the foundation then to build everything on top, including the 4G and 5G.   

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  What you have done in Edinburgh, York or Coventry, for example?  The councils there 

would provide that? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Correct, yes.   

 

Tony Devenish AM:  I was just going to suggest, Chair, that perhaps when the minutes come out maybe we 

can send them to Mike Brown [Commissioner] of TfL, maybe Graeme Craig [Commercial Development 

Director] of TfL and also the Deputy Mayor for Business, rather than wait for a CDO to be appointed or not be 

appointed.  Our Committee can nudge them in a little way.  I am sure it is something we would come up with 

time and time again, otherwise.   

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  Interesting thought.  Certainly, we will take this forward.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Going back to the CDO - we keep going off on interesting tangents - we have 

probably gone as far as we can on the infrastructure stuff.  There is something else I wanted to ask about in 

relation to inclusion.  This is not just for Jeremy; this is more general. 

 

How do we deal with the question of inclusion, bearing in mind that housing tenure models in London are 

changing?  We are moving increasingly toward rental, often relatively short-term rental.  How do you cope with 

connectivity for people who are living in a rather more fluid housing market?   

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  We serve a large number of social 

housing tenants now, some of whom -- 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Social housing tenants are not the problem because they are, generally speaking, 

relatively stable.  I am talking more about private sector, where the standard tenancy is six months.   
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Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  Certainly in the Westminster 

buildings we provide, there is a mix of social housing tenants, buy-to-let and private rented tenants, probably 

about a third of which are turning over each year in some of the blocks that we provide into.  We provide 

contracts that are just 30-day rolling contracts so people can switch on their internet when they arrive and 

switch off when they go.  The fact that we build our own fibre network and therefore are not tied into some of 

the contractual pricing mechanisms or wholesale mechanisms from Openreach gives us the flexibility to create 

packages to give those tenants that flexibility of moving around.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  That is a good advertisement.  Are you unique in that? 

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):  

Perhaps I could comment on that.  Clearly with the private rental sector the expectation that when you move in 

you have this facility immediately available to you is very much baked in.  Larger landlords are fibering up their 

buildings in a way that you can connect on the day you move in with the provider of your choice over that 

infrastructure.  Effectively you are charged on what you use.  There are differing commercial models.  There 

may be a 30-day minimum but there would be ample opportunity to provide for a six-month or one-year 

letting.  Then when the new tenants move in they may choose a different provider over that same 

infrastructure.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Do Openreach and Virgin do that? 

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):  

Openreach, I do not believe currently provide that, but others do where they have fibered-up buildings.   

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  This is why it 

is so important that our role is about making it as easy as possible for a multiplicity of providers to roll out 

across London so that there is that choice and there is that variety of products.  We know businesses, 

consumers, residents and everyone is going to have a product that is going to suit their needs and the 

requirements they need for their connectivity.  If we make it as easy as possible to roll out whatever 

technology it is across the capital, it is one of our most vital roles in this.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Going back to my original question on the CDO’s priorities, is there anything else that 

we have not covered? 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  I am sure that you will recognise me 

saying that if he can help me to get the permissions, if he can talk to London boroughs to get the permissions 

to roll out our fibre, it would from my point of view be his key priority.   

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):  If I 

could just come in, Andrew, what we have heard is that there is a mosaic of people who you have to deal with.  

Part of the role for such an officer could be to ensure that best practice is clearly identified and that we do not 

find that with other local authorities we are going through exactly the same process that local authorities who 

have perhaps been early adopters on this have done.   That there is a set of documents, saying, “You will not 

be taking inappropriate risk if you take these because they have been through a very robust process of review”. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Tim and Mark, going back to earlier, have you been in contact with all London 

boroughs?  Have you found some more co-operative than others? 
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Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  We are mainly focused on the inner 

London boroughs at the moment but I have spoken to a number of outer London boroughs.  As I have said, it 

can be difficult to find out who is the right person to talk to.  I need to look at the site to see who the key 

contacts are.  I was not aware of that resource and so I will be looking at the toolkit.   

 

Yes, some boroughs understand this and are easier to work with.  My biggest barrier is that some boroughs 

simply do not understand that not only is there benefit in getting fibre rolled out but they have an obligation 

to allow this fibre to be rolled out onto their premises.  It is just educating them as to what the legislation and 

the regulations say.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Maybe the Mayor should host a thing up in the London Living Room for London 

boroughs and get you guys along to come and explain how it should be done.   

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  We would love to do that.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  I am sure you would, yes.  Jonathan [Glanz] can give a good case study. 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  In saying that, we have a 

demonstration centre in Pimlico where you can see how fast gigabit fibre is and all Assembly Members are 

welcome to come there and have a look at it.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  That would be interesting.  We could set a visit up.  That would be good.   

 

I suppose the last question from me is probably self-evident.  Where should we be in five years’ time to make 

us globally competitive post Brexit? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Five years’ time takes us to what, 2022?  

We have promoted very much to the DCMS that it needs to be thinking about an 80% FTTP target across the 

country by 2025 and so, by 2022, we need to be a long way on that journey.  That is quite key.  Having 5G in 

place and underway by then is important.  That is going to require a competitive landscape for mobile 

operators.  There are some risks, for example, in spectrum options due to the dominance of one of two players.  

There should be a competitive market for 5G.  There is a voice of opinion that potentially a Digital Strategy 

Officer may want to play there. 

 

The other piece is an important one along the journey is to remove the confusion and the fug in the market 

about what fibre-optic broadband is.  The use of fibre-optic broadband has been polluted by those who use 

BT’s copper to deliver broadband and then call it fibre-optic broadband.  All of the superfast broadband 

providers are guilty of that and that has been promoted by the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) in some 

ways.  There needs to be clarity.  If we want to move towards encouragement for real fibre, true fibre, and not 

to continue to use souped-up copper and call it ‘fibre’, there needs to be some clarity around that point.  The 

Government is quite keen on that but needs to see a bit of support to push that through with the ASA.  That 

would help. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  The ASA has allowed people to say it is fibre when it is not? 

 

Mark Collins (Director of Strategy & Public Affairs, CityFibre):  Correct.  The reason it has allowed it is 

the view that if everyone says it, then it is OK.  Everyone now says, “This copper is fibre”.  If you are a user, 

you are generally confused.  Going back to the question of landlords, they may think they have the best fibre 

connected in the apartment they are renting but actually it is on very slow copper.   
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Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  It is not just confusion; it drives a 

whole load of disappointment.  When people think they have a fibre connection and it only delivers half of 

what they said it was going to deliver because of the piece of copper, it causes us huge complications in 

educating residents to say, “No, this is full fibre and this is different.  You will get the speeds that we tell you 

that you are going are get”.  I completely agree with Mark on that point. 

 

The ambition to have 80% FTTP within London by 2022 is realistic, dependent on probably two things.  One of 

those is making those ducts that already exist in the ground available, and in particular Openreach’s ducts 

available.  That is the regulations introduced in the middle of last year.  They are available.  There is a product 

out there.  It is very complicated for us to use and they make it somewhat difficult.  It is something Ofcom is 

working on at the moment, making those ducts available so we do not have to dig up the streets and we can 

put the fibre through some of the existing ducts.  That will drive how quickly we can move.  I will reiterate 

again the second point: just educate landowners that this is something that they need to do. 

 

Shaun Bailey AM (Deputy Chairman):  It is more of an enquiry.  It sounds to me like 5G needs a good 

infrastructure and we need to do this stuff with all of the new street furniture that we saw on our visit and all 

of these things that need to be attached to lampposts and stuff.  Is planning going to be the thing that stops 

us getting to 5G?  When we spoke to the City of London, they said that they had many complicated meetings 

about attaching things to lampposts at a certain height and all the rest of that.  Two things strike me.  This 

web of fibre, what Andrew is talking about with TfL and so on, sounds like it is necessary.  If that does not 

happen, if we do not open up the ducts, we will never get 5G.  The second part of this for me is how easy it is 

for you to attach these things to the lampposts to build this grid or this network to make 5G work. 

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):  

There are a few things there.  First, certainly, reforms on planning to make the implementation of digital 

technology simpler and easier are important.  That has in some ways been addressed in the Digital Economy 

Bill.  That has looked at some aspects of that but that is a continuing process as to how we can refine planning 

to make it easier.  When you are talking about putting boxes on top of lampposts, the other piece to remember 

is that there is a power component to that in addition to the fibre component.  Some of that might be available 

because there is power already to the lamppost but a lot of street furniture does not necessarily have 

appropriate power.  There is a power component as well as a fibre component. 

 

The other piece is that it is not necessarily saying that all the lampposts are in the right places or are suitable.  

That needs to be supplemented with the delivery of new street furniture but obviously that should be done in 

a very sympathetic way.  We do not just want lots of ugly poles everywhere.  There needs to be a way to utilise 

existing infrastructure in a way which is suitable, which may go beyond lampposts.  That might be at the side 

of buildings.  It might be encouraging more people to be participating with the physical assets that they have 

to deliver 5G.  It is not just lampposts.  There are lots of other types of infrastructure that could be used, 

whether that is working with some of the advertising companies, JCDecaux and so on, that have a lot of 

advertising hoardings around, whether it is private landlords to encourage connectivity to their buildings.  All 

of that needs to come into the mix.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  On the power issue on a lamppost, can I just raise this with you?  A lot of the 

lampposts around are now being converted to solar power to power the street lights, which is presumably 

enough power to power the street lights.  Would that also generate enough power for what you would require 

for your 5G box, or are we already creating obsolete technology with what is going on with the lampposts?   

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):  It  
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comes down to power storage, I suppose.  Communications infrastructure needs to work 24/7.  A lot of the 

street lights, for example, are collecting solar energy during the day while the lights are off.  It is not using the 

power.  Then it uses that over the evening.  You have to consider that communications infrastructure is 24/7.  

It has to be running all the time.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  All these solar-powered things are not going to be sufficient for what you require? 

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):  I do 

not know.  It is a consideration to find out.  I am not an expert in that area.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  With us, it needs to be found out pretty quickly because there is no point putting this 

stuff in if it is going to be no use for five years’ time.  On the face of it, it looks like a very good idea, to use 

solar power for the street lights, but if it turns out we are still going to have to wire them up for what you 

require anyway -- 

 

Shaun Bailey AM (Deputy Chairman):  And the provision of batteries.  Batteries are expensive, they are 

environmentally -- 

 

Fiona Twycross AM:  That is interesting.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  That is something the Mayor or you need to look at pretty quickly.   

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):  This 

is a classic case where I can see a role for the GLA convening a conference with all the local authorities, the 

various providers and ancillary advice.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  It is a technical issue.  Either it is or it is not.  People need to know.   

 

Cllr Jonathan Glanz (Lead Member for Broadband and Connectivity, Westminster City Council):  I 

agree, but that is one among many technical, regulatory and behavioural barriers to adopting 5G quickly.  That 

is clearly something where City Hall can play a leading role in trying to convene.  That is something that we 

have been doing in all sorts of fields.  We would be very interested in playing that role.   

 

Shaun Bailey AM (Deputy Chairman):  One last thing.  Has anybody looked at what this grid would look 

like?  In an ideal world, where are these things going to be?  Do they need to be ten metres apart or five 

metres apart?  If you made that grid and laid it over a map of London, has anybody mapped where that 

physical grid needs to be built? 

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  The 5G technologies are still going 

through the standardisation process.  There is no certainty about exactly how far that is, other than we know 

there are thousands, possibly tens of thousands, of extra cells going to be needed.  The important point is that 

it is not just outside.  The stuff on lampposts and on street furniture will serve the outside community but it 

will not necessarily penetrate through walls and things, so you are going to need this stuff inside as well.   

 

Just coming back on the planning point, less so on the 5G and the mobile stuff, our experience in general 

rolling out fibre is permitted use and we can do that relatively well.  Where we come into difficulty is on 

Grade 2 listed buildings and getting listed building consent, which we do, and Westminster planners have been  
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very helpful in that.  The problem we have is that the listed building consent form asks for a whole load of 

information that is simply not relevant to rolling out fibre.  There is a cost associated with gathering that 

information and providing it, and really we could do with a slimmed down version of the listed building consent 

just for fibre rollout.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  I look forward to seeing you do the Palace of Westminster.   

 

Tim Stranack (Business Development Director, Community Fibre):  We have not done it yet.  We are 

very close. 

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  On the 

planning issue, obviously there are updates to the London Plan going on right now.  The previous iteration had 

minimal connectivity policies within it.  It is going to be vastly expanded.  We also intend to provide in-depth 

guidance for planners on connectivity issues.  This is something we can look into as part of that, as well as the 

whole broad spectrum of issues such as, as you say, on 5G.   

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  On the new London Plan, can you also look at the issue about the street furniture 

we have been talking about, which will need whatever variations over the period?   

 

Sara Kelly (Senior Policy Officer - Science and Technology, Greater London Authority):  Yes, exactly. 

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  We do not want to end up in a situation like we have had with telephone masts 

where we have conservation areas and areas of special character.  You have mentioned listed buildings and so 

on.  It is how we can square the circle, in a sense.  You obviously have issues where you have technical specific 

requirements for these installations to go in but then at the same time there is a conflict in terms of 

conservation area policies.  This is something the London Plan can reflect to advise and inform the local 

authorities as to how best they can approach that.  Also, in terms of planning decisions, this will be very 

important to provide 5G and the whole infrastructure required for connectivity.   

 

Shaun Bailey AM (Deputy Chairman):  On the list of things that the CDO could be doing, should that 

person ever materialise, is looking at where those actual nodes would be.  What does that map look like?  If we 

ever get this conference together, one of the questions could be: how dense does this network have to be?  

There is also a design piece there.  A lot of the infrastructure will be in the middle of the road and we cannot 

put a pole there.  There is going to need to be a technical solution.  Some of it is going to be architectural as 

well.  Could we make false facades on buildings to put the technical kit in?  They are things that need to be 

considered now so they do not slow up the process of delivering 5G.   

 

Navin Shah AM (Chair):  On that note, we end our questions.  I would like to thank, on behalf of the 

Committee Members and staff, our guests for their attendance, their expert input and what we have gained 

from this morning’s session.  Please feel free to write to us and surely we will approach you if we have any 

further questions to assist us with our investigations. 
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City Hall, The Queen’s Walk, London SE1 2AA 
Enquiries: 020 7983 4100 minicom: 020 7983 4458 www.london.gov.uk 

 

Subject: Summary List of Actions  
 

Report to: Regeneration Committee  
 

Report of:  Executive Director of Secretariat 
 

Date: 11 July 2017 

 
This report will be considered in public 
 
 
 
1. Summary  

 
1.1 This report sets out the actions arising from previous meetings of the Regeneration Committee. 

 
 
2. Recommendation  
 

2.1 That the Committee notes the completed and ongoing actions arising from previous 

meetings of the Committee. 

 

 

Action arising from the Committee meeting on 1 March 2017 

 

Item Topic Status For Action  
 

6 Broadband and Digital Connectivity in London 

 

The Committee delegated authority to the Chair, in 

consultation with the Deputy Chairman, to agree any 

output from the review of broadband and digital 

connectivity in London. 

 

 

 

Completed – see 

Appendix 7 to 

Agenda Item 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Committee delegated authority to the Chair, in 

consultation with the Deputy Chairman, to agree the 

arrangements for a site visit to Community Fibre. 

 

Completed.  The 

Committee attended a 

number of site visits in 

connection with this 

scrutiny – see 

Agenda Item 8 for 

more details.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continued ... 
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 During the discussion it was suggested that the minutes 

and transcript of the meeting be sent for information to 

the Commissioner and Commercial Development Director 

of Transport for London, and the Deputy Mayor for 

Business. 

 

Completed.  

 

 

Action arising from the Committee meeting on 19 January 2017 

 

Item Topic Status For Action  
 

6 London Legacy Development Corporation Review 

of Progress and Finances 

 

During the discussion the Chief Executive, LLDC, 

undertook to provide: 

 Financial and attendance figures for the Queen 

Elizabeth Olympic Park venues, including the visitor 

mix, and a note of how the subsidies for it would be 

reduced in the long-term; 

 A copy of the LLDC’s latest quarterly report; 

 A copy of the LLDC’s organisation chart; 

 Specific facts on visitor mix to the Orbit, including 

local and repeat visits; 

 A copy of the recently advertised job description for 

Chair of the LLDC; 

 The workforce targets for the developments within 

the LLDC’s area; and 

 Figures on satisfaction levels of residents with 

whom the LLDC has dealt. 

 

 

 

 

Completed – see 

Appendix 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 London Legacy Development Corporation Review 

of Progress and Finances 
 

The Committee delegated authority to the Chair, in 

consultation with the Deputy Chairman, to agree any 

output from the discussion on the LLDC’s progress and 

finance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Completed.  There will 

be no separate 

output.  The 

discussion is referred 

to by the Chief 

Executive of the LLDC 

in his letter attached 

at Appendix 2 to 

Agenda Item 8. 

 

 

 

 

Scrutiny 

Manager 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continued … 
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7 Regeneration Committee Work Programme 

 

The Committee delegated authority to the Chair, in 

consultation with the Deputy Chairman, to agree the 

arrangements for the site visit relating to broadband and 

digital connectivity in London in February 2017. 

 

Completed.  The 

Committee attended a 

number of site visits in 

connection with this 

scrutiny – see 

Agenda Item 8 for 

more details.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Action arising from the Committee meeting on 7 December 2016 

 

Item Topic Status For Action  
 

6 The Mayor's Review of the Old Oak and Park Royal 

Development Corporation 

 

The Committee delegated authority to the Chair, in 

consultation with the Deputy Chairman, to agree any 

output from the discussion on the Mayor’s review of the 

Old Oak and Park Royal Development Corporation. 

 

 

 

 

Completed.  There will 

be no output. 

 

 

 

 

7 The Future of Regeneration Funding  
 

The Committee delegated authority to the Chair, in 

consultation with the Deputy Chairman, to agree any 

output from the discussion on the future of regeneration 

funding in London. 
 

 

 

Completed.  There will 

be no output. 

 

 

.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continued ... 
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Action arising from the Committee meeting on 13 October 2016 

 

Item Topic Status For Action  
 

7 The Mayor’s Civic Crowdfunding Programme 

 

The Committee delegated authority to the Chair, in 

consultation with the Deputy Chairman, to agree any 

output from the Committee’s meeting on the Mayor’s 

Civic Crowdfunding Programme. 

 

 

 

Completed.  The 

evidence gained from 

this review fed into 

the culture-led 

regeneration scrutiny 

review. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Action arising from the Committee meeting on 12 July 2016 

 

Item Topic Status For Action  
 

11 Creative Placemaking: A New Approach to Culture 

and Regeneration 

 

During the course of the discussion, the Assistant 

Director – Regeneration, GLA, undertook to share 

information about how Creative Enterprise Zones would 

be designated and how the Mayor would measure the 

success of these zones with the Committee at a later 

date once the criteria and scope had been further 

drafted. 

 

The Committee delegated authority to the Chair, in 

consultation with party Group Lead Members, to agree 

any output from the Committee’s review of creative 

placemaking. 

 

 

 

 

In progress 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Completed – see 

Appendix 1 to 

Agenda Item 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

Assistant 

Director – 

Regeneration, 

GLA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Legal Implications 
 
3.1 The Committee has the power to do what is recommended in this report. 

 

 

4. Financial Implications 
 

4.1   There are no financial implications to the Greater London Authority arising from this report. 
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List of appendices to this report:  None 

 

Appendix 1 – Letter from the London Legacy Development Corporation dated 1 March 2017. 
 

Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985  
List of Background Papers: None 

 

Contact Officer: Teresa Young, Senior Committee Officer 

Telephone: 020 7983 6559 

Email: teresa.young@london.gov.uk 
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City Hall, The Queen’s Walk, London SE1 2AA 
Enquiries: 020 7983 4100 minicom: 020 7983 4458 www.london.gov.uk 

 

Subject: Action Taken Under Delegated 
Authority and Response to the Committee’s 
report, Creative Tensions 

Report to: Regeneration Committee  
 

Report of:  Executive Director of Secretariat 
 

Date: 11 July 2017 

 
This report will be considered in public 
 
 
 
1. Summary  

 

1.1 This report outlines action taken by the Chair in accordance with the delegations granted to him by 

the Regeneration Committee at its meeting on 19 January 2017.  

 

 

2. Recommendations  
 

2.1 That the Committee notes the action taken by the Chair, Navin Shah AM, under delegated 

authority, following consultation with the Deputy Chairman, namely to agree: 

 

(a) The Committee’s output from its scrutiny review of culture-led regeneration, 

Creative Tensions, optimising the benefits of culture through regeneration. 

 

(b) The arrangements for site visits to the City of London Corporation on 22 February 

2017, Rotherhithe on 12 March 2017, Digital Greenwich on 15 March 2017 and 

Community Fibre on 28 March 2017 in support of the Committee’s scrutiny review of 

broadband and digital connectivity in London. 

 

(c) The Committee’s output from its scrutiny review of broadband and digital 

connectivity in London. 

 

2.2 The Committee notes its report, Creative Tensions, optimising the benefits of culture 

through regeneration, attached at Appendix 1, and the response to the report from the 

London Legacy Development Corporation attached at Appendix 2. 

 

2.3 The Committee notes the summaries of the site visits to the City of London Corporation 

on 22 February 2017 (attached at Appendix 3), Rotherhithe on 12 March 2017 (attached 

at Appendix 4), Digital Greenwich on 15 March 2017 (attached at Appendix 5) and 

Community Fibre on 28 March 2017 (attached at Appendix 6). 
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2.4 The Committee notes its report on broadband and digital connectivity in London, attached 

at Appendix 7. 
 
 

3. Background  
 

 Culture-led Regeneration 

3.1 At its meeting on 12 July 2016, the Regeneration Committee agreed: 

 

That authority be delegated to the Chair, in consultation with the Deputy Chair, to agree any output 

from the Committee’s review of creative placemaking (the scrutiny review was subsequently renamed 

culture-led regeneration). 

 

3.2 At its meeting on 13 October 2016, the Regeneration Committee agreed: 

 

That authority be delegated to the Chair, in consultation with the Deputy Chairman, to agree any 

output from the Regeneration Committee’s review of the Mayor’s Civic Crowdfunding Programme. 

 

3.3 The findings from both meetings where the Committee held discussions with invited guests fed into 

the Committee’s scrutiny review of culture-led regeneration.   

 

Broadband and Digital Connectivity in London 

3.4 At the Regeneration Committee meeting of 19 January 2017, it was resolved: 

 

 That authority be delegated to the Chair, in consultation with the Deputy Chairman, to agree the 

arrangements for the site visit relating to broadband and digital connectivity in London on 

7 February 2017. 

 

3.5  At the Regeneration Committee meeting on 1 March 2017, it was resolved: 

 

That authority be delegated to the Chair, in consultation with the Deputy Chairman, to agree the 

arrangements for a site visit to Community Fibre. 

 

3.6  The Committee attended a number of site visits as part of its scrutiny review of broadband and 

digital connectivity in London, as follows: City of London Corporation on 22 February 2017 

(summary attached at Appendix 3); Rotherhithe on 12 March 2017 (summary attached at 

Appendix 4), Digital Greenwich on 15 March 2017 (summary attached at Appendix 5); and 

Community Fibre on 28 March 2017 (summary attached at Appendix 6). 

 

3.7 At the Regeneration Committee meeting of 1 March 2017 it was resolved: 

 

That authority be delegated to the Chair, in consultation with the Deputy Chairman, to agree any 

output from the review of broadband and digital connectivity in London. 
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4. Issues for Consideration 
 

Culture-led Regeneration 

4.1 The Committee published its report from its scrutiny review of culture-led regeneration, Creative 

Tensions: Optimising the benefits of culture through regeneration on 7 March 2017.  The report is 

attached at Appendix 1 for Members of the Committee only but may be accessed on the GLA’s 

website here1: 

 

4.2 The Committee is recommended to note its report, Creative Tensions: Optimising the benefits of 

culture through regeneration as attached at Appendix 1. 

 

4.3 The report contained seven recommendations: 

 

Recommendation 1  

As part of his Cultural Infrastructure Plan, the Mayor should commit to collecting and publishing 

data at borough level on existing spaces and venues in London, average rents for artists’ spaces and 

levels of cultural participation.  

 

The Mayor should also encourage local authorities and developers to monitor this information over 

the course of regeneration projects to assess their economic, social and cultural impacts. 

 

Recommendation 2  

The Mayor should publish his plans for Creative Enterprise Zones as soon as possible. The plans 

should include proposals to provide affordable workspace in the long term.  

 

The committee heard grassroots support for an area such as Hackney Wick, which has the biggest 

concentration of artists in Europe, to be a pilot of Creative Enterprise Zones, and the Mayor may 

wish to consider the location for this policy initiative. The committee also heard from that 

community that the viability of the area is threatened by LLDC proposals and it urges the Mayor to 

urgently review the plans for the ‘H16’ bridge and work with the LLDC, Transport for London, the 

London Borough of Tower Hamlets and the local creative community to explore alternatives and 

mitigate potential negative impacts of the demolition of Vittoria Wharf on Hackney Wick and Fish 

Island’s cultural infrastructure.  

 

Recommendation 3 

The Mayor should ensure that new policies in the London Plan help provide suitable workspace in 

the capital. The Mayor should review the live-work policy that has proved to be ineffective in its 

current form and commission further research into ‘affordability’ for cultural enterprises.  

The Mayor should assess the value of the practice of the London Borough of Wandsworth, where 

any scheme providing over 100 dwellings has to enhance the range of arts and cultural opportunities 

in the area by creating a robust Culture Action Plan. 

 

Recommendation 4  

The committee welcomes the Mayor’s commitment to protecting cultural venues across London and 

supports the Mayor’s idea to implement an Agent of Change rule within the London Plan.  

                                                 
1 https://www.london.gov.uk/about-us/london-assembly/london-assembly-publications/creative-tensions 
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Protection measures should apply to a wide range of venues, including grassroots and smaller venues 

across the capital. In his Cultural Infrastructure Plan, the Mayor should identify venues that have 

local significance.  

 

The Mayor should make explicit in his next review of the London Plan that local authorities should 

consult the list of identified venues before assessing the likely impact of new planning applications 

on these venues.  

 

Recommendation 5  

The Mayor should make the Civic Crowdfunding Programme a permanent regeneration programme 

and develop the GLA’s own crowdfunding platform or use a platform that would be cost-free for 

projects seeking support. 

 

Recommendation 6  

In his Cultural Infrastructure Plan, the Mayor should propose a strategy that recognises the cultural 

offer of Outer London and secures it in capital regeneration processes. The Mayor should make 

explicit the opportunities that suburban cultural facilities can offer London as a whole.  

 

Recommendation 7  

The Mayor should award the new London Borough of Culture to the borough that best promotes a 

sustainable vision of culture.  

 

The Mayor should appoint an independent panel of experts from London’s cultural and creative 

scene to award the London Borough of Culture every two years to give more time to boroughs to 

develop their bids and learn from previous events.  

 

The bids should be evaluated against the following criteria:  

• Success and evaluation of past cultural programmes  

• Protection of existing cultural heritage and facilities  

• Promotion of local artistic production  

• Protection and creation of affordable artistic workspace  

• Community engagement and sustainable capacity-building  

• Long-term vision for an inclusive cultural strategy 

 

4.4 On 10 March 2017, David Goldstone CBE, Chief Executive of the London Legacy Development 

Corporation (LLDC) wrote to the Chair in response to the Committee’s report.  In the letter 

Mr Goldstone commented on recommendation 2 and expressed his disappointment at the 

Committee urging the Mayor to review the plans for the “H16” bridge.  The letter also states that 

the LLDC remains supportive of the Committee’s proposal for Hackney Wick to be a Creative 

Enterprise Zone pilot. 

 

4.5 The letter is attached at Appendix 2 for Members for noting, and may be accessed on the GLA’s 

website here2:  

 

 
 

                                                 
2 https://www.london.gov.uk/moderngov/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=303&MId=6300&Ver=4 
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Broadband and Digital Connectivity in London 

4.6  The Committee is recommended to note the summaries of the site visits, which were undertaken in 

support of its scrutiny review of broadband and digital connectivity in London, as attached at 

Appendices 3 to 6 of this report. 

 

4.7 On 29 June 2017, the Committee published its report from its scrutiny review of broadband and 

digital connectivity in London.  The report is attached at Appendix 7 for Members of the 

Committee only but can be accessed on the GLA’s website here3. 

 

4.8 The Regeneration Committee took evidence from London residents, local authorities, businesses and 

internet providers to understand what is needed, in terms of digital connectivity, for London to 

remain an inclusive and attractive place to live and do business.  The report collates these views into 

a set of priorities that should shape a new digital strategy and the action of the future Chief Digital 

Officer (CDO) to be appointed by the Mayor.  The Committee recommends that the CDO adopts the 

following checklist to help move London towards becoming one of the most digitally connected 

cities in Europe:   

 The CDO must support Londoners to make well-informed decisions with regards to their 

connectivity needs. 

 The CDO must also support Londoners to develop and enhance their digital skills. 

 The CDO and the GLA must work with boroughs to remove the current administrative and 

planning barriers to enhanced digital connectivity. 

 The CDO must also encourage bodies such as Transport for London to grant providers access 

to the ducts they own.  

 The CDO must provide leadership to the public and private sectors and initiate partnerships to 

tackle ‘not-spots’ and ‘digital deserts’ across London. 

 

 

5. Legal Implications 
 
5.1 The Committee has the power to do what is recommended in this report. 

 

 

6. Financial Implications 
 

6.1  There are no financial implications to the Greater London Authority arising from this report. 

 

 

 

List of appendices to this report:  

 

Appendix 1 - Creative Tensions, optimising the benefits of culture through regeneration. 

 

Appendix 2 – Letter from the LLDC dated 10 March 2017. 

                                                 
3 https://www.london.gov.uk/about-us/london-assembly/london-assembly-publications?order=DESC 
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Appendix 3 – Summary of site visit to the City of London Corporation. 

 

Appendix 4 – Summary of site visit to Rotherhithe. 

 

Appendix 5 – Summary of site visit to Digital Greenwich. 

 

Appendix 6 – Summary of site visit to Community Fibre. 

 

Appendix 7 – The Committee’s report, Digital connectivity in London. 

 
 

Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985  
List of Background Papers:  

Member Delegated Authority Forms 738 (culture-led regeneration output), 794 (broadband and digital 

connectivity in London output), 795 and 780 (site visits). 

 

Contact Officer: Teresa Young, Senior Committee Officer 

Telephone: 020 7983 6559 

Email: teresa.young@london.gov.uk 
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Foreword 

Navin Shah AM  
Chair of the Regeneration Committee 

London is a city of diverse culture and this unique degree of 
diversity makes our cultural scene world-leading. Culture in 
London is truly everywhere. Londoners and visitors alike can 
enjoy a West End musical, a concert at the South Bank or an 
exhibition at Tate Modern.  

But our cultural offer uniquely also truly spans our capital – 
from grassroots music venues in Tottenham to small theatres in Richmond. 
London’s diverse cultural groups and voluntary organisations provide a rich 
and unique variety of local cultural and artistic talent right across London. The 
city is home to thousands of artists – one in six Londoners work in the creative 
industries – with Hackney Wick alone hosting the densest concentration of 
artists’ studios in Europe.  

Culture has London’s diverse communities at its heart, and this is the kind of 
culture we want to see thrive across London. Community participation and 

direction of culture make our communities stronger and regeneration 
relevant and responsive to local cultural aspirations, needs and desires.   

Culture has the power to regenerate, but it needs encouraging, enhancing and 
protecting, often from the threat of regeneration itself. Due to rising land 
values, running costs and reduced public funding under austerity, many 
cultural venues across the capital are insecure about the future they face. 
Scores more performance and studio facilities have already closed down. 

In the face of this alarming trend, the Mayor has made culture one of his top 
priorities. Over the last few months, the Regeneration Committee has sought 
to engage with London’s cultural providers to understand what problems 

artists face and what support they need from regeneration to ensure it does 
not damage London’s artistic and cultural ecology. The response was 
overwhelming and shows we need to work together urgently to ensure 
London remains the greatest city of culture and diversity. 

Regeneration should be much more than economic development and physical 
improvements to infrastructure and the public realm. It must be measured 
against the social benefits of physical change these policies promise.  

Our report examines the Mayor’s proposals and identifies the current 
strengths in and challenges to London’s cultural field from regeneration, with 
recommendations as to how his actions can promote social and sustainable 

culture across London.  
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Summary 
London’s cultural and artistic scene is rich in its diversity. Culture is also a 
major source of economic activity and employment. It is as much part of 
London’s global brand as financial services. 

Government – at national, regional and local level - has often sought to 
promote particular cultural activities to encourage economic enterprise and 
regeneration. Government intervention is often designed to stimulate 
associated economic activity – so, for example, the footfall to a venue or 

event increases. As the media and public view of an area changes, it can bring 
in new investors.  

However, culture-led regeneration has been criticised. It can lead to rapid 
gentrification and have negative impacts on long-term residents and the very 
artists, shop keepers and activists whose energies attracted regeneration. It is 
also seen as a process whereby government ‘does to an area’ rather than as 
something organic which better reflects local interests and needs. 

The Regeneration Committee believes social impacts must be considered as 
much a part of the success criteria for regeneration programmes as 
commercial activity. We therefore welcome the Mayor’s commitment to 

“embed cultural objectives into regeneration interventions in order to 
improve community participation and bolster social integration”.  

This report summarises the findings from our wide ranging review into how 
the Mayor can best achieve this objective. We have particularly sought out 
the views of local artists, those that run venues and others focused on making 
London such a unique creative hub. We thank them all for their contributions.  

In order to reach his objective successfully the Mayor must: 

 Ensure that new policies in the London Plan help provide affordable 

cultural workspace in every new large development 

 Conduct research to better inform our understanding of ‘affordability’ 
for the cultural and creative sectors  

 Pilot a Creative Enterprise Zone with co-located affordable housing 

and workspace as soon as possible 

 Look to protect grassroots venues as well as the iconic ones 

 Re-launch the Civic Crowdfunding Programme with strengthened links 
to culture 

 Use his Culture Infrastructure Plan to support cultural activities in both 

Inner and Outer London 

 Ensure that the new London Borough of Culture Award aligns with the 
principles of sustainable culture-led regeneration that we have 
identified 
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Recommendations 

 

 

 

Recommendation 1 
As part of his Cultural Infrastructure Plan, the Mayor should commit to 
collecting and publishing data at borough level on existing spaces and 
venues in London, average rents for artists’ spaces and levels of cultural 
participation.  
 
The Mayor should also encourage local authorities and developers to 
monitor this information over the course of regeneration projects to 
assess their economic, social and cultural impacts. 
 

Recommendation 2 
The Mayor should publish his plans for Creative Enterprise Zones as 
soon as possible.  The plans should include proposals to provide 
affordable workspace in the long term. 
 
The committee heard grassroots support for an area such as Hackney 
Wick, which has the biggest concentration of artists in Europe, to be a 
pilot of Creative Enterprise Zones, and the Mayor may wish to consider 
the location for this policy initiative. The committee also heard from 
that community that the viability of the area is threatened by LLDC 
proposals and it urges the Mayor to urgently review the plans for the 
‘H16’ bridge and work with the LLDC, Transport for London, the London 
Borough of Tower Hamlets and the local creative community to explore 
alternatives and mitigate potential negative impacts of the demolition 
of Vittoria Wharf on Hackney Wick and Fish Island’s cultural 
infrastructure. 
 

Recommendation 3 
The Mayor should ensure that new policies in the London Plan help 
provide suitable workspace in the capital. The Mayor should review the 
live-work policy that has proved to be ineffective in its current form and 
commission further research into ‘affordability’ for cultural enterprises. 
 
The Mayor should assess the value of the practice of the London 
Borough of Wandsworth, where any scheme providing over 100 
dwellings has to enhance the range of arts and cultural opportunities in 
the area by creating a robust Culture Action Plan. 
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Recommendation 4 
The committee welcomes the Mayor’s commitment to protecting 
cultural venues across London and supports the Mayor’s idea to 
implement an Agent of Change rule within the London Plan. 
 
Protection measures should apply to a wide range of venues, including 
grassroots and smaller venues across the capital. In his Cultural 
Infrastructure Plan, the Mayor should identify venues that have local 
significance.  
 
The Mayor should make explicit in his next review of the London Plan 
that local authorities should consult the list of identified venues before 
assessing the likely impact of new planning applications on these 
venues. 
 

Recommendation 5 
The Mayor should make the Civic Crowdfunding Programme a 
permanent regeneration programme and develop the GLA’s own 
crowdfunding platform or use a platform that would be cost-free for 
projects seeking support.  
 

Recommendation 6 
In his Cultural Infrastructure Plan, the Mayor should propose a strategy 
that recognises the cultural offer of Outer London and secures it in 
capital regeneration processes. The Mayor should make explicit the 
opportunities that suburban cultural facilities can offer London as a 
whole. 
 

Recommendation 7 
The Mayor should award the new London Borough of Culture to the 
borough that best promotes a sustainable vision of culture.  
 
The Mayor should appoint an independent panel of experts from 
London’s cultural and creative scene to award the London Borough of 
Culture every two years to give more time to boroughs to develop their 
bids and learn from previous events.  
 
The bids should be evaluated against the following criteria: 
• Success and evaluation of past cultural programmes 
• Protection of existing cultural heritage and facilities  
• Promotion of local artistic production 
• Protection and creation of affordable artistic workspace 
• Community engagement and sustainable capacity-building 
• Long-term vision for an inclusive cultural strategy 
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1. London’s cultural 
offer 
Key findings 

 London’s cultural and artistic scene is rich in its 
diversity. It is home to 857 art galleries, 215 
museums, 320 live music venues and 241 theatres, 
as well as artists’ studios, workshops and countless 
choirs, dance groups, community groups and 
festivals.   

 Culture is a driver of London’s economy. Culture 
accounts for one in six jobs in London. 80 per cent of 
visitors to the capital say ‘culture & heritage’ are the 
reason for their visit and 90 per cent of overseas 
visitors are satisfied after visiting its cultural 
attractions. 

 The Mayor of London has made the promotion of 
London’s cultural offer one of the top priorities of 
his administration. However, there is a lack of detail 
as to how the Mayor is going to make his intentions 
work.  

 The Mayor needs to put forward an ambitious 
programme to create and promote sustainable and 
community-based culture across the capital.  
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The regeneration effect 

1.1 The Mayor said that he is going to “embed cultural objectives into 
regeneration interventions in order to improve community participation and 
bolster social integration”.1  
 

1.2 London has seen many impressive examples of areas that have been turned 
around by regeneration. There are examples of regeneration with culture at 
their heart across London: from  the big cultural developments of the 
Knowledge Quarter in King’s Cross to the celebration of creative financial 
technologies in Shoreditch; and from independent shops and art galleries in 

Dalston to concert and music venues in Brixton. Many projects, both large and 
small, famous and less well-known, have breathed new life into communities 
across the capital.  

 
1.3 Culture is no longer funded for its own end.2 For Stephen Tate, Director of 

District Centres and Regeneration at the London Borough of Croydon, 
investing in culture “is absolutely essential in terms of the economy of a place. 
It is absolutely essential in terms of communities within those places. It is the 
bit that makes a whole borough thriving.”3 

 
1.4 However, the actual process of regeneration may in itself bring about many 

different threats and risks to existing cultural practices, with rising property 
prices and changing neighbourhoods displacing long-standing local residents 
and the very people who initiated revitalisation. This is not only to their 
detriment, but a loss of vitality to London as a whole. 
 

1.5 This report reflects on the lessons learned from previous regeneration 
initiatives (at both national and local levels) and, by drawing on a wide range 
of views from local artists and community activists, sets out a number of 
recommendations which should help the Mayor to better achieve his 
objective.  

 

London and its uniquely diverse cultural offer 

1.6 London would not be the world city it is today without the huge contribution 
of its rich arts, culture and heritage offer. London’s iconic cultural institutions, 
theatres, galleries and concert halls are famous worldwide. 80 per cent of 
visitors to the capital say “culture & heritage” are the reasons for their visit 
and 90 per cent of overseas visitors are satisfied after visiting its cultural 
attractions.4 
 

1.7 Culture is not limited to central London and the West End, nor is its sole 

purpose tourism promotion.  The capital’s diversity makes its cultural scene 
unique. It is home to 857 art galleries, 215 museums, 320 live music venues 
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and 241 theatres, as well as artists’ studios, workshops and countless choirs, 
dance groups, community groups and festivals.5   
 

1.8 Culture is a strong driver of the capital’s economic vitality. According to the 
Greater London Authority (GLA), cultural activities account for one in six jobs 
in London (16.2 per cent), with almost a third (30.3 per cent) of the UK’s 
creative industries jobs based in London.6 The culture sector is as important a 
part of London’s global branding as its financial sector and it has an 
international reputation that is second to none. It will have a major role to 
play in meeting the ambition to make London a truly 24-hour city with a 
vibrant night time economy. 

 

Culture: a priority for the Mayor 

1.9 The Mayor has made culture one of the top priorities of his administration. He 
intends to: 

 Design Creative Enterprise Zones (CEZ) where creative workers can 
find affordable places to live and work 

 Protect existing creative workspace, heritage and the night-time 

economy 

 Identify new workspace in new developments7 

 Produce a Cultural Infrastructure Plan (CIP) to inform the London 

Plan and the Transport Strategy 

 Annually, designate a London Borough of Culture, which would 
celebrate local culture in one particular local authority 

 
1.10 But these are early days. The Mayor is yet to release details on how he will 

achieve his objectives. Our recommendations, drawing on the views of more 
than a hundred artists and community activists, seek to ensure that the Mayor 
uses his economic, transport and planning policies to create  sustainable and 

community-based regeneration rather than instigate a top-down process 
where regeneration is something ‘done to’ communities in neglected places.  
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2. Culture and 
regeneration 

Key findings 

 Supporting culture can bring many advantages for 
regeneration programmes such as the creation of a 
stronger profile for an area.  

 But regeneration also carries many threats to local 
culture and communities, such as rising rents, 
displacing priced-out artists and residents.  

 This process, often referred to as ‘gentrification’, 
needs to be managed and its effects controlled, so 
that regeneration benefits all. 

 The need is for an inclusive and sustainable 
approach that puts culture and people at the heart 
of change. 
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Culture and regeneration 

2.1 Government - national, regional and local - has often sought to promote 
particular cultural activities to encourage enterprise and help catalyse 
regeneration.  

2.2 Since the 1980s, urban redevelopment has often been led through public-
private partnerships and driven largely by economic interests. Transport-led8 
and stadium-led9 regeneration projects across the UK, such as King’s Cross 
and the Arsenal FC’s Emirates Stadium, are examples of partnership between 
the public and private sectors. 

2.3 Culture contributes in different ways to regeneration projects: it can be 
reduced to an ‘ornament’ on top of a scheme or it can be at the heart of 
projects.10 However, regeneration can also threaten the local cultural activity 
that first attracted public and private investment and there are many 
examples in London of artists being priced out, in places such as Hoxton, or 
small grassroots venues (such as the Grosvenor pub in Stockwell) being shut 
down by developers in the course of seeking approval for luxury 
developments. 

2.4 The committee advocates an approach where regeneration projects help 
protect, deliver and enhance cultural activities across London. The changes 

brought about by these projects need to support and stimulate local cultural 
activity to the benefit, and not detriment, of the local communities 
themselves.   

Top-down regeneration 

2.5 Governments have actively promoted culture as a means of regenerating 
towns and cities since the 1970s.11 Often initiated by the public sector, large 
capital investments, such as the hosting of high profile events or the 
construction of new venues, were planned in the hope of kick-starting 
regeneration. Examples of this approach included the International Garden 
Festival in Liverpool in 1984, the Royal Concert Hall in Glasgow in 1990 and, 

more recently, the Tate Modern in Southwark in 2000 and the Turner 
contemporary art gallery in Margate in 2012.  

2.6 These approaches have had a mixed track record. Some, and most notably 
those based in city centre locations, have led to significant benefits. But 
others have been criticised for focusing too much on attracting external 
footfall as a short-term commercial objective. Some did not lead to many 
longer term benefits. Big, high profile projects can also absorb significant 
amounts of funding at the expense of other, more local projects.12  

The promotion of the creative industries 

2.7 In response to some of these drawbacks, political thinking evolved to focus 
more on the promotion of smaller scale culture and the arts –arguably a more 
‘bottom-up’ policy.13 Successive governments placed greater emphasis on the 
economic role of commercial ‘creative industries’ as a post-industrial 
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employment strategy, while retaining and raising subsidies for the arts.14 
Promotion of these sectors – rather than concentrating investment primarily 
in high profile venues or events – was seen as the way to make places more 
distinctive and attractive.15  

2.8 However, this type of regeneration, that reduced culture to economics, also 
created many threats and challenges. Some regeneration processes have 
clearly been working at the expense of the preservation of heritage, the needs 
of local communities, and their access to social and cultural resources.16 As 
the organisers of a literary festival in London told us, such approaches lead to 
the ‘corporatisation of culture’ and ‘farming out [culture] to PR agencies’.17  

2.9 For a group of producers that responded to our call for evidence: 

“The biggest problems occur when purely business criteria are 
applied to artistic projects and innovation – people are speaking 
different languages, have different criteria and expectations. (…) In 
the UK, there seems a prevailing view that unless art has a clear 
remunerative return it is an indulgence.”18 

The benefits of culture… 

2.10 The transformation of King’s Cross began with public investment in transport 
infrastructure (starting with the arrival of HS1 and later Eurostar) and the 

establishment of the British Library. Regeneration has gathered pace following 
the branding of the area as the Knowledge Quarter. There are now 73 
academic, cultural, research, scientific and media organisations around King’s 
Cross19 and it has become a destination for tourists and visitors in its own 
right. But this process has not always sat easily with local communities who 
have felt threatened by the pace of change20 and protested against the loss of 
planned affordable housing (from 40 per cent to 33 per cent of the 1,946 
homes).21  

2.11 As the experience of King’s Cross shows, culture has many benefits. 
Investment in culture helps create ‘healthier, happier, more cohesive and 

more prosperous communities’.22 A review by the Arts Council England, found 
that culture is funded for its positive impacts on: 

 Local economies, by revitalising places, drawing in visitors, 
attracting and retaining businesses, creating jobs, and developing 
skills and talent 

 Health, by improving wellbeing and reducing loneliness  

 Civic society, by increasing volunteering and community cohesion 
and reducing social exclusion23 

2.12 Culture also instils a sense of community ownership, civic pride and ‘loyalty to 

local venues’.24 For Caroline Bray, freelance arts education consultant: 

“Culture provides a focus for communities to come together and 
get involved as creators and audiences. Small, local cultural 
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venues provide the training ground for young people wanting to 
gain practical experience as performers, designers, artists and in 
technical and arts administration. They provide a source of local 
pride. Areas with many creative people allow them to feed off of 
each other and make 'art' something your neighbours do instead 
of a separate entity in grand buildings.”25 

…and the threats and challenges of regeneration 

2.13 However, culture and regeneration are intrinsically linked to rising property 
prices, displacing those already living in the community.26  

2.14 Cass Lowe, songwriter and music producer, highlights the role of artists in the 
process and the threats they face: 

“Look at Hackney and Shoreditch. Originally a rundown rough area 
of warehouses, in the late 1990s artists moved in in droves […] 
taking advantage of cheap warehouse space. Art and youth 
culture has COMPLETELY rejuvenated Hackney. […] The standard 
of life is amazing there now. Small community business is thriving. 
Crime has fallen dramatically; house prices are insane […]. It is 
important to recognise that this is largely due to young artistic 
communities. However, the young are all now priced out from 

Hackney and can't afford to live there now. And where are they 
going now? Margate.”27  

 
2.15 The arrival of artists can improve a place’s desirability and lead to higher 

housing costs. The geographer Neil Smith believed this spiral occurred where 
a ‘rent-gap’ opened up - a significant difference between the rent a property 
earns currently and the perception of potential rents if re-marketed or 
redeveloped for new inhabitants. When the gap is big enough investors are 
attracted by the financial potential and restructuring follows.28 This process 
drives ‘gentrification’, pricing local people out, including often productive 
industries and micro-businesses, in favour of new development.29 

2.16 Our investigation shows that regeneration brings many threats to existing 
communities and culture. The risks have an impact on sustainability: 

 Tensions between ‘old’ and ‘new’ residents and communities.30 

Some of our respondents felt that new spaces are only built, for 
example, for “trendy” young professionals.31

 At the same time, 
many of our respondents explained that luxury developments “in 
which no one lives”32 are often actively favoured by councils33. Old 
residents and communities, artists, studios and creative units34 are 
being “priced out”35 because of rising rents and “rocketing 

property costs”,36 and selling off or destruction of arts spaces for 
new developments. 

 The marginalisation of certain groups from both areas and some 
forms of art, leading to homogenisation of the type of residents in 
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an area and the culture on offer: “a homogeneous culture of chain 
stores and restaurants”.37 For an independent artist that 
responded to our call, the problem is that “middle-class 
programmers and directors […] decide the content. At present it's 
Shakespeare all the way.”38 

 Industrial land release, mainly for housing developments. The 
most recent GLA data indicates that the release of industrial land 
is more than twice the London Plan benchmark of 41 hectares 
annually.39 Developers may include live-work space in new 
developments. As we have seen, these often languish empty if 
they are priced beyond what local people can pay and may 

eventually be converted to flats. More importantly, these spaces 
are often not suitably designed for artistic activities.40  

Case study: The ‘Shoreditchification’ of London  

Under former Mayor Johnson and with support from central Government, the 
creative industries were actively promoted in places such as Old Street in 
London. The area had a unique geography on the fringe of the financial sector, 
close to advertising and media clusters, with a long established creative 
community which was beginning to work with new technologies and media. 
For its part, the Government implemented an ’Exceptional Talent Visa for 

Digital Technology’ scheme and offered tax incentives for tech companies and 
investors.41 The area has grown since 2009 as a web and technology start-up 
cluster, showing how the definition of culture has expanded to the more 
encompassing ‘creative industries’.  

The arrival of the creative class has made an area such as Shoreditch highly 
desirable. Extensive property investments have followed and a process of 
‘gentrification’ has started. Developers have been using the positive image 
that culture has given to London’s ‘edgiest’ district. New developments have 
flourished in recent years. Property prices around Old Street have risen by 43 
per cent between 2012 and 2015.42 Some technology firms are now being 

forced to consider relocating outside of London by the spiralling costs of 
renting office space in this area.43 

Many areas in London, such as Dalston or Peckham, are following the same 
process of what has since been dubbed the ‘Shoreditchification’ of London.44  

Managing the effects of gentrification 

2.17 ‘Gentrification’ holds a generally negative image: 

“The term itself is a vague one, but is generally used to signal 
wealthy newcomers displacing existing residents in up and coming 

neighbourhoods – with unhappy connotations of spiralling house 
prices, and poor residents being shunted out to make way for 
wealthy tech workers, expensive burger joints and cereal cafes.”45 
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2.18 However, gentrification can raise prosperity, wages, and even the quality of 
schools and public places in a city. 46 The main problem, according to Edward 
Clarke of the Centre for Cities, is one of ‘poor city management’47 which fails 
to secure suitable gains or spread the benefits of growth more fairly. 

2.19 Regeneration programmes should therefore aim at managing and controlling 
the effects of gentrification. As Stephen Tate stresses, gentrification ‘is the 
real conundrum that anybody who works in regeneration deals with because 
what you are trying to do is deliver growth for all and you are trying to make 
sure everyone is touched by that growth.’.48  

2.20 London is rich in its vibrant and diverse communities and future regeneration 

should avoid ‘short-termism’, as one of our respondents puts it,49 by ensuring 
that existing communities are consulted and their needs addressed over the 
long term.  

2.21 The 2012 Olympics gave East London a unique opportunity for regeneration. 
Regeneration was initially focused on commercial and residential 
development which used the permanent legacy venues to define its 
branding50 but the Olympic bid also put a strong emphasis on culture. In and 
around the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, there are signs that this aspect of 
the legacy is struggling to engage local communities and that past mistakes 
are being repeated.   

Case Study: The Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park  

The London Legacy Development Corporation (LLDC) was launched in April 
2012 as a Mayoral Development Corporation. It has taken charge of the 
promotion and delivery of a physical, social, economic and environmental 
regeneration in the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and the surrounding area.  

In 2014, the Chancellor allocated £141 million for a new cultural and 
educational quarter within the Olympic Park. The project, formerly known as 
Olympicopolis, has been renamed the ‘Cultural and Education District’ (CED) 
by the current Mayor. The aim is to deliver 3,000 jobs, and 1.5 million 

additional visitors and £2.8bn of economic value.51  

The organisations and institutions that will be based in the CED plan to engage 
with the community. Studio Wayne McGregor will embark on a programme 
called ‘Free Space’, through which the organisation will provide access to 
studios for artists in return for their time and skills working within the local 
community. UCL East students will offer to volunteer in the community.52  

However, groups such as Save Hackney Wick have claimed that they are being 
priced out by regeneration and subsequent rising land values around the 
Olympic Park.53 

In August 2016, the LLDC gave notice to artists at Vittoria Wharf in Fish Island 

that the studios in the converted warehouse were to be demolished to make 
way for a new pedestrian bridge (H16). The bridge would be needed to 
enhance connectivity between the Park and surrounding neighbourhoods. 
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Planning permission for the bridge was granted in 2012 after consultation 
with the public. The LLDC has said that Vittoria Wharf was always meant to be 
a temporary solution and gave tenants one month’s extra notice to move out 
and provided support to help relocate them, despite having no legal 
obligation to do so.54 

Save Hackney Wick campaigners continue to maintain that long-term 
regeneration will be better served by retaining Vittoria Wharf than by building 
a new bridge.55 Tower Hamlets Mayor John Biggs is also of this opinion. The 
committee recommends that the Mayor takes urgent action to resolve the 
issue concerning the demolition of Vittoria Wharf. 

In spite of many positive commercial outcomes, there have been undesirable 
and negative effects of regeneration in and around the Olympic Park. Some of 
the local residents and artists claim that they are being priced out by rising 
land values and feel unable to shape the changes in the fabric of the area. 
Increased partnership working and consultation with all stakeholders is 
needed to make sure that regeneration works for all and that existing cultural 
activity is protected. 

A focus on local communities 

2.22 Artists, communities, businesses, and local government can address the 

threats of gentrification if they support each other in long-term partnerships 
and set out clear social and cultural goals. Culture cannot merely be a tool for 
commercial-led regeneration and regeneration projects must have at their 
centre a ‘cultural ecology’.56 

2.23 Creative Barking and Dagenham (CBD) is an example of such approach in 
London. Funded by the Arts Council England and the London Borough of 
Barking and Dagenham, CBD has focused on working in partnership to 
develop the community’s interest in the arts and creativity. Its partners 
include business, such as the Barking Enterprise Centre, artists such as Studio3 
Arts, volunteers, local government and the community. 

2.24 The participation of all is positive in itself and can deliver better regenerative 
benefits, including greater social cohesion or the development of new creative 
industries.57  

2.25 We support a vision of regeneration in which people are at the heart of 
change in their communities.58 For the committee, culture can and should act 
as a driver and catalyst in the regenerative process. It should focus on 
communities to bring “sustainable, long term improvements to local quality of 
life, including economic, social and environmental needs”.59 
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3. Sustainable 
creative 
communities 
Key findings 

 More data on culture is needed for developing 
strong evidence-based policies and spending. 

 There is an urgent need for long-term solutions to 
provide affordable workspace for local artists across 
London.  

 Grassroots venues that have local significance as 
well as the iconic ones across London need better 
protection.  

 Regeneration can be sustainable only if it focuses on 
community ownership and capacity building.  

 Crowdfunding can democratise civic change by 
allowing more people to support projects they want 
to see happen. Culture helps boost communities. It 
needs to thrive in all its various forms, in central 
London but also in outer boroughs.
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Measuring and valuing social impacts 

3.1 The committee has long been pressing for social impacts to be as much a part 
of the success criteria for Mayoral intervention as economic activity. We 
urged the previous Mayor to adopt a new approach to measuring and valuing 
impact, as seen in our Stadium-led Regeneration and Transport-led 
Regeneration reports.60 We support regeneration projects which seek to 
address the needs of local communities rather than just create profits for 
commercial operators and developers.  

3.2 The  Mayor has a number of policy tools and access to significant resources to 

drive forward regeneration by: 

 Developing better quality data on culture in London to ensure 
regeneration projects benefit local communities 

 Supporting the delivery of affordable workspace 

 Protecting cultural assets 

 Acting as a facilitator and promoter of cultural activities in outer 

London boroughs 

Better quality data on culture in London 

3.3 A strategic approach to culture and regeneration requires a strong evidence 
base to justify policies and spending. 

3.4 The GLA has done much work on culture-related issues. In 2012, the GLA 
worked with music venues to identify the number of small venues in the city 
and to identify the problems they were facing.61 In 2013, the London 
Assembly’s Economy Committee analysed the threats that 32,000 ‘smaller’ 
theatre venues face,62 and more recent work has made an assessment of the 
loss of artists’ spaces in London.63   

3.5 However, data on the culture sector in London is out-of-date. There has not 
been any comprehensive statistical recording since the London Culture Map in 

2010. The map was the last major attempt to understand the extent of 
cultural participation and venues in London. It looked at audiences’ postcodes 
and showed the links between where people live and their cultural habits and 
rates of participation.  

3.6 Existing data is not sufficiently granular to support effective policy making. 
The Department for Culture Media and Sports (DCMS) Taking Part survey 
shows levels of participation in sports and cultural activities. It offers data at 
UK national and regional levels but only covers London as a whole.64  

3.7 This lack of data means that there is currently a limited understanding of 

London’s arts spaces and venues. The Mayor should develop better quality 
data establishing the location of venues, artistic groups and cultural events. 
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The need for affordable workspace 

3.8 The issue of affordable workspace for London’s artists is crucial. More than 
half of respondents to our investigation mentioned rising rental or property 
costs as a significant issue. For ArtWest, a collective of artists and makers in 
North West London, there is “less and less space available for artists and 
makers to work in at suitable rent levels and with suitable spaces, that are in 
areas that allow us to stay in contact with clients, the active London arts 
scene, and our colleagues”.65 

3.9 The lack of affordable workspace has a negative impact on London’s ability to 
attract and retain talent. Some 3,500 artists are likely to lose their places of 
work by 2019 – equal to 30 per cent of the current provision, partly as a result 
of rising rents.66 Spare Tyre Theatre Company explained that the rising cost of 
living was forcing “facilitators and artists to move out of London, resulting in 
talent drain and higher travel, and therefore project, costs”.67  

3.10 The Mayor has already announced tentative plans for tackling this issue. 
However, we have identified a variety of ways of providing much needed 
affordable workspace that could help shape the Mayor’s ideas of Creative 
Enterprise Zones and Creative Land Trust. 

Different models for securing affordable space in perpetuity 

3.11 As shown in the 2014 Artists’ Workspace Study, the involvement of the public 
sector is needed to address the lack of affordable workspace:  

“It is clear that the market will not by itself address sustained 
provision, thus jeopardising this key component of London’s 
cultural and social vibrancy.”68 

3.12 In A City for All Londoners, the Mayor sets out a plan for ‘Creative Enterprise 
Zones’ (CEZ). They will be “designed specifically to assist the artists and 
creative workers who may otherwise struggle to work in London”.69 In his 
election manifesto, the Mayor promised that the CEZ would provide 

“dedicated small workspace with live-in space”.70   

3.13 In October 2016, the Mayor announced that he was working with 
Studiomakers, a consortium of entrepreneurs and philanthropists, on plans 

Recommendation 1 
As part of his Cultural Infrastructure Plan, the Mayor should commit to 
collecting and publishing data at borough level on existing spaces and 
venues in London, average rents for artists’ spaces and levels of cultural 
participation.  
 
The Mayor should also encourage local authorities and developers to 
monitor this information over the course of regeneration projects to 
assess their economic, social and cultural impacts. 
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for a Creative Land Trust (CLT) to secure affordable creative workspace across 
the capital. The CLT would provide faster financing for studio providers 
looking to buy their buildings. It also would be able to hold property for use as 
permanent affordable workspace for artists. 

3.14 Plans for the CEZ and the CLT are still under development. In December 2016, 
the Mayor announced plans to create a Workspace Provider Board made up 
of entrepreneurs and business leaders to advise on securing workspace. The 
Mayor also said he would be writing to all of London’s boroughs asking them 
to support and help create affordable workspace in their local areas.71 

3.15 For one of the artists the committee met:  

“Creative Enterprise Zones are a step in the right direction. 
However this alone does not specifically protect or account for 
other creatives outside the CEZs […]. Whilst CEZ would be a lever 
to entice new residents and workers to the borough(s), it should 
not have a negative effect on the original ‘organic’ creative areas, 
forcing the concentration of creatives in just one area.”72 

3.16 The key for the Mayor is to make sure that his plans address current issues 
across London and provide affordable space in perpetuity. There are a 
number of models to do this: 

 Charitable bodies supporting the arts can offer subsidised 
workspaces. For example, Bow Arts in Barking provides studios at 
Ice House Court at 30 to 50 per cent of local market rents.73 

 Local authorities can also use planning policy to provide suitable 

space in new development (with support from London Plan 
policy). For example, the London Borough of Wandsworth has 
introduced a provision in its Planning Obligations Supplementary 
Planning Document stating that any scheme providing over 100 
dwellings has “to enhance the range of arts and cultural 
opportunities in the area by creating a robust Culture Action 
Plan”.74  

 Housing Associations have built into schemes creative spaces to be 
rented at sub-market prices as part of their ‘social investment’ 
work. For example, in lieu of s106 contributions, Catalyst Housing 
has included in new housing developments a number of studio 
spaces which are available to local artists to rent at affordable 
rates.75  

3.17 Other policy approaches have included: 

 Changes to planning obligations. The Community Infrastructure 

Levy (CIL) offers a source of funding for new arts and culture 
spaces in London. The Government’s regulation 123, which set out 

the forms of infrastructure that CIL funding can be spent on, 
should be expanded to include ‘culture’ as a form of 
infrastructure.76 
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 New ways to lower rents and business rates. For example, if artists 
are not already subject to business rates relief, temporary spaces 
could be subject to reduced rates to reflect the short amount of 
time artists will be able to use them for.77 Local authorities could 
offer discretionary business rate relief for non-profit arts 
organisations, on top of the 80 per cent mandatory relief.78 

 Use of GLA-owned spaces. The London Land Commission register 

lists numerous non-operational sites, within existing buildings. 
Some of them could be used for low cost workspace.79 

Affordable live-work spaces  

3.18 Artists have to deal with various income routes and irregular payments. Most 
are among the lowest earners, making under £10,000 per year from their 
work.80 Therefore affordable housing is needed alongside workspace, as 
explained by respondents from the Creative Industries Federation or London 
South Bank University.81 

3.19 Artists also told us that they need more live-work spaces since they often 
cannot afford to pay two rents.82 However, in Hackney for example, live-work 
worked so well that developers then hijacked the whole process: 

“Instead of live-work facilitating the conversion of redundant 

factories and warehouse to provide highly flexible space, live-work 
offered a formula for developers to build space conditioned as 
live-work, but in reality occupied more often than not as pure 
residential.”83 

3.20 One way to address the issue is already being explored by Justine Simons, 
Deputy Mayor for Culture. She suggested that assistance could be given to 
artists who want to buy their own studios.84 Another option could be buying 
up studio space to keep residential developers from taking over the area.85  

3.21 Evidence suggests that the Mayor must think very carefully about how he 
takes forward a CEZ and puts forward a long-term vision for sustainable zones 

where affordable workspace is created in perpetuity alongside the significant 
amounts of affordable housing London needs.86  

3.22 We heard grassroots support for Hackney Wick to be the first Mayor’s CEZ.87 
While there would inevitably be some tensions between a Mayoral 
Development Corporation and the CEZ, the CEZ could provide additional 
protection for artists as the LLDC seeks to deliver on its own objectives. But 
clearly, further work is needed. 
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Protecting London’s creative heritage  

3.23 The importance of protecting and nurturing existing arts and culture was 
highlighted by many of the people we heard from. For Historic England, 
celebrating local heritage should be an important part of the success of 
regeneration projects, and there are projects that have recognised the success 
of heritage buildings, enhancing their existing use or facilitating new uses.88  
 

3.24 Many of London’s special areas of culture and character are facing challenges 
from redevelopment under huge pressures for new housing and commercial 
opportunities. These areas include music and other leisure destinations (Soho 
and Brick Lane), specialised shopping areas (Denmark Street and Portobello 
Road), and professional and service centres (Savile Row and Jermyn Street). 

3.25 In central London, the campaign to ‘Save our Soho’ has been fighting against 
the permanent loss of historic venues, such as the Astoria in Soho, to make 
way for transport infrastructure, such as Crossrail.89 

Recommendation 2 
The Mayor should publish his plans for Creative Enterprise Zones as 
soon as possible.  The plans should include proposals to provide 
affordable workspace in the long term. 
 
The committee heard grassroots support for an area such as Hackney 
Wick, which has the biggest concentration of artists in Europe, to be a 
pilot of Creative Enterprise Zones, and the Mayor may wish to consider 
the location for this policy initiative. The committee also heard from 
that community that the viability of the area is threatened by LLDC 
proposals and it urges the Mayor to urgently review the plans for the 
‘H16’ bridge and work with the LLDC, Transport for London, the London 
Borough of Tower Hamlets and the local creative community to explore 
alternatives and mitigate potential negative impacts of the demolition 
of Vittoria Wharf on Hackney Wick and Fish Island’s cultural 
infrastructure. 

Recommendation 3 
The Mayor should ensure that new policies in the London Plan help 
provide suitable workspace in the capital. The Mayor should review the 
live-work policy that has proved to be ineffective in its current form and 
commission further research into ‘affordability’ for cultural enterprises. 
 
The Mayor should assess the value of the practice of the London 
Borough of Wandsworth where any scheme providing over 100 
dwellings has to enhance the range of arts and cultural opportunities in 
the area by creating a robust Culture Action Plan. 
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3.26 The planning system can be used to protect areas of cultural value. For 
example, Westminster City Council has been successful in establishing Special 
Policy Areas to protect certain clusters of land use. Five historically and 
culturally significant parts of London - Savile Row, Mayfair, Harley Street, St 
James’ and Portland Street - have received tailored planning rules to 
safeguard their character.90 

3.27 The Mayor should, when establishing any future CEZ, adopt a pro-active 
approach to protecting cultural and creative uses through the planning 
system. The City of Westminster has demonstrated that it is possible to 
protect and encourage specialist uses in defined policy areas.91 Westminster, 

as well as most other London boroughs, also uses Article 4 directions 
successfully to remove permitted development rights for changes of use to 
protect specific land uses.92  Both approaches could be adopted by the Mayor 
in order to establish a thriving CEZ. 

Protecting grassroots and smaller spaces 

3.28 However, we cannot just accept a fixed definition of what is ‘culture’ or what 
constitutes the creative industries. It is not just the ‘iconic’ venues that are in 
need of protection in the face of new developments; small theatres,93 dance 
studios, basement spaces, practice and rehearsals spaces are all needed to 
nurture future talent.  

3.29 These spaces are often neglected and excluded from protection by the current 
planning system. For SPACE Studios, one of our contributors, the need is to 
“value and protect what has already been achieved, which is often fragile and 
at risk, particularly smaller projects and organisations”.94 London Councils 
refers to art and culture taking place in community venues and wants such 
informal culture to also be taken into account during regeneration.95 Caroline 
Bray, consultant, says that such local venues are vital as they provide practical 
artistic experience for young people.96   

3.30 Evidence shows that the many threats that grassroots music venues across 
London are facing are not direct but can come from neighbouring 

development. For example, a theatre company told us about residents in new 
buildings who “wish to be undisturbed with their windows open” even though 
it is the cultural offer that has attracted them to the area.97  

3.31 The Mayor has promised to use the London Plan to strengthen protection for 
small creative spaces and pubs. Live music venues, clubs and pubs are to be 
protected by a new ‘Agent of Change’ rule so new developments next to 
existing venues meet soundproofing costs. An Agent of Change rule holds that 
the person or business responsible for the change should be responsible for 
managing the impact of that change. 
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Community involvement and facilitation 

3.32 Community involvement is key to ensure local ownership of changes in the 
fabric of an area. This is true for all types of regeneration.  

3.33 One way to involve community is open consultation. For Euclid Films, “not 

being heard is the biggest barrier.”98 For one of the boroughs that responded 
to our call for evidence, “a lack of consultation can cause cultural projects to 
fail or achieve lower results.”99 One of our respondents explained how: 

“In Tooting Market, money was awarded by the Mayor to host 
events (including late night music ones) without any real 
consultation with local residents. As a result, as soon as they 
started, the neighbours complained and the events had to stop. A 
proper and complete consideration of how money is awarded and 
what it's used for is required, otherwise it's a waste.”100 

3.34 In the words of one of our respondents, the need is to connect with the 

community in “meaningful ways” to genuinely shape outcomes instead of 
“ticking the community engagement box”.101 As The Proud Archivist, a gallery 
and events space in Haggerston, puts it, the need is to “Talk. Listen. 
Respond.”102 

3.35 Two main barriers to community involvement were given by respondents. 
These are: 

 A lack of capacity and/or resources in local authorities, artistic 
organisations or community groups either to effectively manage a 
network of people as part of a regeneration project, or to interact 
with existing networks.103  

 An absence of ‘bridge’ organisations or facilitators.104 An 
intermediary organisation can help translate different language 
between groups and can support the partnership.105   

Recommendation 4 
The committee welcomes the Mayor’s commitment to protecting 
cultural venues across London and supports the Mayor’s idea to 
implement an Agent of Change rule within the London Plan. 
 
Protection measures should apply to a wide range of venues, including 
grassroots and smaller venues across the capital. In his Cultural 
Infrastructure Plan, the Mayor should identify such venues that have 
local significance.  
 
The Mayor should make explicit in his next review of the London Plan 
that local authorities should consult the list of identified venues before 
assessing the likely impact of new planning applications on these 
venues. 
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3.36 For one of the production companies that responded to our call for evidence, 
facilitation means providing funding, keeping an effective balance of power 
and responsibilities between the public and private sector, and ensuring that 
regeneration “schemes are building on a local knowledge base”.106 

3.37 The Mayor should also work with boroughs to encourage local communities to 
use Neighbourhood Planning to decide where and what type of cultural 
development they want to see happen in their area. The Localism Act 2011 
introduced statutory neighbourhood planning to give communities direct 
power to develop a shared vision for their neighbourhood and shape its 
development and growth through their own Neighbourhood Plan. Decisions 

on planning applications then have to be made using both the Local Plan and 
the Neighbourhood Plan. Take-up has been slow107 but the new 
Neighbourhood Planning Bill designed to make the process more efficient and 
flexible could give it a boost. 

3.38 There are other approaches that increase community involvement. The 
Cultural Connectors programme in Barking and Dagenham is a powerful 
example of how communities can be involved in cultural regeneration. The 
programme has developed local confidence in arts and culture and instilled a 
sense of community involvement.  

Case Study: Creative Barking & Dagenham  

The London Borough of Barking and Dagenham is currently regenerating 
Barking town centre through plans for an Artist Enterprise Zone. It is funded 
by £250,000 from the London Regeneration Fund.108 The zone will include 
new artists’ studios, a creative arts hub, performance spaces and the 
redeveloped Broadway Theatre.109 

The borough set up Creative Barking & Dagenham (CBD) to support this work. 
The project aims to brand Barking and Dagenham as a place to make and 
enjoy art in all its forms. CBD is part of the Arts Council England’s Creative 
People and Places Programme. It is working with businesses, artists, 

volunteers, local government and the community.110  

CBD has appointed ‘Cultural Connectors’ to put “local people right at the 
heart of decision-making”.111 The network of 120 unpaid local adult residents 
has a remit to build enthusiasm for arts at a local level. They sit in Landmarks 
Commissions, site-specific events with an aim to “showcase the borough as a 
place where great art happens”, and Neighbourhood Commissions, six-month 
artist residencies aimed at encouraging creativity and ambition in local 
communities. 

Collectively, CBD has helped run 300 creative events with 8,000 participants at 
25 venues across the borough.112 It has supported local arts projects with 

£350,000 in funding and acted as a catalyst for £280,000 funding for 
additional creative projects in the borough.  
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CBD is building enthusiasm for the arts in Barking. The developing area’s 

cultural base provides people with a greater sense of civic pride and 
community:  “people feel more connected to each other and to the area and 
they enjoy living there more.” 113 

The process appears to have done as much for community development and 
capacity building as it has contributed to cultural regeneration. The process 
however takes a long time and needs to be supported carefully.114 

The potential of crowdfunding 

3.39 Community sponsorship can strengthen local involvement in successful 

regeneration. Our assessment of the Mayor’s Civic Crowdfunding Programme 
(CCP) shows how it has produced impacts in relation to community 
involvement and ownership of regeneration projects – many of which have a 
cultural dimension.   

3.40 The Mayor’s CCP is an initiative offering local groups the opportunity to 
propose and crowdfund for projects with support and pledges of up to 
£20,000 from the Mayor. These projects must “improve their neighbourhood 
for the benefit of the wider community”. 

3.41 Crowdfunding has the potential to engage communities in regeneration 

projects. This approach can democratise civic change by allowing more people 
to fund projects they want to see happen. It can also stimulate new local 
partnerships and connections, with groups coming together to develop skills 
and resources through the realisation of shared ideas and experiences.  

3.42 The Mayor’s CCP is due to end its round of funding in 2017. Fifty-seven 
different projects have been funded so far, and many had culture at their 
heart, such as Wood Street Walls in Walthamstow. 

Case Study: The Wood Street Walls community art initiative  

The Wood Street Walls (WSW) community art initiative has used the Mayor’s 
CCP to revive a disused public building in Walthamstow. The aim is to give 

local arts a permanent home in Wood Street and to create a studio and 
community space for local artists and residents to enjoy, and to improve the 
public realm more broadly. The studio is set to open in 2017.  

In October 2015, the project reached its funding target. £39,041 was collected 
through 169 different pledges. The pledges ranged from an anonymous £3 to 
£2,500, £4,000 and £6,000, supplemented by £18,000 from the Mayor.  

WSW creates accessible public art for the community. In 2016, the collective 
and its partners launched a one-month event called ‘Paint Your London’, 
gaining London-wide TV coverage with the help of the GLA press office.115 

Bringing together local and international street artists, walls and shutters in 
Walthamstow, Leytonstone and Leyton were transformed into colourful 
works of art to promote the need of affordable and accessible workspace for 
artists. 
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WSW used crowdfunding and various social media campaigns to involve the 

local community. Consultation gave the community a sense of ownership of 
the regeneration and the streets they live in. 

This form of public engagement is at the heart of the project, using street art 
to improve the aesthetics of the local community. In June 2016, local 
residents were asked to vote on a mural of William Morris to be painted in 
Bedford Road.116 Approximately 1,200 voters chose between six patterns to 
sit behind a portrait of the textile designer and social activist. 

The studio will provide free monthly workshops for the local community. 
These will be run by selected artists among the studios residents. Local 

residents were consulted through the local press to see what kind of skills 
they would like to learn in such workshops.117 

As this example shows, culture and regeneration outside central London make 
outer London boroughs more attractive and increase social integration. 
Facilitating new projects in Outer London could have positive regenerative 
effects, as shown by the example of Creative Barking & Dagenham or Wood 
Street Walls in Walthamstow. 

 

 

The London Borough of Culture  

3.43 In A City for All Londoners, the Mayor reiterated the proposal he made in his 
manifesto for the annual award of a London Borough of Culture (LBC):  

“Each year I want to focus attention and investment on one 
particular local authority to catalyse and celebrate local culture 
and communities. And I will encourage London’s major institutions 
to support the initiative, spreading their amazing work into all 

corners of the city.”118 

Designating a London Borough of Culture is a one very positive way in which 
the Mayor could help support artistic activities in outer London boroughs.  

Recommendation 5 

The Mayor should make the Civic Crowdfunding Programme a 
permanent regeneration programme and develop the GLA’s own 
crowdfunding platform or use a platform that would be cost-free for 
projects seeking support. 
 

Recommendation 6 
In his Cultural Infrastructure Plan, the Mayor should propose a strategy 
that recognises the cultural offer of Outer London and secures it in 
capital regeneration processes. The Mayor should make explicit the 
opportunities that suburban cultural facilities can offer London as a 
whole. 
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European capitals and UK cities of culture 

3.44 The Mayor’s idea draws on the European Capital of Culture, through which a 
leading city hosts a year of cultural activity. In Glasgow in 1990 and Liverpool 
in 2008, the programme improved the cities’ local, national and international 
image and raised local levels of confidence.119  

3.45 The idea of a UK City of Culture was first suggested in 2009 by the then 
Culture Secretary, Andy Burnham MP. The aim was to build on the success of 
the European Capital Culture programme. In 2013, Derry/Londonderry was 
made the first UK City of Culture. The city attracted 1 million visitors and 
£166m in capital investment.120  

3.46 Hull is the 2017 UK City of Culture. The Hull 2017 Creative Communities 
Programme was created to fund projects that inspire individuals and groups 
to produce new work and events for 2017. Aimed at the local community, the 
programme has offered grants of between £300 and £10,000 to fund activity 
during the year. 

3.47 Bidding for the title has re-energised strategic cultural planning within cities, 
even for unsuccessful bids, such as Sheffield or Birmingham. The bidding 
process helped raise awareness about the value of the existing local culture 
and create a collaborative strategy for social change.121 

Criteria for a sustainable London Borough of Culture 

3.48 The LBC may provide a very good opportunity to promote the benefits of 
culture, sustainable regeneration and community development by offering 
incentives for all boroughs to tailor their bids to a standard set of principles. 

3.49 But the criteria that the Mayor will use to award the LBC to a borough remain 
unclear. It is also not yet known how far the award will encourage long-term 
regeneration projects and if so how they will be funded. 

3.50 There is much to learn from the responses to our call for evidence, which 
provided insights and views from a wide community of local artists, 
practitioners and experts. Each bid should, therefore, demonstrate how the 

borough aims to meet the following criteria: 

 Successful  evaluation of past cultural programmes 

 Protection of existing cultural heritage and facilities 

 Promotion of local artistic production 

 Protection, enhancement and creation of affordable artistic 

workspace 

 Community engagement and capacity-building 

 Long-term vision for an inclusive cultural strategy 
 

3.51 The Mayor should appoint an independent panel of experts from London’s 

cultural and creative scene that would evaluate bids. 

3.52 Even for the unsuccessful boroughs, developing their bids might encourage a 
more sustainable approach to culture and regeneration. The bidding process 
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could create momentum towards a new collaborative process of culture and 
regeneration in the boroughs. 

3.53 While the Mayor has stated that the London Borough of Culture will be 
awarded annually, a biannual award would give more time to boroughs to 
develop their bids and to learn from previous events. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Recommendation 7 
The Mayor should award the new London Borough of Culture to the 
borough that best promotes a sustainable vision of culture.  
 
The Mayor should appoint an independent panel of experts from 
London’s cultural and creative scene to award the London Borough of 
Culture every two years so to give more time to boroughs to develop 
their bids and to learn from previous events.  
 
The bids should be evaluated against the following criteria: 

• Success and evaluation of past cultural programmes 
• Protection of existing cultural heritage and facilities  
• Promotion of local artistic production 
• Protection and creation of affordable artistic workspace 
• Community engagement and sustainable capacity-building 
• Long-term vision for an inclusive cultural strategy 
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Our approach 

The Regeneration Committee agreed the following terms and conditions for 
this investigation: 

 To review how the GLA works to help shape regeneration 

programmes that include a cultural dimension 

 To establish what further work the GLA could do to encourage 
creative place-making particularly in Outer London 

 To assess the Mayor’s plans to designate certain areas as Creative 
Enterprise Zones and to introduce the London Borough of Culture 
scheme 

At its public evidence sessions, the committee took oral evidence from the 
following guests: 

 Justine Simons OBE, Deputy Mayor for Culture and Creative 

Industries, GLA 

 Debbie Jackson, Assistant Director for Regeneration, GLA 

 Miriam Nelken, Programme Director, Creative Barking and 

Dagenham  

 Stephen Tate, Director of District Centres & Regeneration, London 
Borough of Croydon 

 Professor Graeme Evans, Professor in Design and Cultures, 
Middlesex University London 

At two informal meetings at City Hall, the committee took oral evidence from 
the following guests:  

 Polly Cziok, Head of Communications, London Borough of Hackney 

 Susie Gray, Cultural Development for Nine Elms Vauxhall 
Partnership & Wandsworth Arts Team, London Borough of 
Wandsworth 

 Serena Horgan, Regeneration Manager, Catalyst Housing 

 Lorna Lee, Head of Culture and Heritage, London Borough of 
Waltham Forest 

 Anne Mullins, Curator Arts and Culture, Nine Elms Vauxhall 
Partnership 

 Richard Meier, Partner, Argent LLP 
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In addition, the committee undertook visits to Barking and Dagenham in 
September 2016 and to the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and surrounding 
areas in November 2016 and January 2017. The committee took oral evidence 
from the following: 

 Iain Aitch, writer, creative consultant and artist  

 Saima Ashraf , Deputy Leader, London Borough of Barking and 

Dagenham, and Cabinet Member for Community Leadership & 
Engagement 

 Helen Ball, Engagement Director, Creative Barking & Dagenham  

 Yves Blais, Outset 

 Paul Brickell, London Legacy Development Corporation Executive 
Director of Regeneration and Community partnerships  

 Mark Camley, London Legacy Development Corporation Executive 
Director of Park Operations and Venues 

 Juliet Can, Stour Space 

 Nicolette Cavaleros, Outset 

 William Chamberlain, Creative Wick 

 Mark Clack, Wood Street Walls 

 Michael Cubey, Executive Director, Bow Arts  

 Ben Fletcher, London Legacy Development Corporation Director of 

communications  

 Cameron Geddes, Cabinet Member for Economic & Social 
Development, London Borough of Barking and Dagenham 

 Candida Gertler, Outset 

 David Goldstone, London Legacy Development Corporation Chief 

Executive 

 Paul Hogan, Commissioning Director of Culture and Recreation, 
London Borough of Barking and Dagenham 

 Polly Hunt, Director of Development and Communications, Studio 

Wayne McGregor 

 Tom Jackson, Wood Street Walls 

 Verity-Jane Keefe, Visual Artist, the Mobile Museum 

 Neil McDonald, Stour Space 

 Ashton Mullins, Hackney Wicked 

 Lindsey Pugh, Creative Barking & Dagenham 

 Rebecca Marshall, Executive Director of Studio Wayne McGregor 

 Darren Rodwell, Leader, London Borough of Barking and 
Dagenham 

 Lucinda Rogers 

 Andrea Stark, Director of the Foundation for Future London 

 Nima Tehranchi, Save Hackney Wick 

 Peter Tudor, London Legacy Development Corporation Director of 

Visitor Studies 

 Nimrod Vardi, Arebyte Gallery 

 Martin Walsh, Commercial Director, UCL East 
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 Ralph Ward, London Urban Visits 

 Aida Wilde, Aida Print 

 Jasmine Wilson, Director of learning and engagement, Studio 
Wayne McGregor 

During the investigation, the committee also received written submissions 
from the following organisations and individuals: 

 Alan Cristea Gallery 

 Alexandra Short 

 Andy Thornley 

 Arcola Theatre 

 Argent LLP 

 ArtWest 

 Bangla Noboborsho Udjapan Parishad 

 Beautiful Confusion Collective 

 Ben Bartlett Studio 

 Berkeley Group  

 BKG insurance 

 Blue Yonder 

 Board Management  

 Break Communications 

 Brent Council 

 Battersea Arts Centre 

 Bow Arts 

 Caroline Bray 

 Cass Lowe 

 Charles Dickens Museum 

 Christopher D Ashley 

 Clockwork Soldier 

 Congo Music  

 Create London 

 Creative Industries Federation 

 Creative Wick 

 Crimson Noise 

 Cultivaters 

 Daisy Johnson 

 Dalston Studios 

 Damnably 

 David E. Sugar 

 Departure Lounge 

 Danger Money Records 

 Drew Wylie Projects 

 Ealing Club Community Interest Company 

 Empowerment House 

 Euclid Films 
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 Giant Anteater Productions 

 Greenwich Pensioners Forum 

 Hackney Disability BackUp 

 Hackney Tours 

 Half Moon Theatre 

 Hilda Paredes 

 Historic England 

 Hornsey Town Hall Arts Centre 

 Ian Ballantine 

 ILAMS – The Iberian and Latin American Music Society 

 Jacksons Lane 

 Joyzine 

 Kabir Sheikh 

 Kirigram 

 Knowledge Quarter  

 Leviathan Entertainment 

 Little Chick  

 London Borough of Ealing  

 London Borough of Hackney 

 London Councils  

 London South Bank University 

 Make Associates 

 MI Pro 

 Mindful Music 

 Monchoshoilee 

 Moulik Arts 

 Nick Dawes 

 Nick Williams Productions 

 Noel Light-Hilary 

 One Yoga London 

 Open To Create... 

 Outset Contemporary Art Fund 

 Oxford House in Bethnal Green 

 Paul Burnell 

 Paul Cowell Music 

 Paul Simm 

 Peter Sullivan 

 Poplar HARCA 

 Positive Action Through Creativity 

 Public Service Broadcasting 

 Queer Spaces Network 

 Restless Communications 

 Rocklands ArtBeat 

 Rosetta Art Centre 

 Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea 
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 Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames  

 Royal Court Theatre 

 Sean Gillen  

 South Kilburn Trust / South Kilburn Studios 

 Southwark Council 

 SPACE (Art Services Grants Ltd) 

 Spare Tyre 

 Spoon Guru Limited 

 Stephanie Mair  

 Stoke Newington Literary Festival 

 Stour Space 

 Susannah Fields Photography 

 Suzie Zabrowska 

 Swadhinata Trust 

 Swing Patrol 

 The Cynthia Corbett Gallery 

 The Gary O'Toole School of Music 

 The Good Ship 

 The Magical Opera Co Ltd 

 The Proud Archivist 

 The Vaults 

 Theatro Technis 

 Things Made Public  

 Tomorrow's Warriors 

 Tulett design 

 UK Green Film Festival 

 Unlimited Productions/UCL 

 Vortex Foundation 

 W3Detour 

 Windmill Brixton 

 Wood Street Walls  
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Other formats and 
languages 

If you, or someone you know, needs a copy of this report in large print or 

braille, or a copy of the summary and main findings in another language, then 
please call us on: 020 7983 4100 or email: 
assembly.translations@london.gov.uk. 
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Site visit to City of London Corporation – 22 February 2017 
 
On Wednesday 22 February 2017 Members of the London Assembly’s Regeneration Committee took 
part in a site visit to the City of London Corporation. The visit was attended by Committee Members 
Navin Shah AM, Chair and Shaun Bailey AM, Deputy Chairman. In preparation for the Committee 
meeting on digital connectivity (1 March 2017), members discussed the work that is being 
undertaken in this field by the City of London Corporation. 
 
The visit started with a discussion with Mark Boleat, Chairman of the Policy and Resources 
Committee; Philip Saunders, Parliamentary Affairs Counsel; Steven Bage, City Infrastructure Adviser; 
and James Edwards, Parliamentary and GLA Officer. 
 
At the start of the discussion, Mark Boleat emphasised the role and importance of digital 
connectivity for the City of London Corporation and how they have been working with various 
providers to achieve better connectivity. The discussion then focused on the actions and measures 
that the Corporation has taken to enhance connectivity further, mainly: 

• The new WiFi service. The current free Wi-Fi Service in the City is provided by the Cloud but 
will be replaced later this year with a new gigabit Wi-Fi mesh network. It will be the single 
largest investment in wireless infrastructure in the City of London. To boost wireless 
coverage, more than 400 4G small cells will be mounted on street objects such as lampposts, 
street signs, buildings and CCTV columns. The third party chosen to manage the assets will 
start to deploy the cells in June 2017 and the rollout will be completed in 2019. The City of 
London expects that the new service will make it easier to adopt 5G technology.1 

• The City’s ‘wayleave toolkit’. The Toolkit gives broadband providers, SMEs, landlords and 
developers with the documentation they need to deliver digital infrastructure in a fast and 
effective way. The Standardised Wayleave Toolkit will improve connectivity for business and 
speed up the installation of broadband. All parties will benefit from lower costs and more 
efficient ways of working. The toolkit has been endorsed by the Mayor and could be used 
across London.2 

Committee members asked questions about the relevance of these measures and actions to the rest 
of London and the level of investment that such measures and actions have required. 
 

 

1 S Fenwick, ‘City of London to roll out gigabit Wi-Fi mesh network this year’, Land Mobile, 9 January 2017. 
2 See the website of the City of London Corporation. 
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William Newton, EMEA Director, WiredScore, and Charlotte Brown, Intern at WiredScore, joined the 
conversation to expand on the need to think about connectivity as early as possible in new building 
projects. WiredScore, chosen to deliver Boris Johnson’s Connectivity Ratings Scheme, has been 
informing tech companies and small businesses in the City about the connectivity levels of buildings 
they are considering occupying before they agree to take out a lease. Through a certification 
program called Wired Certification, the WiredScore team helps landlords to market their buildings as 
tech-friendly destinations, and tenants can use this information to find buildings that meet their 
telecommunications needs.3 
 
The meeting ended with a discussion of what the Mayor could do to enhance digital connectivity 
across the capital.  
 
After the discussion, Committee Members saw street furniture and the added new equipment that 
will support the new WiFi service. Committee Members asked questions about planning policy 
aspects and implications of such a use of street furniture. 
 

  
Contact 
 
Julien Danero Iglesias   
Assistant Scrutiny Manager 
 
regenerationcommittee@london.gov.uk 
020 7983 4000 
@LondonAssembly 
www.london.gov.uk/assembly  

3 See the website of WiredScore. 
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Site visit to Rotherhithe – 22 March 2017 
 
On Wednesday 22 March 2017 the Regeneration Committee undertook a site visit to Rotherhithe in  
Southwark. As part of the committee’s investigation into digital connectivity, a meeting was 
organised at Canada Water Library with local councillors, residents and businesses to hear about the 
lack of connectivity in the area, the barriers they are currently facing to faster broadband speeds, 
why the solutions that have been put forward so far have not met with success and what are the 
current plans to improve connectivity.  
 
The visit was attended by Navin Shah AM, Chair of the Regeneration Committee, and Florence 
Eshalomi, Assembly Member for Lambeth and Southwark, who had the opportunity to discuss with 
Southwark Councillors Fiona Colley1 and Stephanie Cryan2 and local residents including Damian 
Belson, founder of the local pressure group Broadband SE16. A representative of BT Openreach was 
also present. 
 

 
 
Councillor Colley started by detailing past and current measures taken by Southwark Council to 
improve digital connectivity in the borough. The councillor gave an update on BT’s 2015 
commitment to connect 18,000 premises in the borough. Since April 2016 BT Openreach have 
delivered 21 new broadband street cabinets borough wide, providing the opportunity for 
approximately 6,880 properties to connect to superfast broadband. Nine of those cabinets have 
been delivered on the Rotherhithe peninsula, representing 2,922 possible new connections.   
 
However, Councillor Colley expressed her frustration at such a lengthy process and the BT business 
model that does not take the residents’ needs into account. The councillor also mentioned 
discussions Southwark Council had with Oxfordshire County Council which runs its own Better 
Broadband programme. While the programme has benefitted residents in Oxfordshire, it cannot be 
replicated in Southwark since state-aid rules are different for rural and metropolitan areas. 
 

1 Cabinet Member for Finance, Modernisation and Performance. 
2 Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Housing. 
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Councillor Cryan and local residents talked further about the frustration of living in a ‘not-spot’ area, 
where, according to one of the residents, the average broadband speed over a week can be as low 
as 0.26 Mbps. Damian Belson of Broadband SE 16 presented the views of local residents gathered 
through a survey they carried out in advance of the meeting with the committee.  
 
Damian Belson also explained why some of the figures presented by BT can be misleading and 
showed why a community broadband scheme would be a good solution to address connectivity in 
little pockets and small areas where speeds are very low. The idea is to establish a Community 
Interest Group in Rotherhithe that would install an all-fibre network, with 1 Gbps synchronous 
connection available to all customers across the area.  A feasibility study was carried out in 2014 and 
the project now needs funding. 
 
 

Contact 
 
Julien Danero Iglesias   
Assistant Scrutiny Manager 
 
regenerationcommittee@london.gov.uk 
020 7983 4000 
@LondonAssembly 
www.london.gov.uk/assembly  
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Site visit to Digital Greenwich – 15 March 2017 
 
On Wednesday 15 March 2017, Navin Shah, Chair of the London Assembly Regeneration Committee, 
undertook a site visit to Digital Greenwich in the Royal Borough of Greenwich.  
 
As part of the committee’s investigation into digital connectivity, Navin Shah met with Trevor 
Dorling, Managing Director, and Allan Mayo, Smart Cities Adviser, to see how the Royal Borough of 
Greenwich has benefitted from the implementation of a new strategy for enhanced digital 
connectivity.  
 
The visit started with a discussion and presentation by Allan Mayo on the multiple challenges that 
Greenwich is facing today - such as a growing and aging population, low qualifications, risk of 
computerisation, long-term unemployment, rising part-time jobs and flattening of productivity - and 
on how Greenwich can address them by innovating and investing in digital connectivity. 
 
Allan Mayo showed how the Royal Borough of Greenwich launched its ‘Smart City’ strategy on 22 
October 2015. This set out how the Council proposes to implement smarter approaches to coping 
with the challenges ahead, and to create new opportunities for businesses and local communities, 
securing business regeneration and growth. 
 
Allan Mayo then detailed the different aspects of the role and mission of Digital Greenwich, the 
borough’s in-house team created to implement the strategy:  

• to help manage and de-risk innovation 
• to act as a funding and delivery vehicle 
• to raise profile 
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Digital Greenwich has been involved in various programmes and partnerships1 that were briefly 
discussed, such as: 

• The ‘Sharing Cities’ programme, launched in 2016, is a €25m project which involves cities 
from across Europe investigating how innovative technology can be used to improve the 
lives of citizens. The aim is to trigger €500m in investment and to engage over 100 
municipalities in Europe.2 

• In 2016, Digital Greenwich and the University of Surrey set up a partnership to develop 
smart city technologies, with a focus on creating ‘resource-efficient, low-carbon, healthy and 
liveable neighbourhoods’. Thanks to the partnership, Digital Greenwich has access to the 
university’s 5G Innovation Centre (5GIC), which will enable it to develop and trial smart city 
solutions. The university’s 5GIC is funded by a £12 million grant from the Higher Education 
Funding Council.3 

• GATEway is a collaborative project involving academia, government and industry in the field 
of automated vehicle research. It is led by TRL, the UK’s transport research centre. In 2014, 
they announced ‘Navia’, the first commercially available 100% driverless shuttle. Some of 
the companies involved in the research are based in the Digital Greenwich Innovation Centre 
such as Westfield Sportscars, responsible for the procurement and build of the shuttle 
vehicles and overall systems integration, and Oxbotica, developing the sensor technology 
and software to support the safe operation of the shuttle vehicles. The GATEway project is 
funded by an £8 million grant by industry and Innovate UK.4 

 
The discussion ended with a discussion of what the Mayor could do to enhance digital connectivity 
across the capital.  
 
After the discussion, Navisn Shah visited Digital Greenwich’s innovation centre with office spaces for 
small and medium digital businesses.5 Navin met with representatives from three different 
companies operating from the digital hub and discussed with them the reasons why they have 
chosen to operate from Greenwich: 
 

• Transforming Systems, which makes information into intelligence by using real-time data to 
bring about system and organisation change6 

 
• Starship Technologies, which works with robots to deliver packages, groceries and food7 

 
• Crowdvision, which develops video-based tracking software to show what is happening to a 

pedestrian population and help increase efficiency and profitability8  
 

 

1 https://blog.idoxgroup.com/2016/08/03/digital-greenwich-a-local-council-approach-to-smart-cities/ 
2 http://www.sharingcities.eu/sharingcities/about 
3 http://www.surrey.ac.uk/5gic 
4 https://gateway-project.org.uk/ 
5 http://www.digitalgreenwich.com/innovation-centre-about/ 
6 http://www.transformingsystems.co.uk/ 
7 https://www.starship.xyz/ 
8 http://www.crowdvision.com/ 
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Site visit to Community Fibre – 28 March 2017 
 
On Tuesday 28 March 2017 Members of the London Assembly’s Regeneration Committee took part 
in a site visit to Community Fibre in Pimlico. The visit was attended by Committee Members Navin 
Shah AM, Chair, and Shaun Bailey AM, Deputy Chairman. As part of the committee’s investigation 
into digital connectivity, members discussed what the current barriers to enhanced connectivity are 
in London from the viewpoint of a provider. The discussion took place in Community Fibre 
Demonstration Centre inside the Grosvenor Estate that is managed by West City Homes and where 
Community Fibre have been rolling out fibre since 2015. 
 

 
 
The visit started with a discussion and presentation by Tim Stranack, Business Development Director, 
and Jeremy Chelot, CEO, about Community Fibre, who they are and how they operate. Community 
Fibre is the largest provider of full fibre to the home (FTTH) infrastructure within central London.  
 
Community Fibre works directly with building owners and property management companies in the 
private and public sectors to provide ultrafast Internet services to residents. The fibre-optic 
installation is done at no cost to the landowner and Community Fibre makes its profit by selling its 
internet connections to residents and businesses. Therefore, for boroughs for example, there is no 
procurement process to go through since Community Fibre only needs permission (wayleaves) to 
start the installation. 

During 2016 Community Fibre installed new fibre optic cables to nearly 10,000 properties across 
Wandsworth, Westminster and Camden. It has already obtained permissions to install its cables 
from Westminster City Council, Wandsworth Borough Council, Genesis Housing Association, Rendall 
& Rittner, a property management and residential lettings agency, and Cushman & Wakefiled, a 
commercial property and real estate consultant, amongst others. It has plans and investment to 
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install to another 30,000 properties in 2017 and extend its fibre out to properties in other London 
Boroughs.  

 
 
The meeting ended with discussion of the current barriers a provider like Community Fibre is facing 
and what the Mayor could do to enhance digital connectivity across the capital. For Community 
Fibre, the current priorities to roll out fibre more easily and more quickly are:  

• educating landowners, informing them about the diversity of providers and obtaining their 
permission  

• allowing the use of existing ducts across London  
 
After the meeting, Tim Stranack showed to Committee members what a Gigabit connection allows in 
terms of speed and streaming: “Hollywood blockbusters can be downloaded in 12 seconds or the 
entire James Bond back catalogue can be delivered whilst the kettle boils.”1  
 
Committee members and Community Fibre representatives were then interviewed by London Live. 
 

 

1 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/click_online/9093991.stm 
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London’s economic productivity and international competitiveness 
face a significant threat in the form of poor digital connectivity. The 
capital is poorly served, suffering from ‘not-spots’, ‘digital deserts’ and 
a lack of fibre connections. Because big telecommunications 
companies have struggled to deliver for the capital’s businesses and 
residents, London lags behind smaller UK cities such as York, Coventry 
and Edinburgh despite its role as a global competitive city. These cities 
are all significantly better connected, being ‘Gigabit Cities’ where 
download and upload speeds reach 1,000 megabits per second (Mbps). 
Across Europe, London also performs poorly, ranking 26 out of 33 
capital cities in 2014 for its average download broadband speed.1 

The London Assembly Regeneration Committee took evidence from 
London residents, local authorities, businesses and internet providers 
to understand what is needed, in terms of digital connectivity, for 
London to remain an inclusive and attractive place to live and do 
business.  

This report collates these views into a set of priorities that should 
shape the Mayor’s new digital strategy and the action of the future 
Chief Digital Officer. 

If you have any comments or would like to find out more, you can get 
in touch via Julien.Danero-Iglesias@london.gov.uk.  

Digital Connectivity: What is it and why does it matter? 

Digital connectivity is about access to fast and reliable internet 
connection (fixed or mobile) which enables users to benefit from smart 
and digital services. 2 It is the ‘fourth utility’, an everyday necessity 
alongside water, gas and electricity. 

Superfast broadband can be a useful indicator for measuring a place’s 
digital connectivity.3 Superfast fixed broadband of 24 Mbps or more4 is 
likely to be needed in households where different people use the 
internet at the same time, download films or large files on a regular 
basis, use multiple devices to access online services, play video games or 
use video calling services.5 Superfast fixed broadband enables small and 
medium enterprises to do more for less, is better value for money, and 
is more cost effective than regular broadband provision. Facilitating 
Skype and Cloud computing, it helps reduce the need to travel, and as a 
result reduces overheads, provides greater convenience, saves time, 
ultimately reducing carbon footprints and improving efficiency and 
work/life balance.6 With a 24 Mbps superfast connection, downloading 
a 25MB file would take about 10 minutes. In comparison, it would take 
about 20 minutes with a 10 Mbps connection and about 10 seconds 
with a gigabit connection. Data consumption is growing at around 50 
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per cent or more per year7 and the 10 Mbps deemed currently enough 
for an ‘acceptable user experience’ may soon not be for most.8  

At the same time, mobile broadband is, and will continue to be, an 
essential complement of fixed broadband. For 71 per cent of small 
businesses, mobile phones are crucial or very important to their 
business.9 London must invest in, and prepare for, the next generation 
of wireless mobile technology, 5G.10 It will be able to carry more data, at 
higher speeds, potentially 40 times faster than the current 4G.11 
 
Download times for various download speeds for a full feature film or a Power Point 
presentation (estimates for a 1.5 GB movie file and a 25 MB ppt file, source download-
time.com) 
 

Download speed Movie Power Point 

2 Mbps 01:47:22  00:01:44 

10 Mbps 00:21:28  00:00:20 

24 Mbps 00:08:56  00:00:08 

4 G (80 Mbps) 00:02:41  00:00:02 

100 Mbps 00:02:08  00:00:02 

1 Gigabit 00:00:12  Virtually 00:00:00 
 
 

What is London’s position?
 

In the UK, the communications regulator, Ofcom, decided in 2005 to 
encourage service competition on the infrastructure of British Telecom 
(BT) by creating BT Openreach, a subsidiary that owns pipes and cables 
connecting to the national broadband and telephone network. Since 
then, service competition has been promoted by establishing 
Openreach, by and large as a national infrastructure monopoly. As a 
result, the UK has benefitted from lower costs and increased 
competition at service level, but the monopoly model has not seen the 
corresponding investment in the physical infrastructure.12  

Against this background, in assessing London’s current digital 
connectivity, there are a number of issues to take into consideration: 

• The lack of an extensive fibre network  

London does not have extensive full fibre connections. Spain now has 83 
per cent of all of its buildings across the country connected to pure 
fibre. The UK has much less – around 3 per cent or even less – and not in 
London.13 The vast majority of the fibre broadband offered by the UK’s 
main service providers in London is Fibre to the Cabinet (FTTC). In this 
setting, fibre only runs as far as the exchange cabinets in the street and 
customers have to rely on old copper wiring for the ‘last mile’. This 
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reduces speed dramatically. Fibre to the Home (FTTH) is needed to 
bypass the copper problem, with fibre going directly to the premises 
and providing speeds faster than 1 Gigabit per second.14 In competitor 
cities such as Paris or New York, there are fairly substantially large full 
fibre investment programmes underway in those cities that are not to 
be seen in London.15 

• Poor download (and upload) speeds 

In terms of download and upload speeds, there is little data available to 
compare London’s performance with international competitors. A 
survey by provider Hyperoptic showed in 2014 that London was ranked 
26 out of 33 other European cities in terms of broadband speeds, with 
an average download speed of 26.3Mbps. Romanian capital Bucharest 
topped the table with speeds of 81.2Mbps, followed by Paris and 
Lithuania's capital city Vilnius.16  

Average broadband speeds in Mbps in European Cities in 2014 (Source: Hyperoptic) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

• Modest coverage of high speed broadband 

Measures have been put in place to improve London’s digital 
connectivity (for example, the 2013 Smart London Plan) and between 
2014 and 2016, there has been a slow and gradual improvement in the 
availability of fast broadband access in London.17 Still, data from 
Thinkbroadband collected for 63 UK cities at the end of 2016 show that 
London ranked 30 with 77.4 per cent of premises covered by ultrafast 
broadband connections, above the national average of 51.36.18  

 
Percentage of premises covered by ultrafast broadband (>100 Mbps) as at end of 2016 
(Source: Thinkbroadband.com and Centre for Cities) 
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• Too many ‘not-spots’ 

London is also held back by limited mobile 4G coverage. From December 
2016 to February 2017, consumer group Which? and analyst OpenSignal 
measured data from mobile phones across 20 cities in the UK. London 
ranked in the bottom 5 with 73.6 per cent of 4G coverage.19 In the 
capital, areas that have very low or no broadband access and/or mobile 
connectivity are numerous. These ‘not-spots’ and ‘digital deserts’20are 
usually found in remote corners of rural Britain, but even central 
locations such as Westminster, the City of London and Southwark are 
affected, because of the length of copper lines, the street layout or the 
height of buildings.21  

• Unacceptable length of time for setting up a connection  

While speeds and coverage are below other cities in the UK and 
worldwide, the problem of connectivity is also related to the time it 
takes to install a new connection. For example, according to Jonathan 
Glanz, lead member for broadband and connectivity at Westminster City 
Council: 

‘Residents who come to live in Westminster from other great cities 
across the world find it absolutely incredible that they cannot do what 
they can do in Seoul, Singapore, Sydney or New York and just have their 
connection put in as they move in at a level that will allow them to do 
everything they need to do.’22 

BT was recently fined £42 million by regulator Ofcom over delays 
installing high-speed internet connections.23 In the UK, between January 
and March 2017, the average time to install an internet connection was 
48 working days for businesses, with about 55 per cent of the 
connections delivered within 30 working days and 7 per cent within 159 
working days.24 

Digital connectivity – a government priority 

 
Enhancing digital connectivity is a Government priority. In the 2016 
Autumn Statement, the Chancellor called for a £1 billion investment in a 
‘world class digital infrastructure’ that would support current and future 
‘transport, business and lifestyle needs’. The Government is seeking a 
‘step-change in speed, security and reliability’, based on full fibre and an 
ambition for the UK to be a world leader in 5G. The Government has 
moved from its strategy of service competition with a monopoly 
infrastructure provider to a strategy of infrastructure competition. 
Ofcom has set a target of 40 per cent of premises having access to at 
least three infrastructure providers.25 

So far, Broadband Delivery UK (BDUK), part of the Department for 
Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), has been implementing the 
Government’s policy on broadband roll-out in three phases: 
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• Phase 1, which aimed at providing superfast broadband coverage for 
90 per cent of UK premises, is now complete. BDUK developed a 
delivery framework for use by local bodies to assist in the 
procurement process, although local bodies could procure outside 
this framework. The contract was signed by DCMS and BT, which 
was awarded all 44 Phase 1 contracts.  

• Phase 2 started in 2016 and is currently under way, with a target of 
95 per cent of premises covered by December 2017.  

• Phase 3 will explore options for the hardest to reach parts of the UK. 
The remaining 5 per cent, about 1.4 million premises, are dispersed 
across the country but can be found in densely populated areas, 
including central London.26 

In London, the previous Mayor addressed connectivity in his 2013 Smart 
London Plan and set up a Smart London Board of experts to put in place 
a strategy to make sure digital technology improves for everyone. The 
aim was also to help make ‘superfast broadband available to everyone 
in London and to invest in digital skills’.27  

The previous Mayor: 

• facilitated the Government’s Super Connected Cities vouchers 
scheme (2013-2015). The scheme enabled small and medium-sized 
businesses to claim up to £3,000 to cover the cost of superfast 
broadband 

• launched a connectivity rating scheme, delivered by WiredScore, to 
enable tenants and property brokers to identify spaces which meet 
their connectivity needs 

• created a connectivity map to assist the decision making of digital 
connectivity providers based on current availability and demand28 

Altogether, the various programmes so far have used a conventional 
approach that has not been fully successful. For example, the BDUK 
programme has tackled easier to reach premises first and has not 
delivered coverage for particular areas as a whole. Many premises have 
been counted as covered but they still appear unlikely to receive 
superfast speeds owing to the poor quality or length of the old copper 
lines.29 In places such as Rotherhithe, in Southwark, copper wire still 
traces older roads it used to take around the dock rather than following 
the street layout of today. Such a circuitous route bleeds speed since 
the longer the copper wire, the lower speed and bandwidth at the end 
of it.30  

A clear and ambitious vision for the future needs to be put forward. 
London lags behind York, Coventry and Edinburgh, all ‘Gigabit Cities’ 
where download and upload speeds reach 1,000 megabits per second. 
London should be a Gigabit City. 
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What has been done elsewhere through public sector 
intervention? 

 
There are a number of examples of cities in the UK and worldwide that 
have benefitted from national or local government intervention to 
enhance digital connectivity, and they all share common elements, 
namely dedicated public investment and strong leadership:31 

• Strong levels of public investment to upgrade local infrastructure. In 
Seoul, a city of comparable size to London, the tech sector has seen 
government invest £1.1 billion with local firms in a 5G service, with a 
view to making it commercially available by the end of the decade.32 In 
Chattanooga, in the US state of Tennessee, the city government used 
the city-owned electric utility company to upgrade its infrastructure to a 
fibre-based ‘smart grid’.33 The network is credited with the creation of 
thousands of new jobs and the regeneration of the downtown area.34  
 

• City government forging new partnerships to deliver improved 
connectivity. The Royal Borough of Greenwich founded Digital 
Greenwich in 2015 to implement its Smart City Strategy. Digital 
Greenwich acts as a catalyst on behalf of the borough and includes an 
innovation centre with office spaces for small and medium-sized digital 
businesses. With the University of Surrey, they have been developing 

smart city technologies, with a focus on creating ‘resource-efficient, 
low-carbon, healthy and liveable neighbourhoods’.35 In Peterborough, 
the local city council and CityFibre, an internet provider, deployed an 
ultrafast citywide fibre network which connects public sector sites with 
gigabit-speed services. The cloud service36 was then extended to all 
businesses. The move attracted new SMEs and led to the creation of 
7,000 jobs in all sectors over three years.37  
 

The Mayor’s plans: A new strategy and a Chief Digital Officer 

 
The Mayor has significant influence on the number and location of the 
new homes and jobs London will need in the future in major 
regeneration areas across the capital. It is important that he uses this 
power to address the current barriers to enhanced digital connectivity 
across the capital.  There are numerous opportunities across London, 
such as the regeneration of Old Oak and Park Royal and London’s 
Opportunity and Intensification areas38, where digital connectivity can 
be addressed from the start and at the centre of a smart strategy for 
development, to ensure they have the most up-to-date standards of 
connectivity built into the first stages of planning as befits the fourth 
utility. 
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The Mayor has acknowledged the benefits of ‘digital connectivity’ and 
‘will do all [he] can to improve digital connectivity in London, 
establishing it firmly as a key utility central to planning and new 
development’. The Mayor will also appoint London’s first Chief Digital 
Officer (CDO) to oversee growth in this sector, as well as leading on 
digital inclusion across the city.39 The Mayor will create a ‘not-spot’ 
team to work with stakeholders ‘to address areas where specific 
improvements are needed’.40  

The Regeneration Committee welcomes such an ambition and the 
appointment of a Chief Digital Officer that would lead on issues of 
connectivity in the capital. But these are early days and the CDO faces a 
range of challenges.   

New York’s first Chief Digital Officer, appointed in 2010, began to 
coordinate activity by creating a Digital Roadmap. The roadmap 
provided a snapshot of the city’s technology efforts and digital 
achievement to date and chartered a course for realising the city’s 
potential. We support calls for the Mayor to commission a similar 
review.41  

 

 

We recommend that the CDO adopts the following checklist to help 
move London towards becoming one of the most digitally connected 
cities in Europe:   

• Tackle digital exclusion with better information and digital skills 
• Enable digital connectivity through the London Plan 
• Lobby for making existing infrastructure available for fibre 
• Tackle ‘not-spots’ and ‘digital deserts’ 

 

Tackling digital exclusion: Better information   

 
The CDO must support Londoners to make well-informed decisions 
with regards to their connectivity needs. 

• Little reliable information is available for future tenants, residents and 
businesses before moving into an area. The committee welcomes 
initiatives such as WiredScore which have improved the situation. 
WiredScore informs tech companies and small businesses about the 
connectivity levels of buildings they are considering occupying before 
they agree to take out a lease. Through a certification programme called 
Wired Certification, the team helps landlords to market their buildings 
as tech-friendly destinations, and businesses can use this information to 
find buildings that meet their telecommunications needs.42 
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• Large businesses across London do not seem to suffer from a lack of 
connectivity as they can afford to privately fund the high cost of fast and 
reliable connectivity. However, transient and renting tenants have more 
difficulties accessing faster broadband, since they might not stay in the 
same place for more than a year or might not be able to commit to a 
long-term contract. Improving access for these tenants will require 
putting pressure on providers to offer shorter-term contracts and 
tailored payment options.  
 

Tackling digital exclusion: Better digital skills 

 
The CDO must also support Londoners, individuals, businesses and 
charities, to develop and enhance their digital skills. 

• In 2016, 6 per cent of London households did not have access to 
internet; 7.2 per cent of Londoners had never used internet; and 16 per 
cent did not have basic digital skills.43 The lack of digital skills holds back 
economic development: most small businesses that use digital functions 
(ranging from email to cloud-computing) are twice as likely to report 
increase in turnover than the 30 per cent of small businesses in London 
that do not have basic digital skills. At the same time, more digitally 
mature charities44 are 28 per cent more likely to report an increase in 

funding than the 49 per cent of charities than do not have basic digital 
skills.45  

• In this regard, although the Mayor has promised that the CDO would 
prioritise digital inclusion,46 the committee regrets that, according to 
the advertised job description, digital inclusion is only a small part of the 
role’s principal accountabilities.47 

• The committee however welcomes the recently approved pilot project, 
Mi Wifi, at the GLA. The idea is to lend WiFi enabled tablets to specific 
groups of Londoners, such as older Londoners, disadvantaged 
Londoners, Londoners with a disability and community groups. The aim 
of the project is to reduce digital exclusion by empowering community 
groups and providing them with basic digital skills training.48 However, 
without a reliable and cheap internet connection, such a programme 
will not be of help. 
 

Enabling digital connectivity through the London Plan
 

The CDO and the GLA must work with boroughs to remove the current 
administrative and planning barriers to enhanced digital connectivity. 
These include: 

• Different planning rules across London’s boroughs and a costly 
planning application process.49 85 per cent of the costs of expanding 
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the broadband network in the capital are so-called ‘civil’ costs, such as 
planning regulations and other red tape.50 For example, stakeholders we 
met explained how the process of applying for planning applications 
should be simplified, particularly for listed buildings.51  

• Inconsistent wayleave processing across London's boroughs. To 
address this barrier, the Mayor and the CDO should go further in the 
promotion of the City of London Corporation’s ‘wayleave toolkit’ that 
informs landowners and their legal advisors on what they must do 
when, for example, they receive a wayleave request (the agreement 
between the owner and the provider to install a new connection). The 
toolkit gives broadband providers, SMEs, landlords and developers the 
documentation they need to deliver digital infrastructure in a fast and 
effective way. Standardised documents will speed up the installation of 
broadband for all parties which would also benefit from lower costs and 
more efficient ways of working.52 

• Poor coordination between providers, local authorities and key 
property owners. The GLA could start by organising a high level meeting 
with all stakeholders to meet and exchange best practice.53  

• A lack of flexibility. Broadband cabinets are permitted development54 
and, while they do not require planning permission, telecom operators 
need to get ‘prior approval’ from the local authority, which can be 
refused only on amenity or safety grounds within 56 days of the prior 
approval application being sought. The CDO should encourage boroughs 

to be flexible in their approach to prior approval applications, especially 
in areas where there is evidence of the need for improvement in digital 
connectivity – where broadband speed is unacceptably slow or where 
there is the need for more capacity to satisfy local demand for 
connections. 

• A lack of guidance in the London Plan. The majority of policies in the 
London Plan are structured at three levels: strategic statements of 
Mayoral policy; planning decisions to be applied by the Mayor and 
planning authorities; and advice to boroughs in preparing their Local 
Development Frameworks and neighbourhood plans. In the current 
version of the London Plan, recommendations about digital connectivity 
have been made only at the first, strategic level. Previous versions of the 
London Plan have placed more emphasis on action to be taken at 
borough level to enhance digital connectivity. In his current review of 
the London Plan, the Mayor should offer stronger guidance to boroughs 
and encourage boroughs to address connectivity issues in their local 
development framework. The London Plan should encourage boroughs 
to produce a local connectivity plan that reflects the actions necessary 
to ensure there is sufficient access to a minimum level of broadband 
service. Boroughs should also ensure that any application for new 
development provides the necessary upgrade to connectivity to meet 
the level of service specified in the connectivity plan. At the same time, 
having a digital champion in each borough would be useful to undertake 
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coordination activities and ‘join the dots between the various 
components of a very complex picture.’55 
 

Making existing infrastructure available for fibre
 

The CDO must encourage bodies such as Transport for London to grant 
providers access to the ducts they own.  

• While Government has made clear that full fibre and 5G are the future, 
the current wire infrastructure needs significant investment to upgrade 
it and make superfast broadband a reality. Much of London’s critical 
last-mile infrastructure is copper telephone wire running over long 
distances directly from the exchange.56 Premises at the end of the wires 
often have very poor internet speeds. For a provider, like Community 
Fibre, the biggest infrastructure cost is related to digging and cabling in 
order to roll out their fibre network.57 

• Work needs to be done on the ‘backbone’ or ‘spine’ infrastructure, the 
initial core infrastructure, from which to roll out fibre across the capital. 
The Government last year placed an obligation on all duct owners to 
make their infrastructure available to operators and Ofcom published 
guidance.58 In a city of the size of London, multiple construction gangs in 
different parts of the city can be used because they are not going to be 
tripping up on each other.59 Providers could use existing networks as 

opportunities, including the current transport infrastructure owned by 
Transport for London, to roll out fibre using the 250 miles of 
Underground network, the 2,300 km of roads or the 6,000 traffic signals 
throughout the capital.60 
 
Tackling ‘not-spots’ and ‘digital deserts’  

The CDO must provide leadership to the public and private sectors and 
initiate partnerships to tackle ‘not-spots’ and ‘digital deserts’ across 
London. 

• Because of infrastructure costs, there seems to be little incentive for 
providers to upgrade connections for small businesses and residents in 
areas of high commercial density but low residency. Commercial 
viability is also more challenging for parts of London where residential 
density is very low. 61 Upgrading the infrastructure also means cabling, 
digging up roads and pavements which are all costly and cause 
disruption. In various parts of London, the old infrastructure has not 
been updated and many areas in the capital are considered to be ‘not-
spots’ or ‘digital deserts’. As shown in the City of London and 
Westminster, leadership and partnership can help solve the issue. 

• The City of London Corporation has worked on its own solutions to 
improve the situation within the Square Mile and to keep on attracting 
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SMEs after declaring in 2014 that ‘Big Telecom’ had failed to deliver for 
its SMEs and residents. 62 The City worked on different solutions, 
including a free WiFi service. It is currently provided by the Cloud but 
will be replaced later this year with a new gigabit WiFi mesh network. 
The £5m investment will be the single largest investment in wireless 
infrastructure in the City of London. To boost wireless coverage, more 
than 400 4G small cells will be mounted on street objects such as lamp 
posts, street signs, buildings and CCTV columns. The third party chosen 
to manage the assets will start to deploy the cells in 2017 and the 
rollout will be completed in 2019. The City of London expects that the 
new service will create attractive market conditions that will make it 
easier to deploy and adopt 5G technology.63 Such a decision seems 
costly, but delivering small cells will bring profits to the City which will 
be reinvested to fund the gigabit WiFi network. £30 million revenue is 
expected over the next 15 years.64 

• Similarly, in 2015, Westminster City Council launched a campaign to 
improve high-speed broadband in central London by urging BT to step 
up the pace of installation. According to Ofcom data at the time, less 
than half of businesses and residential premises in Westminster had 
access to the BT Openreach fibre network or Virgin fibre broadband.65 

Thanks to this pressure, it was announced at the end of 2015 that BT 
Openreach would invest significantly in superfast broadband within the 
area taking the company’s total coverage for fibre in the borough to 

nearly 106,000 premises.66 The council is also in the process of rolling 
out a number of high quality, free public WiFi schemes across its estate 
and is working to improve 4G mobile phone connectivity through the 
addition of more mobile phone masts and street level micro cells. In 
addition, Community Fibre has completed deployment of full fibre to 
the home to Westminster's largest housing estate with over 1,700 
properties on the Churchill Estate in Pimlico now having access to 
gigabit broadband services. 

 
The CDO’s Checklist 

• The CDO must support Londoners to make well-informed decisions 
with regards to their connectivity needs. 

• The CDO must also support Londoners to develop and enhance their 
digital skills. 

• The CDO and the GLA must work with boroughs to remove the current 
administrative and planning barriers to enhanced digital connectivity. 

• The CDO must also encourage bodies such as Transport for London to 
grant providers access to the ducts they own.  

• The CDO must provide leadership to the public and private sectors and 
initiate partnerships to tackle ‘not-spots’ and ‘digital deserts’ across 
London. 
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Case Study: How to address the lack of connectivity in 
Rotherhithe? 

 
Rotherhithe, a residential district in south east London, is a striking 
illustration of all the barriers identified in this report. Living in this 
infamous ‘not-spot’, one of the residents told us that his connection 
regularly hovers at around 0.26 Mbps. 

Access to good broadband has become a significant local issue, as 
shown in the two maps on the following page. Local residents feel 
frustrated and excluded, living in central London but having to go to the 
local library or a café to be able to send emails with attachments.67 Local 
residents and businesses have created a pressure group, the 
Rotherhithe Broadband Group, and have drawn the matter to the 
attention of the London Borough of Southwark. They have also been 
lobbying internet service providers for improved services in the area.68 
The group is considering developing its own fibre network based on 
models of similar groups elsewhere in the UK. A feasibility study was 
carried out in 2014 and the scheme now needs financing.  

Southwark Council has tried to respond to local needs. In 2014, it 
commissioned engineering consultants Atkins to review broadband 
access in Rotherhithe. The report identified that poor access in 

traditional docks areas is not unusual: they have historically been poorly 
served and the expansion of broadband services has not kept up with 
the development of homes and businesses in these areas.  

The council has brokered a number of meetings with the Rotherhithe 
Broadband Group, BT, council officers and other stakeholders. Council 
officers have been working with BT Openreach to encourage them to 
expand their broadband presence in Rotherhithe and elsewhere in 
Southwark.  

The chosen approach focused on the installation of new cabinets across 
the borough. In 2015 BT Openreach committed to connect 18,000 
premises in the borough. Since April 2016, they have delivered 21 new 
broadband street cabinets borough wide, providing the opportunity for 
approximately 6,880 properties to connect to superfast broadband. 
Nine of those cabinets have been delivered on the Rotherhithe 
peninsula, representing 2,922 possible new connections.69   

However, progress is slow and alternative options are needed. 
Southwark Council met with Oxfordshire County Council to learn from 
their experience of rolling fibre with BT and BDUK. However, such a 
programme would not be allowed in London under current state-aid 
rules. Southwark Council is now setting out a new strategic plan to be 
published in 2017 and exploring new business models and innovative 
projects for broadband infrastructure improvements.70    
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The committee welcomes the Mayor’s intention to establish a ‘not-spot 
team’, which will work on a location-by-location basis with all 
stakeholders. A solution should be found as a matter of priority. The 
committee heard a call for lobbying Government to change state-aid 
rule71 but it seems unlikely to be a Government priority. The Mayor 
should also look at other solutions, such as supporting the expansion of 
the City of London’s WiFi mesh network, providing a free WiFi service, 
or an investment in local community schemes.  

The example of Rotherhithe shows digital connectivity issues are linked 
to social exclusion, caused by past investment decisions and 
programmes that have been market-oriented and have targeted 
businesses or residents.  

The Mayor has planning policies aimed at reducing the inequality and 
exclusion experienced by sections of Londoners, such as Policy 3.2 in the 
London Plan on improving health and addressing health inequalities. 
The policy states that ‘boroughs should work with key partners to 
identify and address significant health issues facing their area and 
monitor policies and interventions for their impact on reducing health 
inequalities.’ The committee recommends the Mayor uses the London 
Plan in the same way to encourage boroughs to address digital 
exclusion. 
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Subject: Can Regenerating London’s Town 
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Report of:  Executive Director of Secretariat 

 
Date: 11 July 2017 
 

This report will be considered in public 
 
 

 

1. Summary 
 
1.1. This report sets out the background for a meeting with invited guests to discuss the impact of 

Mayoral regeneration initiatives on town centres across London. 
 

 

2. Recommendations 
 

2.1 That the Committee agrees the terms of reference for its investigation, Can 

Regenerating London’s Town Centres Deliver Good Growth?, as set out in paragraph 

4.8 of this report and agrees the scoping paper attached at Appendix 1 to this report.  

 

2.2 That the Committee notes this report as background to the discussion with invited 

guests regarding the regeneration of town centres in London, and notes the 

subsequent discussion.  
 

2.3 That the Committee notes the summary of the site visit to Wembley and Wealdstone 

on 15 June 2017, as attached at Appendix 2 to this report.). 

 

2.4 That the Committee delegates authority to the Chair, Navin Shah AM, in consultation 

with the Deputy Chairman, to agree any output from the Committee’s meeting on the 

regeneration of town centres in London. 

 

 

3. Background 
 

3.1 At a meeting on 7 March 2017 the Committee agreed its initial priorities for its work programme 

in the 2017/18 Assembly year, which included a meeting on the regeneration of town centres in 

London. 

 

3.2 Town centres are an important focus of retail, employment, leisure and services that benefit 

local communities and visitors.  However, many are often described as in ‘decline’, particularly in 

outer London boroughs, mainly because of changes in consumers’ habits and economic 
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uncertainty.  Over the last few years, a number of Mayoral initiatives have aimed at reviving 

town centres across the capital.  The current Mayor wants to put the principle of ‘good growth’ 

at the heart of his plans for development and regeneration of town centres.  

 

3.3 On 15 June 2017, in support of this scrutiny review, the Regeneration Committee visited 

Wembley and Wealdstone town centres to discuss the impact of Mayoral regeneration 

programmes on both town centres and Brent and Harrow’s Councils’ understanding of what 

constitutes ‘good growth’.   

 

 

4. Issues for Consideration 
  

The GLA approach to the regeneration of town centres across London 

4.1 In the last ten years, several reports have drawn attention to the poor health of town centres in 

London. Facing a number of challenges, such as a change in consumers’ habits, the rise of 

online shopping and economic uncertainty, town centres have started to change with a 

pronounced shift towards more leisure oriented functions, particularly cafes and restaurants, and 

the night-time economy, alongside retailing, offices, housing and civic and community 

functions.  

 

4.2 The Government and the Greater London Authority (GLA) have had a long-standing concern to 

ensure that town centres are managed and able to adapt to changing roles and challenges.  

 

4.3 The Government approach to the regeneration of town centres has focused on various Local 

Growth Deals, which provide funds to local enterprise partnerships or LEPs (partnerships 

between local authorities and businesses; the one for London is known as the LEAP – London 

Economic Action Partneship) for projects that benefit the local area and economy.  

 

4.4 Various programmes have also been managed by the GLA: the Portas Pilots (£280,000 in 2012); 

the Outer London Fund (£50m, 2011); the Mayor’s Regeneration Fund (£70m, 2011); the High 

Street Fund (£9m, 2014); the London Regeneration Fund (£20m, 2015); the Growing Places 

Fund (£110m, 2013 to 2015). 

 
4.5 Most of these Government- and GLA-led programmes have either focused on ‘growth’ or 

‘regeneration’. The understanding is that regeneration is supposed to enable growth in a process 

where local communities and authorities have the power to implement and deliver the projects 

that have been granted Government or GLA funding.  

 

The Mayor’s principle of ‘good growth’ 

4.6 The principle of ‘Good growth’ is expected to be at the heart of the Mayor’s plans for 

development and regeneration of town centres.  He wants it to play a role in providing service 

for and accommodating London’s 1 million new residents. On 1 February 2017, the newly-

appointed LEAP, at its first board meeting, announced four potential different programmes that 

would be funded through the Growth Deal 3, including a ‘Good Growth Fund’. 
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4.7 In A City for All Londoners, there is no clear definition of what ‘Good Growth’ means.  However, 

the chapter on ‘Good Growth’ introduces a series of factors that can contribute to it in different 

areas: 

 Job and housing: Access to ‘good’ homes and jobs with a target of 50 per cent of new 

housing built across the city being affordable, with increased density and support to small 

businesses; 

 Green growth: Clean air, easy access to green space and cleaner energy; 

 Culture: Protection of different groups, creative workspace, heritage and the night-time 

economy; 

 Infrastructure for people and communities: planning childcare facilities, community 

spaces, healthcare facilities, school places and facilitating social integration; and 

 Transport: Low-emission travel, increased transport capacity and reliable roads 

 

Proposed terms of reference  

4.8 The Committee has not yet agreed the terms of reference for its investigation. The following are 

suggested: 

 To assess the successes and failures, in a number of case studies, of Mayoral 

regeneration initiatives as they impact on town centres across London; and 

 To identify what ‘good growth’ should look like, what it should aim to achieve 

and what are the factors that might assist or hold back such growth. 

 

Invited guests 

4.9 The following guests have confirmed their attendance at the meeting: 

 Denise Beedell, Development Manager, Greater London, Federation of Small 

Businesses; 

 Mark Billington, Head of Economic Development and Enterprise, Harrow 

Council;  

 Gerard Burgess, Senior Strategic Planner, GLA; and 

 Erin Byrne, Senior Project Officer, GLA. 

 

Areas for discussion 

4.10 Members will explore the following: 

 How do funding programmes and planning policy work together to deliver ‘good 

growth’ and how can they be better coordinated? 

 What ‘good growth’ should look like, what it should aim to achieve and what are 

the factors that might assist or hold back such growth? 

 What do past and present Town Centres’ Health Checks tell us about the 

challenge for town centres now and for the future? 

 What is the future form and function for town centres and what is the way 

forward for them? 
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 What should the London plan do to promote ‘good growth’ and support 

effective town centre regeneration? 

 

4.11 The Committee is recommended to delegate authority to the Chair, in consultation with the 

Deputy Chairman, to agree any output from the meeting. 

 

 

5. Legal Implications 
 

5.1 The Committee has the power to do what is recommended in this report. 

 

6. Financial Implications 
 

6.1 There are no financial implications to the GLA arising from this report. 

 

 

List of appendices to this report: 

 

Appendix 1 – Scoping paper, Can Regenerating London’s Town Centres Deliver Good Growth? 

 

Appendix 2 – Summary of the site visit to Wembley and Wealdstone on 15 June 2017. 

 

 

Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985  
List of Background Papers: None 

 

Contact Officer:  Julien Danero Iglesias, Assistant Scrutiny Manager 

Telephone:  020 7983 5802 

E-mail:  scrutiny@london.gov.uk 
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Can Regenerating London’s Town Centres Deliver Good Growth? 

Page 1 of 4 

Many of London’s town centres are often described as ‘failing’ or in ‘decline’, particularly in outer London 
boroughs. Online shopping, the change in consumers’ habits and economic uncertainty after the 2008 
crisis - and now following Brexit - have long threatened the health and success of town centres in the 
capital. There have been a number of Mayoral initiatives to revive high streets and town centres, but what 
impact have they had and can more be done to create “good growth” in town centres?  

Town centres and good growth  
“London’s town centres are a key spatial priority of the London Plan, providing access to a range of services 
and enabling all parts of London to make a greater contribution to London’s economic success”.1 They are an 
important focus of retail, employment, leisure and services that benefit local communities and visitors. 

The principle of ‘Good growth’ is expected to be at the heart of the Mayor’s plans for development and 
regeneration of town centres. He wants it to play a role in providing service for and accommodating 
London’s 1 million new residents. On 1 February 2017, the newly-appointed London Economic Action 
Partnership (LEAP), at its first board meeting, announced four potential different programmes that would be 
funded through the Growth Deal 3, including a ‘Good Growth Fund’, of which the details have not been yet 
made public. 

In A City for All Londoners, there is no clear definition of what ‘Good Growth’ means. However, the chapter 
on ‘Good Growth’ introduces a series of factors that can contribute to it in different areas: 

 Job and housing: Access to ‘good’ homes and jobs with a target of 50 per cent of new housing built
across the city being affordable, with increased density and support to small businesses

 Green growth: Clean air, easy access to green space and cleaner energy

 Culture: Protection of different groups, creative workspace, heritage and the night-time economy

 Infrastructure for people and communities: planning childcare facilities, community spaces,
healthcare facilities, school places and facilitating social integration

 Transport: Low-emission travel, increased transport capacity and reliable roads2

What constitutes ‘good growth’ according to the Mayor seems rather open and it is likely that it is going to 
remain a guiding principle rather than a detailed set of metrics for new policies on growth and regeneration. 
Therefore, the Regeneration Committee could identify what the principles necessary for good growth 
could be and set out a series of indicators that could lead towards this. The committee could assess the 
impact of current and past Mayoral regeneration funding initiatives for town centres to see whether they 
have led or they are leading towards ‘good growth’.  

The committee’s output will  feed into the Mayors  reviews of the London Plan and the Economic 
Development Strategy to be published before the end of the year.  

The challenges London’s town centres are facing 
In the last ten years, several reports have drawn attention to the poor health of town centres. In a 2014 
Mayoral report, the performance of London’s town centres was assessed as “very mixed”: International and 
Metropolitan centres have generally strong rents and low vacancy rates while District centres have higher 
vacancy rates, particularly in Outer London.3 In March 2017, Ipsos showed that footfall in UK town centres 
fell by 12.5 per cent in February compared to 6.5 per cent in February 2016. Footfall fell in every region 
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across the UK for the first time since September, with the worst decline month-on-month in London and the 
South East with a 16.2 per cent decline.4  
 
London’s town centres face a number of threats and challenges:  

 The changing patterns in consumer retail and the rise of online shopping 

 A loss of variety of traditional town centre use 

 The latest Government’s revaluation of business rates 

 Local parking measures and restrictions 

 More demanding customers 

 Economic uncertainty, particularly after Brexit5 
 
These challenges have had a strong influence on town centres. They have started to change their form and 
function in response to these forces, and the real challenge now is how to manage the change,6 with a 
pronounced shift towards more leisure oriented functions, particularly cafes and restaurants, and the night-
time economy, alongside retailing, offices, housing and civic and community functions.7  
 
Measuring the health of London’s town centres 
Footfall is a commonly used measure of the popularity of a town centre and an indicator of potential 
spending power. Shop vacancy is another ‘high visibility’ indicator of how well a high street is doing.8 There 
are many different indicators of the success of a town centre that have been used in various studies and 
reports by various organisations. 
 
For example, for the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, there are four Key Performance 
Indicators to judge whether a town centre is ‘succeeding, failing, stable or in transition’: 

 Footfall 

 Consumer and business satisfaction 

 Diversity 

 Economic activity9 
 
These four indicators all act as proxies for measures of the vibrancy of the local economy. Comparable 
economy-related indicators are used for the GLA’s London town centres health checks, with additional 
indicators linked to security and environment. For the Association of Town and City Management, the need 
indeed is to adopt a holistic approach that does not focus only on a single factor such as retail. Town centres 
can be thought of as living ecosystems where retail is not the only factor affecting their performance as 
attractive places in which to live, work, play, visit and shop.10  
 
The Government and the GLA action to manage town centres’ changing role 
Government and the GLA have had a long-standing concern to ensure that town centres are managed and 
able to adapt to changing roles and challenges.  
 
The Government approach to the regeneration of town centres has focused on various Local Growth Deals, 
which provide funds to local enterprise partnerships or LEPs (partnerships between local authorities and 
businesses) for projects that benefit the local area and economy. The Growth Deal 3 announcement was 
made alongside the 2016 Autumn Statement.11 Various programmes, such as the Business Improvement 
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Districts, 12  and measures, such as a 10-minute grace period to drivers for parking in high streets (2015)13 or 
the ability to install ‘click and collect’ lockers without the bureaucracy of getting planning permission 
(2015),14 have tried to encourage more shoppers to use their local high streets and town centres. 
 
Various programmes have also been managed by the GLA: 

 the Portas Pilots (£280,000 in 2012) 

 the Outer London Fund (£50m, 2011) 

 the Mayor’s Regeneration Fund (£70m, 2011) 

 the High Street Fund (£9m, 2014) 

 the London Regeneration Fund (£20m, 2015) 

 the Growing Places Fund (£110m, 2013 to 2015) 
 
Most of these Government- and GLA-led programmes have either focused on ‘growth’ or ‘regeneration’. The 
understanding is that regeneration is supposed to enable growth in a process where local communities and 
authorities have the power to implement and deliver the projects that have been granted Government or 
GLA funding.15 The Mayor’s Civic Crowdfunding Programme, part of the High Street Fund, is a great example 
of such an approach. 
 
Proposed terms of reference 
The Committee has not yet agreed the terms of reference for its investigation. The following are suggested: 

•To assess the successes and failures, in a number of case studies, of Mayoral regeneration initiatives as 
they impact on town centres across London 

•To identify what ‘good growth’ should look like, what it should aim to achieve and what are the factors 
that might assist or hold back such growth 

 

Methodology 

This investigation will use a combination of methods: 

 Desk research: Particular attention will also be given to the 2014 Mayoral report on accommodating 
growth and the three evaluation documents available on BIDs, Portas Pilots and the Outer London 
Fund. In these documents, comparative quantitative data on the vitality of town centres collected 
before and after the completion of the evaluated projects will help assess the impact and success of 
the projects. The desk research will also include background research into regeneration initiatives for 
mapping out regeneration funding across London. 

 A series of site visits to town centres in different parts of London which have been impacted by 
Mayoral regeneration initiatives. The site visits could be supplemented by focus-groups organised in 
each of the selected town centres. Both site visits and focus-groups will enable members to gather 
first-hand qualitative and quantitative information on the health of town centres and the impact of 
past and current Mayoral regeneration projects. The site visits would start with Wembley and Harrow 
and Wealdstone in June, followed by other town centres in July and August (potentially Romford, 
Ilford, Woolwich and Edmonton). 

 A formal meeting of the Committee will be held on 11 July 2017 to discuss the key issues of this 
investigation with a range of invited guests. This will include the health of town centres across 
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London, past and current programmes for the regeneration of town centres, their success and their 
failure and what can contribute to ‘good growth’. This meeting will provide the Committee with an 
overview of the main topics and issues in the investigation and will be a useful source of evidence for 
the final report. 

 Additional views from stakeholder groups that use London’s town centres will be sought through a 
variety of mechanisms that may include questions posted on the Committee’s website or discussions 
with relevant groups as part of future site visits.  

                                                 
1
 GLA, The London Plan, March 2016, p 73. 

2
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3
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4
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6
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Site visit to Wembley and Wealdstone town centres – 15 June 2017 

On Thursday 15 June 2017 Members of the London Assembly’s Regeneration Committee took part in 

a site visit to Wembley and Wealdstone town centres. The visit was attended by Committee 

Members Navin Shah AM (Chair), Shaun Bailey AM (Deputy Chair) and Nicky Gavron AM.  

The site visit was organised in preparation for the committee’s first meeting of the year to take place 

on 11 July. The meeting focuses on ‘good growth’ and the regeneration of town centres across 

London. The purpose of the visit was to discuss the regeneration of Wembley and Wealdstone and 

to evaluate the impact of Mayoral programmes (and other initiatives) on both town centres, with 

the aim of understanding how the GLA and local authorities have worked together and what further 

challenges remain. 

Wembley (Brent) 

The visit started in the new Brent Civic Centre with a discussion with representatives from Brent 

Council about regeneration taking place in Wembley and surroundings, with the following 

attendees: 

• Cllr Muhammed Butt, Leader of Brent Council

• Carolyn Downs, Chief Executive

• Cllr Shama Tatler, Lead Cabinet Member for Regeneration, Growth, Employment and Skills

• Amar Dave, Strategic Director for Regeneration and Environment

• Aktar Choudhury, Operational Director for Regeneration

London Assembly Regeneration Committee members Navin Shah, Shaun Bailey and Nicky Gavron with Cllrs 

Muhammed Butt and Shama Tatler 

Appendix 2
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The discussion was followed by a tour of Wembley High Street conducted by Cllr Tatler and Aktar 

Choudhury to see at first hand the changes that have been made and the works in progress. During 

the tour, members discussed: 

 The opportunity to intensify housing in the high street, for example using infills and 
improving service roads 

 The need to rationalise retail in what is currently an elongated high street, to keep the high 
street clean and tidy and to take the most of the business opportunities offered by the 
arrival of the night tube 

 The importance of building on the diversity of the offer, capitalising on some quality shops 
that keep on attracting customers from the borough and further, and the positive impact of 
the Council’s digital strategy to raise the profile of local businesses that had no online 
presence until recently 

 The need to make sure that policies complement each other, as shown in the case of the 
redevelopment of Chesterfield House, and to find a common agenda that works for all 
partners involved, as shown in the case of the redevelopment of the square next to 
Alperton Station and Alperton Community School 

 

Wealdstone (Harrow) 
 

 
Navin Shah with Cllr Keith Ferry and Tobias Goevert 

 

The tour was led by Tobias Goevert and the discussion focused on various issues: 

 The regeneration of Wealdstone town centre as a significant opportunity for London, 12 

minutes away from Euston Station, which will be rejuvenated by the construction of the new 

council Civic Centre and the redevelopment of Holy Trinity Square 

 The use of meanwhile spaces and their legacy 

 The emphasis on culture and creativity, as shown with the redevelopment of the Winsor 

and Newton factory and the creation of 16 affordable artists’ studios 

 

 

Contact 
Julien Danero Iglesias 

Assistant Scrutiny Manager 

In the afternoon, Navin Shah went to Wealdstone in 

Harrow to meet and discuss regeneration projects in 

Wealdstone with the following Harrow Council 

representatives:   

 Cllr Keith Ferry 

 Tobias Goevert, Head of Regeneration and 

Design, Mark Billington, Head of Economic 

Development, Enterprise and Research 

 Shehzad Ahmed, Economic Development 

Officer 

 

The conversation started with a first discussion of 

the meaning of ‘good growth’ with Mark Billington, 

before embarking on a tour of regeneration sites in 

Wealdstone.  

regenerationcommittee@london.gov.uk 

020 7983 4000 

@LondonAssembly 

www.london.gov.uk/assembly  
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City Hall, The Queen’s Walk, London SE1 2AA 
Enquiries: 020 7983 4100 minicom: 020 7983 4458 www.london.gov.uk 

 

Subject: Regeneration Committee Work 
Programme  

 

Report to: Regeneration Committee  
 

Report of:  Executive Director of Secretariat 

 
Date: 11 July 2017 

This report will be considered in public 

 
 
 
1. Summary  

 
1.1 This report sets out a proposed work programme for the Regeneration Committee for the 2017/18 

Assembly year. 

 

2. Recommendations 
 

2.1 That the Committee notes the remainder of its meeting dates in the 2017/18 Assembly 

year, as set out in paragraph 3.1 of the report. 

 

2.2 That the Committee agrees its work programme as set out in paragraphs 4.1 to 4.5 of the 

report. 

 

2.3 That the Committee delegates authority to the Chair, Navin Shah AM, in consultation with 

the Deputy Chairman, to agree the scope and terms of reference for the Committee’s 

scrutiny review of convergence in growth boroughs. 

  

 

3. Background 
 
3.1 The Assembly has agreed meeting slots for the Regeneration Committee for the 2017/18 Assembly 

Year, which the Committee may choose to use for formal meetings, site visits, informal meetings or 

other engagement activities. The Regeneration Committee agreed its initial work programme at its 

meeting on 1 March 2017.  

 

Date Topic 

 

6 September 2017 Convergence in Growth Boroughs 

 

12 October 2017 Site visit to Brent Cross 

 

21 November 2017 

 

Brent Cross 
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6 December 2017 The Old Oak and Park Royal Development Corporation 

(OPDC) 

 

17 January 2018 The London Legacy Development Corporation (LLDC) 

 

6 February 2018 TBC 

 

1 March 2018 TBC 

 

 

4. Issues for Consideration  
  

Town Centres 

4.1 After a site visit to Wembley and Wealdstone on 15 June 2017, a series of site visits is programmed 

for July. 

  

4.2 The report at Agenda Item sets out more details on the Committee’s scrutiny review, Can 

Regenerating London’s Town Centres Deliver Good Growth?. 

 

 Convergence in Growth Boroughs 

4.3 One of the Olympics legacy objectives and London Legacy Development Corporation’s (LLDC) 

priorities has been ‘convergence’ for the ‘growth boroughs’ of Hackney, Newham, Tower Hamlets, 

Greenwich, Waltham Forest and Barking and Dagenham.  Convergence is the process of closing the 

gap in performance and prospects between the wealthiest and the poorest communities in London. 

In the most recent 2015 Index of Multiple Deprivation, there has been a dramatic improvement in 

the growth boroughs’ relative levels of deprivation.  The Committee will seek to understand what 

can explain these trends and review what has been done in the growth boroughs to tackle 

deprivation. 

 

4.4 It is proposed to use the Committee’s meeting slot on 6 September 2017 for a discussion with 

invited guests on this topic. 

 

 Brent Cross 

4.5 The London Borough of Barnet’s Brent Cross Cricklewood Regeneration project will provide about 

7,500 new homes and 25,000 jobs. The project, characterised by multiple ownership, is valued at 

£4.5bn and focuses on a 324 Ha area. The project will start with the extension of the Brent Cross 

Shopping Centre and the highways.  At the start of the regeneration of Brent Cross, the Committee 

will look at what the different partners propose for the area and what lessons can be learned from 

other regeneration projects in the capital. 

 

4.6 It is proposed to use the Committee’s meeting slot on 12 October 2017 for a site visit, in advance of 

having a discussion with invited guests at the Committee’s meeting on 21 November 2017. 

 

 The Old Oak and Park Royal Development Corporation and the London Legacy 

Development Corporation 

4.7 The Regeneration Committee provides the lead oversight for the London Assembly of the policies, 

decisions and actions of both the OPDC and LLDC.  It is therefore proposed to use the Committee’s 
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meeting slots on 6 December 2017 an d17 January 2018 for discussions with invited guests on the 

progress of both Mayoral Development Corporations. 

 

 

5. Legal Implications 

 

5.1 The Committee has the power to do what is recommended in this report. 

 

 
6. Financial Implications 
 

6.1 There are no financial implications to the Greater London Authority arising from this report. 

 

 

 

List of appendices to this report: None 

 

  

 

Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985  
List of Background Papers: None 

 

Contact Officer:  Paul Watling, Scrutiny Manager 

Telephone:  020 7983 4393 

E-mail:  scrutiny@london.gov.uk 
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